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Abstract
Around the world, municipalities are facing new challenges, not the least of which is
climate change. This is especially true for rural communities that, for a variety of reasons, will
be disproportionately affected by the climatic changes and accompanying policies or programs.
This dissertation, written in manuscript-style, integrates climate change and social-ecological
scholarship to address the unique character of rural communities, to communicate the
complexity of rural identity through the term “rural character” and to empower rural
communities to incorporate adaptation strategies into their daily municipal operations and
planning.
Specifically, this dissertation seeks to answer the following questions:
•

What is community character and what does it offer for climate change planning?

•

What is the relationship between rural character and climate change?

•

How can rural communities adapt to create a resilient rural character?
Through this research, I argue that there is a common dialogue across multiple

disciplines that shows opportunities for interdisciplinary adaptation scholarship that could
inform local planning efforts. I identify a common framework of people-place-process across
multiple disciplines and identify opportunities for cross-disciplinary communication. To
understand the complexity of the rural identity, my single mixed-methods case-study in
Northwest Connecticut develops a place-based definition as well as a transferable model of
rural character that can be used to understand other rural locales. The model of elements,
dimensions, and tensions presents the quantitative and qualitative nature of rurality that, in its
composition, represents the components of meaning to local residents. The study also indicates
iv

the importance of a regional rural identity.
Bringing the scholarship to bear in the last manuscript, I use the theoretical
underpinning of socio-ecological systems and place-based definition of rural character to create
a guidebook that lists the particular steps a community might take to adapt to climate change.
Emphasizing continual improvement and place-based strategies, the guidebook offers both
procedural guidance and specific adaptation strategies, a combination not yet utilized in other
adaptation guidance. Throughout the dissertation, I emphasize the utility of this scholarship for
rural planners.
As a body of work, this dissertation emphasizes the complexity of rural communities,
the need for reflective planning, and responsive place-based climate change adaptation that
protects and enhances rural character.
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction
"It is very important not to use rural character as a thing of the past or as a word that
means ‘like’ rural. It is important to know rural people actually exist, come from generations of
folks who were also rural. It is also very critical to know that rural means a lessening of uptight
manicuring of all things. It allows for sweat and shit on the boots and is not the imitation of a
remembered quaintness. It is about making life and death decisions." Survey Case 588

At the heart of this dissertation is the inherent belief in the unique form and function of
rural communities. I grew up in a small town, the same town my mother and maternal
grandfather grew up in. My parents met in that town. And, after moving around after college, I
settled in the adjacent town less than three miles from my childhood home. My new town is even
more rural by some standards than my hometown, with less people, businesses, and
infrastructure. Through these transitions, I have tasted the struggle of ‘knowing a place’ but not
being 'of a place'. These questions of identity, attachment, and perception inspired this
dissertation and will continue to influence my research.
During my initial literature review, I explored the scholarship on the meaning and
interpretation of the “rural”. I reviewed several disciplines including place attachment, rural
scholarship, governance, and planning. This review coincided with starting my position as a
regional planner in a rural region in Connecticut. I noticed that towns used the term “rural
character” to filter, shape, and decide long-term planning efforts. Yet, in both the academic
literature and the planning practice, there was a dearth of information to define such a term. I
expanded my review to include researchers studying the meaning and application of rurality as
it relates to identity, attachment and/or local planning. I explored the work of researchers
1

studying this concept in the United Kingdom (e.g. Keith Halfacree, Rebecca Wheeler, and Michael
Woods), Australia (e.g. Christopher Raymond, Gregory Brown, and Catherine Robinson) and the
United States (e.g. Amanda Walker, Robert Ryan, and Elisabeth Hamin – see references herein).
Notably, the scholars in Australia as well as Elisabeth Hamin have expanded their scholarship to
consider rural communities and climate change adaptation.
Regarding climate change literature and practice, significant time and resources are
devoted to urban areas, coastal areas, and/or developing nations. Grant-making institutions (e.g.
Rockfeller Institute) and American federal departments (e.g. Department of Transportation) tend
to favor urban areas, either explicitly or implicitly, by nature of their eligibility rules or investment
practices. State-level governments, including Connecticut, focus limited time and resources, on
addressing immediate concerns about sea-level rise, coastal flooding, and water infrastructure
resilience. Where academic climate scholarship looks at rural areas, I observed a focus on
resource management or threats to local tourism and recreation. Rural communities in
developed nations, with small exception, are not a dominant theme in current climate change
scholarship and practice. Furthermore, climate scholarship has yet to explore the impacts of
climate change on the inherent qualities, values, and socio-cultural practices specific to rural
communities.
Considering the prominence of rural character in local decision-making, I became
concerned about the lack of an adequate understanding of the term so I sought to create a robust
and interdisciplinary definition that can enhance local action and honor the complexity of the
rural lived experience. There have been independent research inquiries into place, climate
change, and local adaptation; yet, none incorporates the other. My questions explore new
2

territory, drawing from multiple literatures and research efforts. Beyond community character
climate change adaptations, this research may also offer further research questions for small
communities, local adaptation strategies, and in-land vulnerabilities in developed nations.
Because almost every component of this project requires an interdisciplinary strategy, I
have created a multi-phase mixed methods design within a case-study framework. The research
questions require several methods to build functioning definitions or frameworks to inform the
next phase and, eventually, the entire project. I present each stage as separate products although
they work together as a larger case study.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
To bridge the climate change and planning scholarships, to craft a definition of rural
character, and to enhance the rural capacity to deal with climate change, I sought to answer the
following research questions:
Table 1. Research Questions And Analysis
(questions in bold are the primary research questions with additional considerations in plain text)
Research Questions
Likely method for data Data Analysis Method
Chapter
collection
How do residents of
Semi-structured
Open coding of the
Chapter 3
northwest
interviews;
interviews;
Connecticut define
questionnaire;
compare/contrast
“rural character”?
document review (local documents among sample
plans and literature);
communities, identify
literature review
literature and document
cross-overs
Can some aspects of
Insertion of place
Open coding and review of
Chapter 3
place literature inform methods in interviews
survey answers
that definition?
and questionnaire
What implications
Rural character results
Document review (research Chapters 2 and 4
does climate change
and studies of climate
pieces, scientific reports)
have for rural
change in New England
character?
& Connecticut

3

How will climate
change impact
Connecticut?
What are the
particular strengths
and vulnerabilities of
rural communities
with respect to
climate change?
Can place attachment
components inform
climate change
adaptation e.g.
through identification
of key attributes or
prioritization of
adaptation planning?
How could planners
use this information
for their communities?

Document review
(especially national and
state resources)
Semi-structured
interviews;
questionnaire;
document review (local
plans and literature);
literature review
Questions in interviews;
scalar questions in
survey; experience of
individuals within
northwest Connecticut

Literature review

Chapter 4

Assessment of potential
climate change
vulnerabilities and creation
of rural-specific adaptations

Chapter 4

Coding of interviews;
review of survey questions;
equal attention to cultural
resources as a vulnerability
theme

Chapters 3 and 4

Survey and outreach to
planners

Incorporation of
implications for local
planning; creation of a
guidebook tailored to rural
communities

Chapters 2, 3, and 4

While these research questions could be considered in other geographies, this
dissertation focuses on the rural communities of Connecticut. Chapter Three focuses exclusively
on the Northwest Hills planning region of Connecticut. The acknowledgment of rural character
and/or rural qualities in all of the region's municipalities, my personal planning experience within
the region, and the unique position of the state with respect to climate change make this region
an ideal study location.
This dissertation intentionally uses what Cresswell (2014) calls the "pragmatic
worldview". Managing complex questions presents and offers challenges, especially since climate
change adaptation and municipal/regional planning are inherently complicated and
interdisciplinary. And designing academic scholarship to inform the real world can be an “untidy”
transition (Donaldson, 2015). But there is a significant need to bridge the scientific understanding
4

about climate change adaptation to the local decision-makers (Moser, Kasperson, Yohe, &
Agyeman, 2008). I designed this research as three manuscripts to explore the discrete questions
and constraints from academic scholarship while gradually applying the scholarship to practice
as the dissertation progresses. As a whole product, the three manuscripts create a path to placebased holistic adaptation tailored to rural communities.
Presented in a journal article format, Chapters Two, Three, and Four function as standalone manuscripts with their own supporting literature, methods, and discussion sections. As the
key concepts overlap, there are some redundancies between the manuscripts. I introduce each
chapter with a preface to ease the transition between chapters. I intend this dissertation to
develop a strong theoretical construct of the term "rural character" to inform local-based climate
adaptation. I anticipate that this dissertation will provide data specific enough for communities
to immediately incorporate the concept of rural character into their adaptation strategies. By
providing concrete connections between theory and practice, this approach shifts the
understanding of adaptation as a sector-specific action (bridge raising, renewable energy
sources, or storm surge protections) to a community-wide resilience strategy.

Ultimately, I

envision community character as a new paradigm within the adaptation literature.
Chapter Two, "Understanding Community Character as a Socio-ecological System", offers
a theoretical inter-disciplinary exploration of common themes from different scholarships.
Despite different settings, different methodologies, and different aims, the scholarship of socioecological systems, place attachment, and planning share common themes, actors, and
boundaries. These commonalities, although each discipline has its own terms, can be identified
as people, process, and place. Most of these disciplines operate in a systemic and multi-layered
5

environment where relationships between the cogs play an equal role as the cogs themselves.
By establishing a common dialogue, I hope to foster inter-disciplinary communication in a way
that leverages the components and relationships within a system to maximize resiliency.
Chapter Three, "Defining Rural Character: A Northwest Connecticut Case Study," is an
empirical exploration of the term "rural character," a subset of community character. Developed
through public input, the term "rural character" serves as a guiding vision for all of the municipal
comprehensive plans in the region. The region, also known as the Northwest Hills Council of
Governments planning region, consists of 21 self-selected communities in the northwest corner
of the state. My initial review of Connecticut comprehensive plans, called Plans of Conservation
and Development, revealed extensive reliance on rural character but limited definition. Plans
alluded to a variety of characteristics including architecture and particular land-use activities.
They also made vague references to particular types of social interactions. But few explored the
concept in a systematic and multi-disciplinary way. Although such plans are not academic
endeavors, the lack of definition limits the efficacy of subsequent planning efforts. This case
study, incorporating semi-structured interviews, convenience sampling at local events, a regionwide survey, and analysis of the comprehensive plans, inspired a robust and transferable model
that captures the quantitative and qualitative components of rural character.
Chapter Four, "Adapting Rural Communities to Climate Change: A Process Guidebook and
Strategy Toolkit," diverges from the previous manuscripts in tone and format. While the
municipal comprehensive plans all refer to rural character in some fashion, few mention climate
change, global warming, or even extreme weather events. Written for municipal decision-makers
and volunteers, this chapter is intended as a “guidebook” and accompanying toolkit, which offers
6

practical guidance grounded in planning principles; it chapter describes the anticipated impacts
to Connecticut from climate change, planning steps for local-scale adaptation, and important
resources to support such efforts. It establishes a step-by-step process supported by data from
the previous chapter, illustrated by case study, and linked to guidance documents and case
studies. The tone of the guidebook is much less formal and directed to local officials and planners
for direct application within their communities. It will require refinement in future iterations as
our understanding of rural character and local climate change impacts evolve. While it focuses
on Connecticut, other rural communities could relate to the planning steps and use the provided
references.
Finally, to conclude the dissertation, Chapter Five offers an overall reflection and
discussion on the content and findings from the preceding chapters. It presents potential
research opportunities and stresses the need for decision-makers to recognize the unique
character of rural communities and to design solutions for our new climate-future that preserve,
protect, and enhance that character.
Appendix A includes a photo survey that, as a composite, conveys a sense of rural
character in Connecticut. Appendix B includes the rural character survey instruments and
example participation solicitation. Appendix C includes the semi-structured interview protocol.
Appendix D contains the planning survey instrument. Appendix E includes the Informed Consent
Agreement. Appendix F includes the permissions for figures as appropriate.
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Chapter 2: Understanding Community Character as a Socioecological System
Abstract
Addressing the disconnect between the disciplines of climate change and community
planning, this paper seeks to establish common dialogue between several disciplines of
scholarship and to offer constructive connections to inform local adaptation efforts. This paper
first builds a theoretical argument by constructing an interdisciplinary definition of community
character drawing parallels between socio-ecological systems (SES) and community character. I
provide practice-oriented implications of this concept with a discussion of socio-ecological
systems on adaptation and potential lessons from the SES literature to inform community
character-based adaptation. Using these definitions, I propose the following definition of
community character: a nested interaction of people, process, and place that co-operate to
generate and perpetuate a unique identity with generally identifiable boundaries. Using this
people-place-process structure, we can re-imagine community character as a socio-ecological
construct so that planners may incorporate climate change adaptation into their everyday
efforts. Greater understanding about a community-character paradigm could streamline
adaptation planning, increase efficiencies of time and money, incorporate social and cultural
values or traditions as decision-making criteria, and design a resilient community shaped by its
members.

Introduction

In the planning discipline, planners utilize the term “community character” to define the
9

unique characteristics of their communities and to guide their decision-making. These
comprehensive plans initiate, direct, and tailor local policy and plans. While an extended
definition will appear later in this paper, I introduce community character as a unique identity
created by the complex interaction of people, place, and socio-cultural processes and reinforced
by these relationships over time. For discussion purposes, I use rural character for examples of
community character in this paper as the landscape plays a dominant role in those communities.
One of the most complex and perplexing problems before planners today is climate
change. Planners must consider a multitude of intricate and woven details to start to understand
the potential implications that climate change poses for their community. Through a variety of
planning activities, including economic development and land-use design, they must make
decisions about where to spend their limited time and budgets.
The planning field offers little guidance for holistic community-wide climate adaptation,
especially incorporating the unique characteristics and sense of place (Wozniak, 2014). The field
extensively discusses sustainability, smart-growth and infrastructure-focused climate change
adaptations but has not yet offered a holistic and functioning framework explicitly addressing
local community-wide adaptation (Wozniak-Brown, 2016). Numerous disciplines debate the
merits and intricacies of various adaptation approaches. And yet, the planning field has yet to
incorporate such approaches in a holistic framework that could operate on a local level and
incorporate the unique character of each area. This paper serves as one example of the crossdisciplinary opportunities by utilizing key arguments across several disciplines to inform applied
research. This paper seeks to establish a new paradigm for climate change adaptation by
incorporating multiple disciplinary concepts from climate change, planning, and socio-ecological
10

literature.
Community character, as both a holistic framework and a motivating construction, can
serve as a vehicle to re-imagine climate change adaptation. Like community character, effective
adaptation planning considers community members, the unique landscape, and emergent sociocultural traditions to understand climate vulnerabilities, to design applicable adaptation
strategies, and to increase local resiliency. Using tenets from several literatures including socioecological systems and place attachment, I re-interpret the planning construct of “community
character” (a planning visionary strategy) as an effective climate change adaptation strategy.
Predominantly, this articles asks the following questions: What implications does climate change
have for Connecticut’s rural character? How could planners use this information for their
communities? And, how might climate change impact rural character?
An inter-disciplinary systems approach, although complex, honors the long-standing
traditions of a community, respects the existing geography, and offers tailored, place-based
adaptations. It is the impact of climate change on local cultural norms and traditions that is least
understood. This approach posits the unique characteristics of each community at the core of its
planning strategy. While the often-discussed impacts to infrastructure or to agriculture influence
this process, community character adaptation planning exceeds the sum of its parts.
Across the disciplines, scholars have called for such an approach. Their arguments include
framing of place as a multi-dimensional construct for hazard planning (Entwisle, 2007, Gill &
Malamud, 2016), using environmental meaning of place for resource management (Williams &
Patterson, 1996), creating resilient or sustainable socio-ecological communities (Adger, 2000;
Cutter et al., 2008; Ostrom, 2009; Schouten, 2013); constructing an interdisciplinary
11

understanding of climate change (Lal, Alavalapati, & Mercer, 2011); and using cultural heritage
as a vulnerability and a strength in adaptation planning (Adger, Barnett, Brown, Marshall, &
O’Brien, 2012; Perez-Alvaro, 2016).
As evident from these calls to action, the planning discipline needs this approach to
deepen our understanding of the complex relationships of a socio-ecological system and to
inform local and regional plans. This interdisciplinary exercise will bring climate change planning
out of the journals and onto the streets. This paper first builds the theoretical argument by
constructing an interdisciplinary definition of community character drawing parallels between
socio-ecological systems and community character. Then, it offers practice-oriented implications
of this concept with a discussion of socio-ecological systems on adaptation and potential lessons
from the SES literature to inform community character-based adaptation.

Definition of Community Character
Planning jurisdictions, whether local, regional, or state, often prepare long-range
comprehensive plans to guide that jurisdiction's decision-making. Generally, these plans consider
the community's overall identity (existing or anticipated) or its "community character." Unlike
other disciplines, planning scholarship is practice-oriented and place-situated with little emphasis
on theoretical examinations of definitions, competing perspectives, and research opportunities.
As such, the discipline accepts many terms and practices without a contextual literature. Even
the Planner's Dictionary (2004) relies on jurisdictional planning documents instead of the
academic dialogue to establish common definitions. The Planner's Dictionary defines community
character through Brunswick, Ohio ordinances, which define community character as "the image
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of a community or area as defined by such factors as its built environment, natural features, open
space elements, type of housing, architectural style, infrastructure, and the type and quality of
public facilities and services”(Davidson & Dolnick, 2004, p. 117). Alternatively, Bret Keast defines
community character as “the distinctive identity of a particular place that results from the
interaction of many factors- built form, landscape, history, people, and their activities (New
Zealand Ministry for the Environment)" and "the sum of all the attributes and assets that make a
community unique, and that establish a sense of place for its residents (Norwalk, Ohio
Comprehensive Plan)" (Keast, 2011, p. 11).
Notably, both definitions allude to a composite identity that, as a construct, makes these
locations unique. Keast explains that the area must have "unique or special characteristics; have
potential to evolve into a unique area when provided specific and intentional guidance; or require
special attention due to unique development issues" (Keast, 2011). The Planner’s Dictionary
definition also refers to "sense of place," defined as:
"the constructed and natural landmarks and social and economic surroundings
that cause someone to identify with a particular place or community; the
characteristics of a location that make it readily recognizable as being unique and
different from its surroundings and that provides a feeling of belonging to or being
identified with that particular place"(Davidson & Dolnick, 2004).
This moves our understanding of a location from a mere product of its density (simply urban or
rural categories) to a nuanced and complex experience.
As these characteristics can be a variety of factors, the unique community character can
occur at any scale. These factors, whether history, built form, or natural landmarks are not bound
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by geo-political boundaries. Therefore “community character” can occur at numerous scales: a
streetscape, neighborhood, municipality, inter-local region, etc. For the purposes of this paper, I
focus on municipal and multi-town regional planning.
To define the term, "community character," I have examined a variety of documents,
including long-term comprehensive plans, national policy documents, and scholarly works.
Across the policy, place attachment, planning, and ecological governance literatures,
numerous contributions emerge and influence our understanding of community character. These
descriptive contributions offer a rich description and range from qualitative to quantitative,
individual to community and amorphous to static. Some of the contributions are:
•

"Shared public values" (Dover, Kohl, and Partner, 2002, p. 23)

•

"Character is a combination of many things; it is exemplified by style, image, locale,
mood, livability, connectedness, and sense of place." (Dover, Kohl, and Partner, 2001,
p. ii)

•

Unique, distinctive identity (Keast, 2011)

•

"Image of a community" (Davidson & Dolnick, 2004, p. 117)

•

Plan for "physical, environmental, economic, social, political, aesthetic, and related
factors of the area" (Chafee, 2001, p. 15)

•

"Memory and experience (Measham, 2006); preference or residential satisfaction
(Kaltenborn and Bjerke, 2002); or to the social aspects of the community (Gerson et al.,
1977; Hummon, 1992)"(Lokocz, Ryan, & Sadler, 2011, p. 67)

•

Nested system of multiple cultural, climate, and governance scales (Meinig 1965, as
cited in Cebon & Risbey, 2000; Wood, 2011)

•

"Architectural style, climate (e.g. quality and quantity of light, amount of rainfall, and
variations in temperature; unique natural setting; memory and metaphor (what the
place means to people who experience it), use of local materials; craftsmanship;
sensitivity in the siting of important buildings and bridges; cultural diversity and history;
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people's values; high quality public environments which are visible and accessible;
town-wide activities (daily and seasonal)"(Garnham, 1985, p. 9)
Reflecting the complexity and interdisciplinarity of the contribution above, I propose a more
robust definition of community character for planning scholarship to consider and an
interdisciplinary model to aid discussion. This definition and framework will enhance the crossdisciplinary conversations between planners and academics to inform and improve on-theground applications.
In community plans, much of the visions, goals, and strategies evolve from
communications between planners and the people who live and work in the subject area.
Surveys, interviews, and public charrettes are just some of the planning tools used to represent
individuals in a geographic area. The socio-ecological literature, discussed in a following section,
offers a deeper understanding of the "people" category and enhances our understanding of the
role people play in establishing community character. The rich literature of place offers useful
contemplations on the dialectic relationship between person and place with geography, time,
and experience as variables. As Lokocz et al. (2011) point out, "...definitions of rural character are
not easy for planners to articulate and codify (Heyer, 1990), because the relationship between
landscape features, rural character, and local residents can be emotional and complex (Jackson,
1980)"( p. 65). While the merits and limitations of each of these topics are beyond the bounds of
this paper, we must recognize the robust web of motivations, opportunities, and constraints that
drive the relationship between residents and their place.

Community Character as a Socio-ecological system
In resilience and climate scholarship, the concept of socio-ecological systems organizes
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complex and nested systems to interpret the bonds, opportunities, and constraints within a given
system. This literature, mostly explored through ecology, could offer unique insights to demystify
and operationalize the intricate organization of a community to best plan for complex problems.
Holistic concepts or systems thinking such as sustainability or resiliency, recognize both
components of the system as well as the relationships between components as important
variables to the given study.
Understanding community character as a socio-ecological system can bring the literature
to bear on the long-term planning for climate change adaptation. Although complex, the planning
discipline’s concept of community character can be illustrated as the ecology field’s socialecological system. Both constructs manage the intricate composition of people, process, and
place to produce a functioning system, operating in somewhat predictable ways. Scholars must
study climate change in "an integrative, interdisciplinary way that considers the interaction
between social and ecological systems (Newell et al. 2005, Folke 2006, Young et al. 2006, Ostrom
2007, 2009)"(Binder et al. 2013). Some scholars are recognizing this opportunity. Frank & Reiss
(2014) explain that "advocates within the movements of social-ecological sustainability and
resiliency are discovering that rural [and community] planning is a fitting platform for the
integration of environmental, social justice, economic, and cultural concerns (Lapping, Daniels,
and Keller 1989; Bishop & Phillips, 2004; Morrison & Lane, 2006; Richardson, 2000; Sargent, Lusk,
Rivera, & Varela, 1991;Ratner and Moser 2009)" (p. 387).
Over the past twenty years, the field of socio-ecological or social-ecological systems has
evolved in depth, breadth, and analysis with various disciplinary and theoretical scales and
application or operationalization (Binder et al., 2013). The most cited work on this topic is Linking
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Social and Ecological Systems: Management Practices and Social Mechanisms for Building
Resilience, edited by Fikret Berkes and Carl Folke (1998). Despite offering robust definitions for
other key concepts, the editors do not provide a robust definition of SES except to explain that
"social and ecological systems are in fact linked, and that the delineation between social and
natural systems is artificial and arbitrary....we use the terms social-ecological system and socialecological linkages...to emphasize the integrated concept of humans-in-nature"(Berkes & Folke,
1998, p. 4). Binder et al. (2013), however, use the same resource to define SES as a "nested,
multilevel systems that provide essential services to society such as supply of food, fiber, energy,
and drinking water (Berkes and Folke 1998)" (para. 6). SES occur at multiple scales, including
spatial, temporal, quantitative, or analytical dimensions with intervening levels (local, regional,
global, etc.) (Cash et al., 2006). And Halliday and Glaser (2011) explain: "a social-ecological system
can be considered as a system composed of organized assemblages of humans and non-human
life forms in a spatially determined setting" (p. 2). Once again, the people, process, and place
triad is shown. These definitions convey the complexity and interactional nature of a socioecological system and the expectation of ecosystem services offered by an ecological system and
managed by social systems.
For the purposes of this paper, the intricacies and evolution of the socio-ecological
systems literature exceeds the scope of this project since the “goal should be to seek not detailed
knowledge of parts of the system but improved understanding of the dynamics of the whole
system”(Folke et al., 2005, p. 445). My proposed interdisciplinary model establishes
commonalities across disciplines to strengthen a community’s ability to respond to a complex
threat that requires a systemic perspective and multitude of responses. Future iterations of the
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model may address long-standing conflicts in the SES literature.
The use of other disciplines to examine the implications of climate change is not a new
strategy but still provides unique perspectives. For example, Pike, Dawley, and Tomaney (2010)
use the field of Economic Geography while Beel et al.(2015) use Cultural Heritage to examine
resiliency and adaptation. Where Pike et al. use a framework based on agents, mechanisms, and
sites, Beel et al. use individuals, human agency, and place-based cultural heritage. Community
character, as interpreted through the planning literature, follows a similar structure and could
like-wise offer unique perspectives.
In fact, the literatures of community character, socio-ecological systems, place, and
adaptive capacity all use the common denominators of people, process, and place:
•

Community character: people, landscape, activities (Ballash, 1999; Halfacree, 1995;
Kendig & Keast, 2011)

•

Socio-ecological framework: human systems, ecosystem, governance systems
(Charles, 2012)

•

Place attachment: people, place, social interaction and memory (Kyle, Graefe,
Manning and Bacon, 2004)

•

Adaptive Capacity: behaviors, resources, technology & policy (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, 2007)

While

most

existing

definitions

of

community

character

discuss

process

(social/economic/political traits) or place elements (physical/locale/environmental), they discuss
the "people" element in a limited way even though the local community members and their
motivations drive the planning process.
Arguably, the literature best equipped to examine the role of people in socio-ecological
systems is place attachment. The strength of a place attachment bond has been shown to
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influence participation in community planning (Devine-Wright, 2013; Manzo & Perkins, 2006). As
Edward Ward explained, the aesthetics of rural character lie between the natural and cultural
context (1988 as cited in Pivo, 1992). It follows that any effort to protect community character
must protect those unique attributes. Therefore, climate change adaptation, if congruent with
the community’s comprehensive plan and therefore guided by their community character, must
also protect those attributes. I should note that Garnham (1985) uses a different schema. He
separates community character into physical features and appearance (Place); observable
activities and functions (Process); and meanings or symbols. Although he may intend that these
categories incorporate people since they would conduct the activities or construct meaning, his
omission of people as a dominant feature of community character demotes the agency of people
upon the landscape.
Looking at multiple literatures through this lens, several common denominators emerge
across the planning, climate adaptation, place attachment, and socio-ecological framework
(Table 1). These commonalities, illustrated in the following table, allow us to translate across
disciplines.
Table 1. Common denominators across disciplines
Community Character
Socio-ecological
Place Attachment
Framework
People
Human systems
People
Place
Ecosystem
Place
Process
Governance Systems Social Interaction &
Memory
(Ballash, 1999;
(Charles, 2012)
(Kyle, Graefe,
Halfacree, 1995; Keast,
Manning, & Bacon,
2011)
2004)
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Adaptive Capacity
Behaviors
Resources
Technology & Policy
(Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate
Change, 2007)

Model Paradigm
To illustrate the interdisciplinary components of community character, I present a model based
on the concepts from Scannell & Gifford (2010) using a framework of people, process and place
(Figure 1). While their original model focused on place attachment, I have taken the three core
topics and re-purposed them through multiple disciplines and in a socio-ecological context to
convey new meaning. The model not only illustrates socio-ecological systems as a product of the
three categories but also implies the ways in which the components interact, influence and
innovate in relationship to each other. As the model suggests, the system has discrete but porous
boundaries, depending on the observer. Large-scale forces, such as climate change, can
significantly alter the system at any scale. And various actors, institutions, and activities operate
within the system at near equal importance as the triad.
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Figure 1. Community Character as a Socio-ecological System: Interdisciplinary Model (adapted from L. Scannell & R. Gifford,
Defining Place Attachment: A tripartite organizing framework, Journal of Environmental Psychology, 30 (1), p.2, Elsevier, 2010)

People. This category includes individuals and the various ways in which they organize
themselves, including but not limited to geography, race, religion, socio-cultural practices,
nationality, etc. Larger scales of this category may depend on the discipline. For the planning
discipline, these scales may relate to political boundaries such as municipality, regional, state,
etc. Sociologists may organize the scales by common characteristics such as religion, occupation,
age, shared cultural practices, etc. For the ecology discipline, these scales may relate to the
community, biome, landscape, watershed, range, etc.
Using the socio-ecological framework in a community character context, it is not only
important to appreciate standard demographic groupings of people but to consider how the
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members of a group organize and perceive themselves. Their perceptions of their situation within
the system are particularly vulnerable under change events. Group characteristics may be
dependent on the process and place within the system including geography, history, landscape
features, social practices, cultural norms and expectations. Notably, vulnerability of identity may
correlate to scale, where larger populations may have increased resilience to change by virtue of
their complexity and greater access to goals or skills that meet their community’s needs.
The “people” category also includes the concept of "institutions." Neil Adger (2000)
defines institutions in the "broadest sense to include habitualized behavior and rules and norms
that govern society, as well as the more usual notion of formal institutions with
memberships, constituencies and stakeholders" (p. 348). The notation about institutions
is particularly important as it has both formal and informal manifestations with different
implications. In a sense, community character acts as an informal institution, practiced by
the inhabitants with generally accepted rules and norms. It operates as an identifiable and
organized framework developed by its members. It may change over time with notable
influence or forcing by its members. Stoker (1998) argues "institutions can shape policy
outcomes but cannot determine them" (p. 26). I'd argue that, based on the literature on
agenda-setting, institutions have significant influence on policy outcomes, however, not in
isolation since "public and private institutions frequently are intermeshed and depend on
one another, rather than existing in isolated worlds" (Ostrom, 1990, p. 15). It is evident
that individuals and institutions are a vital aspect of the socio-ecological framework.
Place. Using a socio-ecological approach to community character, place becomes a
contested space shaped, developed, and imbued with meaning by the interactions of people and
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geography. Strict interpretations of place by traditional natural science or traditional social
science fail to marry the complex concepts of resources and meanings where the concept of place
[as a means of understanding the human system] reminds us that “resources exist in a meaningfilled spatial (and temporal) context” (Williams & Patterson, 1996, p. 509). Scholars must consider
both the communities' dependence on the physical environment and the institutions developed
in that environment (Adger, 2000).
John Agnew (1987), explains three core aspects of place as a "meaningful location":
location, locale, and sense of place. Location is the human-assigned reference points such as city,
state, country, latitude/longitude, or GIS data, i.e., a commonly shared reference. While not all
cultures utilize the same nomenclature, these "locations" are universally 'discoverable' or
'knowable' without special or unique knowledge. Locale and sense of place, however, carry
greater meaning based on the culture in which they are situated. Agnew further identifies 'locale'
as "the material setting for social relations" such as a school with four brick walls and an entrance
portico. The description provided by Cresswell (2004) does not clarify if Agnew intended these
'locales' to only mean physically constructed places. For our purposes, I interpret this to mean
any special composition of physical components that create a "material visual form" (Cresswell,
2004, p. 7) where social constructions take place. For example, a farmer's field, enclosed by
stone-walls and wooden fencing qualifies as a locale since it is a defined location but with special
purpose. Cresswell (2004) explains Agnew's sense of place as a "subjective and emotional
attachment people have to place" (p. 7) not necessarily limited by physical boundaries.
Planners "must be concerned about managing the landscape for a variety of values, at
different intensities, over different scales of space and time"(G. G. Brown, Reed, & Harris, 2002,
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p. 73). Brown et al. (2002) examined the relationship between 13 human values (aesthetic,
recreation, therapeutic, subsistence, economic, learning, biological diversity, spiritual, historic,
cultural, future, intrinsic, and life-sustaining) and two scales, an environmental horizon and a
time scale. They concluded, based on this research, that the scores for the cultural, spiritual,
economic, biological diversity, historic, and learning values indicated a concern for culture and
the interaction between culture and ecological communities (G. G. Brown et al., 2002; Norton &
Hannon, 1997). Norton and Hannon (1997) prescribed the localization of planning efforts to
protect the sense of place [community character] and Brown et al. (2002) advocate planning
efforts consistent with local environmental values. For example, the "Community Character Plan
for Collier County, Florida" "demonstrates the potential for integrated planning at the front lines
of battles over sprawl, traffic, ecology, and social equity...[and] interprets the public realm as
including not only streets and urban open spaces but also systems of habitat and waterflow, as
well as traditional patterns of rural life" (Dover, Kohl, and Partner, 2002, p. 22).
Perhaps the best approximation of place in a socio-ecological context emerges from the
historic preservation interpretation of a cultural landscape, "a geographic area (including both
cultural and natural resources and the wildlife or domestics animals therein), associated with a
historic event, activity, or person or exhibiting other cultural or aesthetic values" (Birnbaum &
Peters, 1996, p. 4). Notably, the local and “sense of place” are active places of meaning intricately
related to people and process.
Process. Within a SES, "a social system is defined as any group of people who interact
long enough to create a shared set of understandings, norms, or routines to integrate action, and
established patterns of dominance and resources allocation. Like any system it is dynamic,
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meaning that it is difficult to change any one part of it without considerable effects on other
parts"(Westley et al., 2002, p. 107). While the components of the social system may be
individuals, the process of a SES are a reciprocal interaction between people and place.
It is significant enough to deserve its own category as these processes change in layered
ways. That is, the relationship does not proceed in an additive way where if one person or one
place changes, the relationship makes an equally incremental change. These processes change in
exponential ways as the people, place, time, and external forces change and create ancillary
actions. For example, the dairy industry in Connecticut in 2007, a traditional agricultural practice,
had sales of $76 million and dairy processing had sales of $497 million (Department of Economic
and Community Development & Department of Agriculture, 2009). It also offered an estimated
$55 million of additional value in ecological quality, social benefits, historical context, and
community character (Department of Economic and Community Development & Department of
Agriculture, 2009). As a single agricultural practice, the Connecticut dairy industry has cascading
impacts on social, economic, and ecological systems.
Once again, the historic preservation literature offers a succinct definition of these
processes rooted in place. Birnbaum & Peters (1996) refer to it as a historic vernacular landscape
or
"a landscape that evolved through use by people whose activities or occupancy
shaped it. Through social or cultural attitudes of an individual, a family or a
community, the landscape reflects the physical, biological, and cultural character
of everyday lives. Function plays a significant role in vernacular landscapes. This
can be a farm complex or a district of historic farmsteads along a river valley.
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Examples include rural historic districts and agricultural landscapes" (Birnbaum &
Peters, 1996, p. 5).
The landscape, although grounded by geologic formations, moves beyond the dominant ecology
to represent the historical and on-going culture performed with the landscape.
Following this discussion, and using the proposed framework, I offer the following
definition of community character as a socio-ecological system: a nested interaction of people,
place, and processes that cooperate to generate and perpetuate a unique emergent identity with
generally identifiable boundaries. This definition accounts not only for the more obvious
measurements of place such as demographics or built infrastructure, but also for the
relationships among the components creating a synergistic and unique identity.

Implications of a Socio-ecological approach to Climate Change
Adaptation
So far, the climate change literature has failed to address the nature of a community as
an entity, which interacts with climate, especially at the municipal scale. It has yet to examine
the social norms, cultural process, and accompanying ecological systems that comprise human
communities. Literature focuses instead on discipline-focused issues such as governmental
mechanisms like adaptive governance or infrastructure vulnerabilities like flooding (van Buuren
et al., 2015). These local communities, evolving over time, are products of external forcings and
internal desires. Together, they create a unique entity, fostered by community members. I
suspect, too, that rural communities, where natural resources offer multiple benefits such as
recreation, livelihoods, and emotional experiences, will be especially at risk to climate change
since the natural environment will be structurally more vulnerable to climate change than the
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built environment. Community character may be particularly vulnerable as the climate changes
and alters the existing socio-ecological system. The climate literature has yet to explore those
vulnerabilities and corresponding methods of adaptation. And, even more important, the
planning literature has yet to make the connection between community character or place
understanding and climate change adaptation.
In development of comprehensive long-range plans, municipal and regional planners
consider long-term projections in demographics, economics, and community vision. For some
communities, the long-term plans will include concepts such as smart growth, sustainable
development, and transit-oriented development. Some communities will incorporate climate
change as a potential stressor and climate change adaptations as expected projects. And yet, as
described in a subsequent chapter, planners struggle with multiple challenges as they seek to
incorporate climate change into long-range plans.
Regardless of a community's distance from the coast, climate change threatens every
community in the United States in different ways. The impacts of climate change, fluctuating
water supply, severe storms, or increased frequency of high heat days, could threaten the very
vision that planners use to guide the long-term plans. This is especially true of rural communities
that are shaped, influenced, and supported by the natural landscape and surrounding ecology. It
is the planners' duty, therefore, to consider the implications of climate change for their
community's vision and respond accordingly. Using this people-place-process structure, we can
re-imagine community character as a socio-ecological construct so that planners may incorporate
climate change into their everyday efforts.
Since the planning discipline lacks theoretical considerations of climate change, we may
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use the socio-ecological literature to approximate implications for human-environmental
systems. Incorporating the formal and informal institutions that establish and enforce rules,
social-ecological systems combine human institutions (including norms, structures, and
practices) and natural systems (from season to season or landscape to landscape), both dynamic
systems. The SES literature may inform adaptation planning as planners must operate within the
same complex and dynamic systems.
Managing people, place, and processes under changing climate conditions, planners have
two types of responses to climate change, especially by governments: mitigation and adaptation.
Government functions through executive actions, financial incentives and command and control
which greatly influence both types of action. It is important to note that these concepts are not
mutually exclusive. Mitigation includes "efforts to reduce or prevent emission of greenhouse
gases” (United Nations Environment Programme, n.d.), the anthropogenic causes of climate
change. These efforts may be hyper-local or supra-national with simple efficiencies or complex
technologies. Mitigation does not prepare communities for the changes expected from climate
change. Adaptation, on the other hand, includes "adjustments in ecological, social, or economic
systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli and their effects or impacts... It refers
to changes in process, practices, and structures to moderate potential damages or to benefit
from opportunities associated with climate change" (United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change, 2014b, para. 1). While the former seeks to lessen the severity of climate change
by reducing the magnitude of the man-made forcings, the latter seeks to reduce the risks and
amplitude associated with climate change.
In general, the concept of climate adaptation means responses to climate change.
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Although most literature cites the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) definition,
it is important to note that the IPCC has different definitions of adaptation. The Fourth
Assessment Report’s Working Group III defines adaptation as
"initiatives and measures to reduce the vulnerability of natural and human
systems against actual or expected climate change effects. Various types of
adaptation exist, e.g. anticipatory and reactive, private and public, and
autonomous and planned. Examples are raising river or coastal dikes, the
substitution of more temperature-shock resistant plants for sensitive ones, etc."
(Metz et al., 2007, p. 809).
Alternatively, Working Group II defines adaptation as an "adjustment in natural or human
systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderates harm
or exploits beneficial opportunities. Various types of adaptation can be distinguished, including
anticipatory, autonomous and planned adaptation...”(Parry et al., 2007, p. 869). For planning
purposes, the WG II definition implies a greater amount of human agency in the decision-making
process, equal opportunity for adaptation through natural and human systems, and potential
beneficial opportunities.
Although equally important, there are distinctions between mitigation and adaptation,
especially for planners. Mitigation, which may involve promotion of cleaner energy technologies,
installations for carbon capture, or reduction of greenhouse effect amplifiers, is typically initiated
and overseen at larger scales of decision-making since it requires larger coordination efforts and
significant investments. Local communities may undertake mitigation actions such as cleanenergy micro-grids or cooperative solar panel purchasing; however, these efforts still typically
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require state funding due to their size or state-level decision-making and utility oversight.
Mitigation is also driven by specific discrete projects designed to fit community character and
less by community-wide planning. Alternatively, adaptation measures can happen easily at the
local or inter-local scale. In fact, adaptation measures perform optimally when the adaptations
address a specific community need, contribute to the short-term and long-term resiliency of the
community, and can be modified as needed. Adaptation responses manifest at different scales
and require place-based actions. They may address street-level issues with flooding, vulnerable
populations, or changing land-uses. These attributes make adaptation over mitigation more
appropriate for local and regional planners as they must recognize local vulnerabilities and design
adaptations to protect their community character.
From the socio-ecological literature, the topics of adaptive capacity and resiliency directly
inform planning efforts for local and regional adaptation. While the intricacies of these concepts
could be debated, an introduction of these topics serves the purposes of this interdisciplinary
paradigm construction.
As the IPCC (2007) explains, "adaptive capacity is the ability or potential of a system to
respond successfully to climate variability and change, and includes adjustments in both behavior
and in resources and technologies" including benefits from climate change (p. 869). It includes
quantitative concepts such as health and infrastructure and qualitative concepts such as decisionmaking and cultural practices. In other words, adaptive capacity refers to any components or
relationship within an SES.
Across scales, parts of our existing decision-making system prevent us from acting in an
optimally adaptive manner. By creating a more climate-responsive system, we create the basic
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operating conditions to respond appropriately to the new normal. For example, making
governance itself more adaptive could lead to flexible decision-making to address the changing
conditions. Adger et.al. make a distinction between adaptive capacity and adaptive decisionmaking since "adaptation can involve both building adaptive capacity thereby increasing the
ability of individuals, groups, or organizations to adapt to changes, and implementing adaptation
decisions, i.e. transforming that capacity into action" (Adger, Arnell, & Tompkins, 2005, p. 78).
Similarly, resilience “is a measure of the persistence of systems and of their ability to
absorb change and disturbance and still maintain the same relationships between populations or
state variables” (Holling, 1973, p. 14). Holling's classic definition persists today in the SES
literature but has mostly been explored in the context of ecosystem dynamics. I use the concept
of resilience to illustrate the capacity of a system to respond to change while maintaining a
framework of properties and opportunities that resemble the system prior to perturbation. This
is different from Hollings' definition of resilience where resilience is that system's capacity to
experience the perturbation and remain the same (Holling, et al., 1995). The degree to which a
systems can or should resemble its pre-disturbance state would be a local interpretation in the
context of community character. The goal of local-scale adaptation planning would be to create
a resilient system.
Of note, Adger (2000) comments that "... the concept of resilience has not effectively
been brought across the disciplinary divide to examine the meaning of resilience of a community
or a society as a whole. Is resilience a relevant term for describing communities? Is there a link
between social resilience and ecological resilience?" (p. 348). For community-planning, the
concept of resilience could identify the limitations as well as the capacity of a community to
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persist in a similar, if modified, manner to the extent practicable and demanded by the residents,
thus largely perpetuating their desired community character. And several authors would contest
that social and cultural constructions do exhibit resilience and that their resilience is essential in
any adaptation efforts since "social sources of resilience such as social capital (including trust and
social networks) and social memory (including experience for dealing with change) (Olick and
Robbins, 1998; McIntosh, 2000) are essential for the capacity of social–ecological systems to
adapt to and shape change (Folke et al., 2003 and Folke et al., 2005)" (Folke, 2006, p. 261). This
is especially true if preservation of community character, comprised of people, process, and
place, is your guiding vision.
From the socio-ecological systems literature, we can utilize the model of complex, interrelated scales and the concepts of adaptive capacity and resilience to inform place-based
planning for climate change.

Implications of this Paradigm for Adaptation Planning
The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) identifies five key activities
for climate change adaptation: observation, assessment, planning, implementation, and
monitoring & evaluation (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 2014b).
This model closely follows the Planning discipline's procedure of Plan, Do, Check, and Act (Project
Management Institute, 2004). While each stage is important, I focus on the observation stage (or
beginning stages of "Plan") to establish our understanding of the climate change implications on
a particular community's character. The UNFCC explains that this stage of "observation and
monitoring of climatic and non-climatic, socio-economic and environmental variables is
important to find and attribute climate change impacts, and to support research towards
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improved understanding, modelling and prediction of the climate system and climate change
impacts" (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 2014a). The UNFCC report
continues with a description of the collection of scientific data. In a planning context, this stage
would include planimetric data (e.g. population, area history, housing needs, infrastructures,
public health, etc.) and a comprehensive community vision derived from public participation. By
combining these two approaches, already symbiotic in their efforts, planners can incorporate
climate change efforts into their pre-existing planning efforts for the socio-ecological system
within their geography. By observing the socio-ecological system in which they work, planners
may observe and manage the complex relationships, feedback loops, and dependencies within
the system.
Contributions to Planning
Considering the complexity of a social-ecological system, the utility of this approach may
not be readily apparent to planners. The interacting layers with complex relationships and inexact
cause and effects seem like insurmountable challenges to identifying practical and
straightforward adaptation strategies, especially when assigning limited funding. Dealing with
wicked problems in complex systems can be downright “clumsy” (Khan & Neis, 2010; Perry,
2015).

While this approach is not a simple path, it does identify consistencies among scholarly

approaches, efficiencies of time and cost with strategies that achieve multiple goals, and
increased efficacy by matching the community's needs and constraints to problems associated
with climate change. One example socio-ecological framework, established by Berkes and Folke
includes ecosystem, people and technology, local knowledge and property rights (1998). An SES
framework can "reveal otherwise nebulous policy goals, recognizing interdependencies among
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community development and forest outcomes that lead to new ways of enhancing adaptive
capacity" (Morzillo et al., 2015, p. 80).
In addition to the comments above, the practice of community planning could benefit
from the literature on socio-ecological systems by recognizing the emergent characteristics of
community character and creating flexible preservation strategies. Firstly, federal regulations
and policy rarely require consideration of socio-cultural components at the onset of a project.
Arnold Alanen (2000) stresses this issue with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
procedure that assess the environmental impacts of a proposed project. Too often, planners
conduct the NEPA analysis at the end of the process, severely limiting any potential protections
or enhancements to the landscape (Alanen, 2000). It also reinforces the idea of socio-cultural
locations as obstructions rather than integral components of the landscape (Downer & Roberts,
1993).

Secondly, traditional planning subsumes ecosystem components to the human needs

since planning designs the existing landscape to meet the demands of the local population.
Specific disciplines of environmental and/or landscape planning may account for the ecological
systems needs and capacities. However, local land-use decisions may emerge from ad-hoc
volunteer commissions or part-time planners that may or may not have the expertise of these
planning disciplines. Since the local/regional/state planners are responsible to the elected
officials and, by extension, the general public, their first priorities will be the priorities of their
employers and constituents. And finally, failure to address the socio-ecological needs of the
residents as a mutually dependent system may reduce the efficacy of the comprehensive plans.
The additional stresses and compounding impacts of climate change will reduce the efficacy even
further. Planners, especially at the local scale, must consider the components and the
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relationships between the components within the socio-ecological system to design reflective
and effective plans.
Using the three categories of People, Place, and Process, we can discuss the complex
relationship in a manageable way. I hope that this model fosters an interdisciplinary dialogue
using common terminology for reciprocal benefits, where planners can utilize climate change
scholarship to manage the system within which they work and where scholars can design their
studies and corresponding recommendations to be applied in the field. I offer a few of socioecological concepts associated with the categories of the People-Place-Process model as well as
concepts for the system as a whole to aid in the discussion and analysis:
People. Social Resilience: knowledge, skills and learning; community networks; peopleplace connections; community infrastructure; diverse and innovative economy; and engaged
governance (Maclean, Cuthill, & Ross, 2014, p. 149).
Place. Traditional ecological knowledge: Integration of indigenous, local, and/or
traditional knowledge systems, although not consistently used in adaptation so far, enhance
adaptation (Pachauri, Mayer, & Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2015)
Process. Adaptive governance: “A conceptual umbrella for approaches seeking to
integrate knowledge of social and ecological systems into inclusive decision-making that
anticipates, learns from, and responds to change (Wyborn & Dovers, 2014)” (Wyborn, 2015, p.
56-57).
System wide. Resilience: “Learning to live with change and uncertainty; combining
different types of knowledge for learning; creating opportunity for self-organization toward
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social-ecological resilience; nurturing sources of resilience for renewal and reorganization
(Berkes, Colding, & Folke, 2003, pp. 354–355)
Perceiving community character as a socio-ecological system, allows planners to
strengthen resiliency with greater efficiency and co-benefits.

Conclusion
Planners must recognize that change is inevitable (Antrop, 2005) and that they must plan
for a dynamic future (Perry, 2015). If change is inevitable, planners and their community
members should ask “What magnitude of change could cause a landscape to loose [stet] identity
and to become unrecognizable? What process can break down irreversibly its coherence and
continuity…what process, changes, and functions are necessary for cultural landscapes to
survive” (Antrop, 2005, pp. 27–28)? These are the questions planners must consider in an age of
climate change. Using the tools and concepts from SES such as adaptive capacity and resilience,
they can better design and cultivate their community’s character.
Without this holistic approach, community planners are in danger of losing the very thing
they set out to protect, the community character or "spirit of place" to the slow and inevitable
degradation by environmental and climate change. In fact, "the loss of essential town
character...is often not noticed by local populations until it has occurred, and until the impact of
daily decisions are compounded to forever change the very nature of the town they inhabit"
(Garnham, 1985, p. 9). This approach, if expanded and incorporated in planning practice,
integrates climate adaptation strategies into every order of planning. For example, if a
community needs a senior housing building, the facility may include a cooling facility for
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vulnerable populations in a time of high heat. The town green, if susceptible to flooding will have
new flood mitigation infrastructure or will be moved to a new location over a 10-year period.
Annual seasonal events such as apple harvest fairs or tulip festivals may need accommodations
to deal with changing weather, phenology, temperature, etc.
Without place-based adaptation measures, residents may experience a sense of loss, "as
culture and community are frequently rooted in place... [and] climate change impacts in these
places may also change cultures and communities..." (Adger, et al., 2012). In fact, even the policy,
outreach, and planning processes are integral to creating meaning of the landscape and to placemaking (Greider & Garkovich, 2010; Williams & Patterson, 1996) so planners may need to
consider alternative forms of participation while maintaining a New England town meeting style,
for example.
The literature of social-ecological systems offers scholars the opportunity to construct a
community character planning paradigm based in best practices, resiliency tenets, and
considered parameters. This paper introduces this paradigm so that we may begin the dialogue
of bridging climate change literature to the climate change planning practice. Planners need this
information to weave these complex topics into the future of their communities. This
interdisciplinary bridge between the socio-ecological literature (significant ecological analysis)
and planning practice (significant social-cultural system analysis) joins important disciplines so
that a new SES framework can recognize the connections and dependencies within the humanecology system and so planners can design adaptation measures that maintain their community's
character.
In establishing this paradigm, I welcome analysis, review, and expansion of this concept.
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Greater understanding about a community-character paradigm could streamline adaptation
planning, increase efficiencies of time and money, and design a resilient community shaped by
its members. To move this proposal forward, there are numerous opportunities across the
disciplines to enhance our understanding of community character, contribute best practices, and
apply this concept to alternative geographies and places. Some of the opportunities include:
•

Understanding community character among different groups within a community

•

Cultivating methods of defining community character
o Research choices

•

Translating across other communities
o Rural in other geographies
o Different characters within a region

•

Examining concept of resiliency with respect to community character and social-cultural
traditions

•

Moving rural resiliency beyond resource management and recognize the social, cultural,
and historical implications from climate change

•

Researching place-making in an age of climate change

•

Designing, prioritizing, and implementing community adaptation goals and strategies to
achieve or maintain community character

Of these potential research opportunities, I recommend that climate adaptation scholars,
landscape geographers, and local/regional planners critically examine and diligently produce
potential hard and soft strategies (Perry, 2015) designed to protect community character that
can be immediately digested and incorporated into short and long-term plans.
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Preface to Chapter 3
Written in a journal article format, this chapter discuses my recently conducted casestudy based in the Northwest Hills planning region of Connecticut. The planning region consists
of 21 municipalities with a wide range of populations. From the smallest town to the region’s
small city, each community’s comprehensive planning document refers to the terms: “rural,”
“rural quality,” “rural charm,” or “rural character.” They use these concepts to make long-term
planning decisions; however, few of them define their chosen terms. This case-study uses
multiple methods including surveys, semi-structured interviews, and document review to build
a complex and interdisciplinary definition of rural character. In addition to the definition, I
created a model of the definition that can be used to communicate among and about rural
communities.
This chapter serves as a bridge both in content and position within the dissertation
between the academic scholarship and the practice of planning for rural communities.
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Chapter 3: Defining Rural Character: A Northwest Connecticut
Case Study
Abstract
In some communities, local planners use the term, “rural character” to guide their comprehensive plans.
Despite prolific use in planning practice and a long scholarship on the concept of rurality, the term has
hardly been defined. This mixed methods case study uses the Northwest Hills region of Connecticut to
study and define the term in its local context. Through interviews and surveys with regional residents and
review of municipal comprehensive plans, this study proposes both a place-based definition of the term
and a conceptual and applied framework of “elements-dimensions-tensions” to study the phenomena
regionally and in other places. The place-based definition aids planners in focused place-making and
comprehensive plan-making. The organized framework creates a common dialogue for rural scholars and
rural planners. This framework accounts for the strictly physical components of rural communities, the
socio-cultural practices, and inherent tensions of varying degrees between residents, land-use, and time.
Focused on the United States, this study also moves the American rural scholarship past quantitative
demographic definitions to a more nuanced and comprehensive understanding to inform an active
scholarship.
"Rural character is a bit like pornography--it's very difficult to define, but you know it when you
see it" (Heyer, 1990, p. 1)

Introduction
In practice, planners often use the term “community character” to embody the mix of
characteristics that make a community unique. This chapter uses a working definition of
community character as a unique identity created by the complex interaction of people, place,
and socio-cultural processes and reinforced by these relationships over time, as explored earlier
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in the dissertation. This community identity guides planning goals and strategies. Further,
planners in rural communities may use a more specific term, “rural character,” to guide their
local planning efforts. Rural character is a subset of community character with greater specificity
of design and decidedly rural components. The concept of ‘character’ imbues not only the
physical components in the area but the meanings that residents assign to a given place.
As Heyer (1990) remarked, “rural character” may seem obvious when encountered but it
is hard to define. This lack of a comprehensive and explicit definition, conceptually in the
scholarly literature and contextually in planning practice, hobbles local planning, resulting in
vague pronouncements at town meetings such as “the new project threatens rural character!”
or “we need this regulation to protect rural character!” Planning that is based on uncertain terms
results in uncertain and inconsistent decisions. Garnham (1985) explains, "the identification of
unique character must precede change, and change must be designed to accommodate the
preservation of that uniqueness" (page 9).
Using this particular term of rural character for local planning, self-selected by
municipalities in the United States and referenced generally around the world, sets the tone for
all decision-making within the community. Every subsequent decision, whether economic, social,
or ecological, filters through the identity of rural character. The diversity of its impact, yet paucity
of definition, demands further investigation. Without this definitional step, all subsequent steps
lose validity because “ultimately it is the community’s own definition of rural character that is
the single most important part of its preservation”(“Planning Q&A: Defining Rural Character,”
2003, para. 6).
In the literature, academics discuss the traits, characteristics, and practices of rural
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communities. They have studied it through various lenses including literature/history (see D.
Brown, 2011; Farland, 2007; Harrison & Judd, 2011; Lapping, 2011; Marcucci, 2000; Wheeler,
2016), sociological/psychological (see Childs & Melton, 1983; Mormont, 1990; Smith, 2011),
planning (see Hamin, Silka, & Geigis, 2007; Ryan, 2002), human geography (see Halfacree, 1995;
McCourt & Perkins, 2014; Woods, 2009), place-attachment (see Lokocz, Ryan, & Sadler, 2011;
Raymond & Brown, 2011; Walker & Ryan, 2008), and sustainability/climate change (see Cox &
Hamlen, 2015; Hegney et al., 2007; Herman, 2015; Wilson, 2014). A variety of methods have been
employed, ranging from quantitative to qualitative with combinations thereof. And, while there
have been some advances in inter-disciplinary work in recent years, a comprehensive crossdisciplinary framework of rural character has yet to emerge. Furthermore, the planning
scholarship, designed to guide practice, focuses mostly on the minutiae of policies and
regulations and not on these community visions.
To study the phenomenon of rural character, I developed a mixed methods case study
focused on the Northwest Hills region of Connecticut (Figure 1). My main research questions are:
How do residents of northwest Connecticut define “rural character”? And, of those components,
which are priorities for residents of northwest Connecticut? I primarily used qualitative methods,
including semi-structured interviews and document review, supported by quantitative survey
data. Through this research, I sought both a place-based definition of rural character for a
particular geography and a comprehensive framework for academics to advance the scholarly
dialogue on the concept of rural. While this case-study focuses on northwest Connecticut, some
of the particular components may be readily apparent in other geographies, or they may be
present but manifest in a different way. Planners bear the responsibility for making sense of their
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own locale’s rurality because they are familiar with the people, place, and processes of their
jurisdiction.

Figure 1 Map Showing Location of Northwest Hills planning region in Connecticut. (Base map prepared by the state of
Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection and is in the public domain.)

The framework, centered around categories of elements, dimensions, and tensions, incorporates
place-specific attributes and recognizes local limiting conditions when applied to a given
geography. Since no universally accepted definition exists (Chigbu 2013), multiple scholars have
offered their organizing framework to create a collective definition of rurality or rural character.
Chigbu (2013) uses rural place, rural people, rural livelihoods, rural governance, and
'sociopsycho-rural' perception. Halfacree (1995) organized the discussion into three categories:
elements (environmental, occupational, functional, etc.), dimensions (natural v. fabricated,
tradition v. modernity), and rural typicalities (physical/social components recognized by
residents). Such frameworks recognize, in some way, the social, environmental, economic,
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ecological, and/or political factors that contribute to the greater concept of rurality. It is not
enough for planners and scholars to perform an accounting of the components of a place; rather,
it is imperative to study the interactions within the landscape, especially natural and cultural ones
(Marcucci, 2000). The creation and preservation of sense of place relies on the interaction
between tangible and intangible objects and the interpretations of such by the local residents.
Planning solely by statistics can create dire consequences for the lived experience of rural
character. Drawing on these types of arrangements, my proposed framework honors the
complex components and relationships that embody rural character.
Background
From planners to policy-makers, there is little consensus on the concept of “rural.” Not
only do the definitions of “rural” vary, but the definitions of “rurality” and “rural character” (both
being the qualities and/or essences of being rural) swing wildly depending on the particular voice.
In his 1993 paper, Keith Halfacree describes the traditional use of socio-spatial definitions from
various scholars of the rural, including: statistical, administrative, built-up area, functional
regions, agricultural, and population size/density. He observed that these technical and research
tools used to “define” rural are in fact researcher-applied concepts that “involve trying to fit a
definition to what we already intuitively consider to be rural, in the absence of any other
justification as to why they should be regarded as representing the rural” (Halfacree, 1993, p.
24). The use of quantitative or hyper-local definitions of rural character inherently limits any
interpretations of said identity to similarly limited analysis. While that may have surficial research
appurtenance, it severely limits the extent to which planners and policy-makers can make
complex decisions.
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Currently, the United States Census sorts counties into urbanized areas and urbanized
clusters based on population with all other areas designated as "rural." The federal Department
of Health and Human Services further sorts the data into smaller census blocks and by
population density and distance to services to determine rural areas (Department of Health and
Human Services, 2015). Other government entities and rural researchers might use the
administrative concept (jurisdictional boundaries), land-use (population density), or economic
activities (Cromartie & Bucholtz, 2008). Many researchers studying the United States use the
population-based metropolitan or non-metropolitan designations by counties set by the federal
U.S. government as most national data is in this format. The Census Bureau admits that other
programs use their urban-rural classifications but contests that their data is for statistical
purposes only and that the federal, tribal, state or local entities must determine appropriate
use(Department of Commerce, 2011). The United States has been notably slower than other
countries such as Great Britain to move away from strictly quantitative definitions of rural
geography (Michael Woods, 2010).
Recently, in recognition that “Rural America is not just diverse and complex, but has
rapidly evolved in the 40 years since the first county classification was introduced” (Wunderlich,
2015, p. 163), the Committee on National Statistics (CNSTAT) at the National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, at the request of the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Economic Research Service, convened a working group on this topic in 2015. The committee
selected participants based on “members’ knowledge of individuals who conduct state-of-theart research or have unique expertise in that topic and selected a group of speakers with a range
of disciplines and viewpoints” (Wunderlich, 2015, p. 4). The proceedings of the two-day
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workshop clearly show a tension between the governmental desire to create quantifiable metrics
based on existing geo-political boundaries (zip codes, counties, states, etc.) and the scholarly
understanding of the qualitative, lived experience of “the rural.” As planning for Census 2020
begins, changes to the American federal classifications of “rural” remain to be seen.
In the academic dialogue, literature on rurality focuses on poverty, livelihoods, local
government, land use, and policy issues (Alemu, 2012; Scoones, 2009) instead of fully
"represent[ing] rural issues, which include the state, characteristic, or quality of being rural"
(Chigbu, 2013, p. 813). And the literature on rural-urban classifications describes other statistical
sorting systems used throughout the world to determine a given area's 'rural-ness', including:
●

Continuous agricultural production (Gulinck & Wagendorp, 2002)

●

Size and density of population, boundary of built-up area, commuting ratio,
political status, rate of non-agricultural employment, existence of particular
services and activities (Denham & White, 1998)

●

Criteria related to the functional nature of urban areas, such as the existence of
paved streets, water-supply systems, sewerage systems or electric lighting (United
Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2004)

●

Agricultural production, non-agricultural production, employment, demography,
education, and flows of money and goods (Öğdül, 2010)

Academics also look at rural communities as social constructs, above and beyond their
quantitative qualities (see Ashwood & MacTavish, 2016; M. M. Bell, 1994, 2007; Cloke, 2006;
Cloke & Little, 1997; Halfacree, 1993, 1995). Halfacree (2006) suggests a three-fold model of
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rural, incorporating rural localities (based on production or consumption activities), formal
representations of the “rural” (often expressing commodification of the rural), and everyday lives
of the “rural” (cultural interpretations). The latter reflects how “rural is a body of thought, a
representation, with politics and cultural currency that do not fit such a strict material sense of
the rural” (Ashwood & MacTavish, 2016, p. 272) as simply covered by population counts. The
essence of rurality, and therefore rural character, emerges from its relationality (Michael Woods,
2010). The interactions between the people, place, and the socio-cultural processes produce a
broader understanding of rural character, as reviewed earlier in the dissertation.
Notably, the way we classify a community on the rural to urban continuum influences
how and how well we plan for its needs. Simplistic population thresholds may be useful for the
assignation of services dependent on a maximum use expectation such as transportation or
utilities where such large investments would have to reach the greatest numbers of people.
However, using simple population counts remains insufficient for economic, social, and cultural
issues (Öğdül, 2010) that should also incorporate contextual components such as culture,
environmental geography, and residents’ priorities.
The literature on "the rural" or rurality has a long history (see Halfacree, 2006; Rye, 2006;
Woods, 2009), especially among European geographers. Unfortunately, rural scholarship in the
United States lags behind rigorous explorations by European and Australian scholars (M. M. Bell,
2007). While the US federal government’s quantifiable categorizations of rural space serve
administrative functions, especially at the national planning level, they hardly account for the
rich, multi-dimensional identity of rural communities. Consequently, a place-based
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understanding of the qualitative and locally produced identity of "the rural" becomes the
responsibility of the local planners, familiar with the residents, environment, and geographic
setting. As Halfacree explains, there is an inherent conflict in navigating the locality-based
definition and the social representation of rural (Halfacree, 1993). The concept of rural character
is complex and contested (Halfacree, 1993; Woods, 2004), and the literature is vast and
interdisciplinary. Most scholars would agree that no single definition meets the requirements of
every planner or policy-maker (Goreham, 1997).
Embracing this complex and interdisciplinary challenge, I've aggregated the concepts
from multiple disciplines to offer a robust and interdisciplinary academic understanding of
community character (Wozniak-Brown, 2016), and more specifically rural character, to inform
rural scholarship and planning practice. This study recognizes the multi-faceted nature of rural
communities and establishes a prismatic but organized structure to define not only the rural-ness
of a community, but its rural character.

Methods
This study seeks to build a comprehensive regional definition of rural character, in detail
unique to northwest Connecticut but also a simple and rigorous structure that can be applied
anywhere.

To explore the topic in-depth and to offer transferable learning outcomes, I

developed a multiple methods case-study. I chose the case-study format for the following
reasons:
● Offers transferability not generalizability of key/guiding concepts because rural
character varies by place
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● Focuses on one geography to allow for management of complex topics within a
reasonable scale
● Allows for study of local and regional concepts to compare the same term in different
circumstances
● Operates from a smaller scale allowing for closer relationship between concepts and
actionable situations
● Complements place and planning studies by studying characteristics and traits
particular to a given geography or planning area and offering findings to inform
planning decisions.
My methods include surveys, document review, and semi-structured interviews. This qualitative
study design, supported by quantitative instruments, recognizes the complexity of the topic and
increases the study validity. Only qualitative methods could adequately explore meaning and
personal experience. Furthermore, the use of statistical information such as land use, population,
housing, and economics is already in use in the regional planning and would be duplicative here.
Lastly, the use of multiple methods allows a comprehensive exploration of my proposed
elements-dimensions-tensions framework.

Study Area
The study was conducted in the Northwest Hills planning region of Connecticut (Figure 1,
above). Comprised of 21 municipalities, this region is approximately 140 miles west-southwest
of Boston and 110 miles north of New York City. It is about a two-hour drive by car from
Manhattan to the center of the region, the town of Goshen. Appendix A has a photo-survey of
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the region with photographs by the researcher. The Northwest Hills is one of two major rural
planning regions in the state. Due to the large number of municipalities in the region, I chose four
focus municipalities for deeper explorations using the following criteria: a welldeveloped/quantifiable definitions of rural character in the town’s 2012 Plan of Conservation and
Development (Kent), the largest population/population density (Torrington), the smallest
population (Canaan), and smallest population density in the region (Cornwall) as shown in Figure
2 below.

Figure 2 Four Focus Municipalities for Document Review (Base map prepared by the state of Connecticut Department of Energy
and Environmental Protection and is in the public domain.)

The Northwest Hills of Connecticut has a distinct environmental geography from its
adjacent regions in the state 1 . Michael Bell (1985) identified five physiographic regions of

1

The region also shares some characteristics with the adjacent areas of New York and Massachusetts, creating an
interesting tri-state identity, un-named but ever present. This inter-state identity came up frequently in the
interviews but could not be explored here.
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Connecticut: Coastal Slope, Eastern Uplands, Central Valley, Western Uplands, and Northwest
Highlands. The Northwest Hills of Connecticut is primarily in the Northwest Highlands with a small
portion in the Western Uplands. It is also part of the larger multi-state Highlands eco-region,
which extends from northwest Connecticut across New York and into New Jersey and
Pennsylvania. Twenty of the region’s 21 towns are within the Highlands region (Roxbury being
the exception). Characterized by its Precambrian crystalline bedrock and upland terrain (Lathrop,
2011), the multi-state Highlands is a “landscape of national significance” (Michaels, Neville,
Edelman, Sullivan, & DiCola, 1992, p. 7).
Within the state, there are nine recently-condensed planning regions. These planning
regions or councils of governments serve multiple functions including grant administration,
local/regional planning, and regional coordination. These regions are new, and as such, few of
them have created regional comprehensive plans for the broader geographic areas they
encompass. The Northwest Hills is currently working on the new regional plan; however, it has
long maintained a unique identity grounded by geography and rendered by its “rural character”
as evidenced in the municipal Plans of Conservation and Development and reviewed below.
Municipalities within this region (Figure 3) range in population size with the smallest
municipality of Canaan (1,195 persons) to Torrington (35,190) and in a population density with
the least dense municipality of Cornwall with 30.35 persons per land area square mile to the most
dense municipality of Torrington with 885.28, using 2014 population estimates (Backus &
Mueller, 2014). The average population per towns is 5,366 people and the average population
density is 149.28 persons per land area square mile. Overall the population is projected to
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increase only by 1% over the next ten years and become increasingly elderly as a third of the
population will be retirement age by 2025 (Connecticut Economic Resource Center, Inc., 2016).

Figure 3 Road Network in Northwest Hills Planning Region (Base map prepared by the state of Connecticut Department of
Energy and Environmental Protection and is in the public domain.)
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Figure 4 Map Showing Municipalities of Northwest Hills Planning Region (Base map prepared by the state of Connecticut
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection and is in the public domain. Topography from ESRI et. al. 2017)

Over half of the businesses in the region are very small, with four or fewer employees.
Over 60% of residents work outside of the region but, within the region, over 15% of the
workforce is self-employed. The regional seasonal or part-time population is 13% but in some
towns, the rate is 50% of the total population. The region (Figure 4) is only expected to grow by
1% over the next ten years, predominantly in Burlington, New Hartford, and Torrington. Half of
the region’s towns will likely lose population over the same time frame (Connecticut Economic
Resource Center, Inc., 2016).
Based on the USDA rural-urban continuum code, Litchfield County (which includes most
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of the region’s municipalities) is rated a “4” or “Nonmetro - Urban population of 20,000 or more,
adjacent to a metro area”(Parker, 2013). This is the first rating in the “nonmetropolitan” series
in the rural-urban continuum code. This placement indicates that, in the federal classification
system, Litchfield County is rural but the “least” type of “rural” in the country. While statisticians
could debate the reliability of such classifications, I argue that, for the purposes of localized
planning, the most important measure of a community’s rurality is not the federal classifications
but perception and expectation of the residents of their community. And these community
expectations of rurality will vary based on a variety of factors including the people, local cultural
or social processes, and the unique place-based setting. These classifications are static
assignations unqualified by local on-site conditions. As mentioned earlier, population counts can
inform statistically dependent projects designed for large populations; however, its use as a
funding determination for adaptation and resiliency projects is mis-guided.
As discussed above, the region is not among the “most rural” in the United States. Why
then, should it be used as a case study on the concept of rurality or rural character? These
communities perceive themselves to be rural and it is central to their identity. The persistence of
this rural identity despite the diversity between the municipalities allows a broader development
of the definition. Communities of different sizes, topographies, and demographics might still
relate to portions of this research and transfer some of its interpretations. Scholars and planners
both can test for the place-based themes and the strength of the proposed framework discussed
below. In addition, I chose this region for several other reasons, including the shared declarations
of rural identity in the region and personal planning experience.
Shared declarations of rural identity. According to Connecticut statute, all municipalities
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and regional planning agencies must develop comprehensive plans to guide planning efforts over
10-year periods. Connecticut calls such efforts “Plans of Conservation and Development.” Other
states might call them “Master Plans.” As of November 2016, every municipality’s Plan of
Conservation and Development (POCD) in the Northwest Hills planning region used "rural
character" or similar term as the conceptual vision through which they make all planning
decisions. The articulation of this concept varies among communities in both specificity and
emphasis. Some communities merely state it as a desire while others use it to identify specific
municipal planning responsibilities. Unlike other states, municipalities in Connecticut exercise
stronger control over their local planning decisions. The lack of county government and the
tradition of “home rule” can grant greater importance to local goals than might otherwise occur
in other states. Home-rule grants significant administrative powers to municipalities as long as
their actions remain consistent with the state constitution (CT General Statutes § 7-188, n.d.).
This arrangement grants prevailing community identities, such as "rural character," significant
power since it operates as a foundational concept through which local decisions are made.
Personal planning experience. Professionally, I am employed by the Northwest Hills
Council of Governments, which is responsible for planning for the municipalities and the region
as whole 2. This comes with some challenges and some opportunities. It could be argued that my
employment might somehow imply a bias towards the region, potentially creating a more
favorable interpretation of the data. To mitigate that potential bias, I used multiple sources of
data, varied the interview subjects, and sought alternative interpretations. On the other hand,

2

The NHCOG did not fund or direct this research.
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knowledge of my position may have reduced barriers to otherwise uninterested or skeptical
participants by granting me “insider” status. And my familiarity with the region might have given
me deeper insights into a place-based definition of “rural character”. This position encouraged
me to keep the planning profession central to the research so that the findings could be utilized
on a day-to-day basis. Lastly, planners regularly act as embedded researchers in their day to day
activities. As Howe and Langdon explain, planning hardly occurs in discrete intervals and that the
interactional nature of planning cannot divorce it from the socio-cultural setting (2002).

Instrumentation
Surveys. During the month of June 2016, residents of northwest Connecticut were invited
to take a rural character survey. I distributed the survey through email to organizations across
northwest Connecticut including agricultural, cultural, infrastructure, natural resources, and
public health groups. Press releases were sent to regional papers including the Republican
American, Litchfield County Times, Register Citizen, Winsted Journal, Lakeville Journal, and webbased "Happening in the Hills." An example of the survey solicitations is in Appendix B.
This survey was used to gather general information from a larger pool of respondents
than can be accomplished through interviews. The survey consisted of four series: planning,
change, rural character, and place attachment. The questions were developed from a literature
and documents review and from other survey instruments on similar topics including:
•

literature on place attachment, climate change experiences, rural character, and
planning concepts (G. Brown & Raymond, 2007; J. Cross, 2005; Kasarda &
Janowitz, 1974; C. Raymond, 2012; C. M. Raymond, 2009; Ryan, 2002; Williams,
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2000);
•

two place attachment scales in the survey: Williams & Vaske (2003) and Akerlof
et. al. (2013);

•

existing municipal and regional plans of conservation & development; and

•

past surveys in rural communities (Cross, 2015; Ryan, 2002)

Notably, the place attachment scale originally developed by Williams & Roggenbuck
(1989) has been validated by Williams & Vaske (2003), Jorgensen and Stedman (2001) , Kyle et
al. (2004), Jorgensen & Stedman (2006), Brown & Raymond (2007), and Raymond et al. (2010).
The final survey instrument along with references for specific questions (when appropriate) is in
Appendix B.
I administered the survey online through SoSci Survey and in paper form throughout the
region. For online distribution, I emailed the survey link to individuals and organizations
throughout the region, including: interview participants; regional historical, conservation, and
municipal officials; fire departments, infrastructure representatives, and libraries. Regional
newspapers (Lakeville Journal, Litchfield County Times, Register Citizen, and Republican
American) printed a press release and/or story about the survey and some organizations
distributed the survey to their networks. Area libraries (Canaan, Cornwall, Kent, North Canaan,
and Washington) and senior centers (Canaan, Torrington, and Washington) hosted paper copies
of the survey.
I also conducted pop-up convenience survey sampling events at two community events
in the region, Kent Sidewalk Festival and [North] Canaan Railroad Days. At these events, I created
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a table display with the following items: a handout describing the study using the informed
consent language, business cards with hyperlinks to the full online survey, paper copies of the
full survey, a map outlining the region, a map showing the waterbodies and roads in the region,
and clipboards containing a short 5-question survey. The quick survey sheets asked the following
questions:

“What town do you live in?

How long have you lived in northwest Connecticut?

What's your favorite thing about northwest Connecticut? What's your favorite place and why?
What does "rural character" mean to you?” I approached approximately every other passer-by
when not engrossed in conversation with other respondents. I asked them to participate in the
short survey while explaining the rest of my project. This often led to rich discussions about the
term, “rural character” as well as the respondents’ history in the region. While this outreach
advertised the longer survey and a varied audience, this data collection method offered both the
comparative opportunity of a structured response to a survey and the rich and deep explanations
afforded by interviews.
Of note, these towns were chosen for several reasons. North Canaan is one of two
environmental justice communities in northwest Connecticut (at the time of the research design),
the other being Torrington. Environmental Justice communities are on the Connecticut
Department of Economic and Community Development (DECD) list of distressed municipalities
or “have census block groups with 30% of their population living below 200% of the federal
poverty level”(DEEP, n.d.). The communities of North Canaan, including the center village of
Canaan (not the town of Canaan), East Canaan, and North Canaan, incorporate a variety of rural
landscapes with an active village downtown surrounded by sparsely populated agricultural lands,
including Laurelbrook Farm (i.e. The Jacquiers referenced in the interviews). Although Kent is not
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an environmental justice community, this town is one of the study's focus communities and
serves as a regional destination with significant weekend population and regular community
activities. The combination of these towns represents a geographic distribution between the
northern and southern boundaries of the region.
The quantitative responses were analyzed through summary statistics (frequencies,
averages, and correlations) using Microsoft Excel and the qualitative responses (open mentions
in the full survey and all answers from the pop-up survey events) were coded using QSR NVivo
11 software and the same coding scheme as the interviews. Table 1 provides the participation
counts from the various data sources.
Table 1. Participation Counts across Source Data
Plans of Conservation and Development

21

Pop-up/Convenience Sampling Survey

30

Semi-structured Interviews

10

Rural Character Survey Respondents

162

Of the 162 started surveys, 125 self-identified as residents from the Northwest Hills region
and 118 residents completed most of the survey. Some respondents identified their town as
“other” but replied with a village located within municipal boundaries. At least one resident from
every town completed the survey. The focus towns had the following number of participants: 7
(Kent), 6 (Cornwall), 11 (Canaan), and 17 (Torrington). The presence of paper copies in these
locations was vital to increased participation. Table 2 and Figure 5 provide demographic data and
the years in residence per town, respectively, of respondents that provided answers to those
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questions.
Table 2. Survey Respondent Profiles of Residents in Northwest CT
Age

Years in Residence

Range

Count

% Total
Count

Total Regional
Population %1

Range

Count

18-29

3

2.4

11.01

0-10

16

30-39

13

10.4

12.57

11-20

16

40-49

22

17.6

16.22

21-30

13

50-59

27

21.6

19.86

31-40

18

60-69

31

24.8

23.51

41-50

17

70-79

21

16.8

27.15

51-60

14

80+

9

7.2

65.23

61-70

4

71-80

3

80+

3

Gender (18+)
Male

51

40.4

48.7

Female

74

58.7

51.3

Note. Demographic data of those that answered such questions. Percentages of
respondents based on number that provided the answers (Age,125; Gender,126)
1
Regional populations numbers use US Census Bureau 2010 Census data but provided
by CT Department of Public Health (2016). Gender distribution count for region listed
here is for the ages 18-79
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Average Respondents' Years in Residence per Town
(of those who provided)
60
50
40
30
20
10
Other

Winchester

Warren

Washington

Torrington

Sharon

Salisbury

Roxbury

North Canaan

Norfolk

New Hartford

Morris

Kent

Litchfield

Harwinton

Goshen

Hartland

Cornwall

Canaan

Colebrook

Burlington

Barkhamsted

0

Figure 5 Average Respondents' Years in Residence per Town

Semi-structured interviews. Over the months of May and June 2016, I interviewed 10
residents of northwest Connecticut using a semi-structured interview protocol, developed from
concepts on rurality, community character, and place attachment, including research from G.
Brown & Raymond, 2007; J. E. Cross, 2015; Halfacree, 1995; Ryan, 2006. A copy of the interview
protocol and the Informed Consent documents are available in Appendices C and E, respectively.
Interviewee selection started with one representative from an organization that operated in one
of the following topic areas: agriculture, public health, natural resources, infrastructure, and
cultural resources. These topics, with the exception of cultural resources, feature in the
Connecticut Climate Change Preparedness Plan (Adaptation Subcommittee, 2011). Public Act No.
08-98, An Act Concerning Connecticut Global Warming Solutions specifically identified these
topics and charged the state's Governor's Steering Committee on Climate Change to assess the
impacts of climate change on each topic. I included cultural resources (social interactions;
historical traditions or sites; cultural groups and activities) to capture the nuances of social
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tradition, the coupled human-landscape relationship, and the diversity of interpretations of
meaning about rural characteristics. Although this article focuses on rural character and not
climate change, these broad categories from the climate change plan cover a range of land use
activities that directly impact the residents 3.
After initial development, I tested the Interview questions with residents inside and
outside the study region. The nearly-final interview questions were piloted with two interviews.
In response to these comments, the number of questions was reduced and instructions were
clarified or restructured as necessary. These changes focused the questions while allowing a
richer exploration of the topic to occur.
The initial interviewees were selected by the following characteristics:
1. Associated with an organization in the region;
2. Work within public health, natural resources, agriculture, infrastructure, and/or
cultural resources;
3. Knowledgeable about their subject matter (personal contact and/or the executive
director);
4. Organization must be in existence for at least 5 years.
Then, using a modified snowball sampling technique, I asked for subsequent interviewees
that "might have an interesting perspective on this topic of rural character" (i.e., theoretical
sampling approach). The interviews started with an open discussion, moved into specifics of their
experience in northwest Connecticut, then concluded with construct questions (Kvale &
Brinkmann, 2015). I brought several maps for discussion purposes including a planimetric map of

3

I made numerous attempts to interview a member of the Schaghticoke Indian Tribe in Kent but the Sachem
suddenly ceased communications.
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the region, a geologic map of Connecticut, and a map highlighting towns in the Northwest Hills
region. The interviews were recorded and transcribed then coded using QSR NVivo 11 software.
Document review. In Connecticut, regulation requires that all towns complete Plans of
Conservation & Development (POCD), to be updated every ten years. The plans should inventory
the current economic and natural resources, consider the future that most local citizens want,
and suggest strategies to guide the town towards their goals. The local comprehensive plans are
land use planning documents focused on conservation and development (as directed by state
statute). As government documents designed for land use decisions, they are less likely to delve
into the complexity of social and cultural contributions to rural character and more likely to focus
on the trends, goals, and regulations that directly impact land use decisions. Plans might only
allude to the tensions or dimensions of rural character. I reviewed the POCDS for all 21 towns in
the rural northwest region of Connecticut. All of the towns, regardless of population size or even
'city' incorporation, stress the value of rural quality or character to their community and create
goals to protect or maintain that feature.

Table 3. Dates of Plans of Conservation and Development
Reviewed in this Study
2007

Barkhamsted

2015

New Hartford

2009

Burlington

2009

Norfolk

2013

Canaan

2006

North Canaan

2014

Colebrook

2010

Roxbury

2010

Cornwall

2006

Sharon

2016

Goshen

2012

Salisbury
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2007

Hartland

2010

Torrington

2010

Harwinton

2009

Warren

2013

Kent

2014

Washington

2007

Litchfield

2011

Winchester

2009

Morris

Due to the number of the municipalities, I used the four focus municipalities for in-depth
review of their plans. For the remainder of the communities, I reviewed every mention of "rural,"
"rural character," or "community character" to construct the rural character definition. I coded
these documents using a hybrid coding system of theoretical open coding developed from the
literature. It should be noted that all of the POCDs create plans to protect, enhance, or encourage
rural character; therefore, all of the strategies contained therein describe the concept by default.
However, due to the magnitude of this information and required assumptions to parse the
information, I only coded sections that explicitly mentioned "rural," "rural character," or
"community character".

Validity
As this is a case study, I examine validity from the perspective of Robert Yin (2014), a
respected voice on case study. Critical examination of case studies can be challenging as it uses
different geographies, mixed methods, and a variety of data sources. Several scholars offer
strategies to ensure rigor of the study by addressing validity and reliability concerns. For this
study, I deployed several strategies to meet internal, external, and construct validities, and
reliability as outlined by Yin (2014, p. 45):
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•

Internal Validity: consider alternative, build explanation, utilize survey questions from
other studies

•

External validity: build questions, surveys, photo questionnaires from literatures; relate
cases to literature; identify relatability to surrounding towns; offer “thick description” of
interviews

•

Construct

validity:

multiple

evidence

sources

(interviews,

community

documents/plans); establish chain of evidence (literature review, application to cases);
develop interview protocol
•

Reliability: follow case-study protocol; develop case database of interviews, informants,
and reports; variety of rural scenes; identify places of significance, confirm with local
officials and residents; capture not only “attractive” places
As a primarily qualitative study, this approach utilizes the many strengths of qualitative

research design. Creswell (2014) identified key characteristics across qualitative design, which
were utilized in this research, including: natural setting, researcher as a key instrument, multiple
sources of data, inductive and deductive data analysis, participants’ meanings, emergent design,
reflexivity, and holistic account. The inclusion of full quotations allows the reader to draw their
own conclusions or to critique my interpretations, thereby increasing the study’s validity. The
goal of a qualitative designed approach, is not generalizability, but transferability, which meets
both my academic and planning objectives.
Since this research operates on the premise that rural character is a concept already in
existence and in practice in the region, the participation of those invested in the term 'rural
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character' is not expected to challenge the validity of the sampling population. Furthermore, to
offer transferability, the survey population does need not be statistically representative of the
region's population.
Although strong efforts were made to distribute the survey, the research design did not
require a particular statistical return rate to determine a statistically significant representation of
the population. To honor the highly complex concept of rurality, the goal is to generate the most
robust and descriptive construction of rural character and not a generalization. It also informs
the next steps of this dissertation that require a holistic and textured understanding of this place.
Furthermore, the use of multiple sources of data (including the comprehensive plans, which
include individual municipal outreach during their production) permit the a significant
representation of the term “rural character”.
Regarding the survey creation, several scholars including Jennifer Cross (2015), Gregory
Brown and Christopher Raymond (2007), Keith Halfacree (1995), Robert Ryan (2002, 2006),
Stacey Swearingen White (2014), and Daniel Williams and Jerry Vaske (2003) provided survey
questions in their journal articles and/or were generous with their survey experiences in rural
communities. Appendix B has the interview and survey documents with accompanying citations
if questions were directly incorporated from other instruments. Their survey questions, the
existing scholarly literature, and public documents of northwest Connecticut guided
development of this survey. Similar questions were used in both the interviews and the surveys.
Akin to the interviews, survey questions were tested multiple times to reduce the quantity of
questions and clarify the instructions. Despite these efforts, there were two potential challenges
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to the survey interpretation.
Within the questions about elements of rural character, it may have been possible for
respondents to interpret the questions in multiple ways. Questions 16 and 17 in the survey asked
"Please indicate how much each of the following contributes to the rural quality of your town"
and "Please indicate how much each of these social and cultural elements contribute to your
town's rural character." Several participants commented that they answered for their town but
they would have different answers if asked about the region. This appears to true across the data
for towns that do or do not have the particular amenities in the list. For example, towns with
covered bridges (only Cornwall and Kent) ranked covered bridges higher (4.16 and 4,
respectively) than the average overall score (2.06). Other such deviations are evident, including
fairgrounds (Goshen: 3.6, Overall: 2.35) and town green (Goshen: 1.6, Overall: 3.10). Of the
physical factors that scored less than "somewhat" (nine factors), only two factors are strictly
limited (town fairgrounds and covered bridge) to specific towns. The socio-cultural factors are
not limited to individual physical structures and would not be strongly limited by the townspecific interpretation. Even if most of the respondents answered based on their town instead of
the region, the resulting scores would still reveal the factors residents consider important
contributions to rural character.
Interviews offer both theory exploration and validity strengthening. The semi-structured
interview allows the researcher to have standard questions across interviews but allow deeper
exploration of the rural experience as some of the questions in different instruments overlap by
design. They also strengthen validity by member checking with subsequent interviewees,
triangulation across sources, and an opportunity for naturalistic generalization. As one survey
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respondent (Case #94) explained, “At the end of the day, these sort [stet] of surveys are of limited
value in that respondents self-select and filling dots dies [sic] not give a true picture. You need to
come here…and talk to people.” The interviews bridge the academic with the practice in that
they reveal the ways in which residents experience rural character, which, in turn, illuminates the
ways in which planners can foster and enhance that experience. Without the interviews, the
survey and document review would only allow a narrow understanding of rural character.
Without the use of multiple methods, the important themes may not have been as
obvious or as robust. The use of semi-structured interviews allowed me to explore themes from
the existing literature and to explore tensions (such as the criticality of context). The potential
use of this study for planning necessitates multiple methods since “confronted with a
multifaceted problem, a planner armed with a single research method like a survey will simply
not generate enough data to adequately address the question at hand, no matter how
extensively the research method is applied” (Gaber & Gaber, 2007, p. 141). These methods
allowed me to explore the gap between academic scholarship and the planning practice.

Data Analysis
Coding Process. The survey open-response questions, semi-structured interviews, and
local documents were imported and coded using QSR NVivo 11 software. For the definition of
rural character, coding was based on an organizing framework developed during a literature
review. Rural scholars have used a variety of categories to organize their discussions of rural
components. My theoretical and reflexive coding construct incorporates a broad range of
quantifiable and qualitative components mentioned in the literature. It evolved especially from
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Keith Halfacree's (1995) research in the Lancaster and Mid-Devon districts. His rural typicalities
are similar to characteristics identified by Dori Pynnonen-Valdez (2008) and Robert Ryan (2002).
Pynnonen-Valdez identified such things as housing, farms, buildings, trees, wildlife, livestock,
roads, water and multi-sensory features (sights/smells etc.) through focus groups in Michigan. Of
note, Pynnonen-Valdez designed the research to inform policy decisions to protect rural
character. Ryan's criteria developed from personal experiences, interviews, and literature
reviews in New England.

Limitations of this study
While the project had successful responses (118 respondents complete surveys, 30 spotsurvey respondents, 10 semi-structured interviews, and all 21 comprehensive plan reviews), even
greater participation would enhance this research. Successful interviews with particular groups
or more dichotomous comparisons (e.g. compare most populous to least populous) could reveal
more insight. Interviews did not include part-time or seasonal residents because only one was
identified during the snowball sampling. The survey did return several self-identified part-time
residents.

Greater capture of that perspective would be important to understand since this

group has a significant influence on the housing stock, real estate market, and businesses in the
region. Their perspective could inform planning decisions that alleviate the existing
insider/outsider tension. Lastly, I made several unsuccessful attempts to interview a staterecognized Native American tribe as they have been disenfranchised from local decision-making.
Wider participation would allow more exploration of these findings, especially the tensions.
In future studies, a place attachment approach, supported by environmental history or
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environmental psychology, may reveal how people relate to the rural landscape. It might explore
the impacts of change on rural character and how people perceive it. As several respondents
pointed out, the colonial landscape of northwest Connecticut was denuded of forest and
peppered with iron ore mines. Was there a perception of 'rural character' at that time? How does
it change over time, especially with substantial landscape changes? Do slow landscape changes
require residents to adapt their concept of rural character? Do rapid landscape changes create a
significant sense of loss? Despite best efforts, no place is completely immune to change and such
changes could have either destructive or constructive impacts on a community and the residents'
experiences.
Generic planning exercises or basic community projects may not need such a robust
understanding of a community's unique rural character. It may be difficult to use this structure
during a planning charrette as it could confuse residents. And scholars may only be concerned
with specific components. However, understanding the embodiment of rural character lends a
certain recognition of the inherent value and under-appreciated complexity which, in practice,
could create more tailored plans, targeted polices, and effective programs that protect and
enhance that identity.

Results
In this discussion, I offer an interpretation of each structural component, a description of
the research findings, and explanations of how these findings might influence rural scholarship
and/or local planning efforts. Using the proposed structure (elements, dimensions, and tensions),
allows for a more nuanced but grounded way of understanding rural communities. Narrower
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perspectives severely limit our interpretations and corresponding planning strategies. The
literature on rurality covers a myriad of topics and approaches and exploring the concept of rural
character in my proposed framework honors the complexity of rural character and rurality.
Following each section, I offer a brief reflection for planners.
As Table 4 shows, residents of the Northwest Hills region of Connecticut on the whole
have a complex interpretation of rural character. Numerous respondents not only described
specific physical attributes of their communities but added emotive descriptions or situational
qualifications. They also recognized the challenges within rural communities of economic
development and land use change. The variety of interpretations shows how entrenched and
essential rural character is to the lived experience of “the rural.”
Table 4. Survey Respondent Definitions of Rural Character
Survey Most municipalities in northwest Connecticut use the term “rural character” in their Plans of
Case # Conservation and Development. What does “rural character” mean to you?
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The term is a dog whistle for keeping "others" out, whether through exclusionary zoning practices
or aggressive conservation efforts.

120

Local businesses, no chain food businesses, homemade goods/markets/gatherings, pride of
ownership, family/community areas.

183

It means forests, farms, and dirt roads.

228

Forested hillsides without visible development (during the day or at night) on their high sides and
summits. Local agriculture, fresh produce. Low traffic on country roads. Small village centers.
Places to hike and sit peacefully without distraction.

237

It means a constellation of things that contribute to a feeling of country, space and nature, and a
community that knows each other and works together in many ways. It is not based only in the
appearance of things (barns, roadsides, etc.) but also in the planning of communities to value
intimacy over mere convenience and certainly over suburban expectations of commercial
enterprises. It means that our neighbors can run a business, and eat out at restaurants, within
their own communities - and meet their neighbors there. And that they can continue to live
comfortably within the community. Rural character does not work well with gentrification and
preciousness.
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602

Rural character means people who say hello on the street, whether or not they know you. It means
people asking about your kids in the grocery store. People inquiring after and helping each other
in the event of a tragedy. A library where the librarians know what you like to read and makes
book recommendations. You see you children's teachers outside of school. People are encouraged
to participate in local politics and governance

604

Not city

610

Country

637

It means peace, quiet, farmland, small town neighborliness.

656

Rural character used to mean "industrial smog" from extensive "charcoaling" and iron/limestone
industries. then c. 1900, farming took over as the "economics" made sense. Then c. 1970-80,
economics of farming changed. No Farms, almost, now.

Elements, Dimensions, Tensions Framework 4.
This comprehensive classification system (Figure 6) can be used by scholars and planners
as they examine these concepts in other locations and use the place-based identity to tailor local
planning efforts.

4

Examples provided herein were developed from rural scholarship and apply to the rural in New England. Some of
the examples may not be applicable in other geographies; however, use of the framework in other locations could
strengthen the model.
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Figure 6 Rural Character Framework, Northwest Connecticut Case Study

Elements. As the most recognizable aspects of rural character, elements are tangible,
measurable, and encounterable through the physical senses. They include natural resources such
as forested areas, water-ways, and mountains. They also incorporate interaction between such
resources and human activities. As Johan-Fredrik Rye noted, elements include objective criteria
as “landscape features (wilderness or farm land, not built-up land), demographic structure
(sparsely populated), and occupational structure (agriculture) (Almås, 1995; Jones, 1995, p. 42;
Hoggart et al., 1995; Pahl, 1966)”(2006, p. 410). They also include socio-ecological transactions
such as land-use activities and settlement patterns. The land use practices contain some
moderately abstract concepts such as a village center or open space but these are still
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quantifiable and generally understood in similar ways.
Dimensions. Dimensions, similar to Halfacree’s (1995) “typicalities”, are social constructs
of association perpetuated by participants within the rural community. The origins of the rural
dimensions or social practices are unique to each community and contestable. They are a
manifestation of the socio-ecological history of a particular place and, as such, dimensions will
vary from place to place. The dimensions may be influenced by a myriad of factors including the
local climate, settlement history, and/or economic evolution. Less measured and more
experiential, they are socio-cultural traditions, values, or practices. For example, “Yankee selfreliance” or small-town “neighborliness” could be rural character dimensions. The rural does not
have a monopoly on these dimensions but they may be recognized as prominent features or
treasured cultural norms in such geographies.
Tensions. Thirdly, the concept of tensions (which Halfacree refers to as dimensions) refers
to the constant push and pull that belies the relationships between individuals, place, their
community, and other communities. Tensions evolve based on internal or external threats to the
existing status quo, may refer to multiple scales, and entrenched perspectives. They also evolve
from the way a person relates to the place. For example, an external visitor, looking for a vacation
spot, may perceive rural areas as "relaxing" where a rural resident, dependent on a rural
livelihood, may perceive rural life as “stressful”. These tensions can co-exist over the same time
and space but can change based on perspective, scale, or passage of time. While the
manifestations of these concepts will be different for each rural community, these categories
provide an organizing framework to understand the complex 'rural' character.
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Elements Results
When the topic of rural character arises, the most obvious topics are the physically
tangible elements of rural communities. “Elements” of rural character include specific and
distinct natural components as well as distinct co-creations between natural elements and
human influence. While one could argue that the natural elements do not exist outside of human
intervention (Urry, 1995), the distinction here is based on planning elements and not
philosophical debates. The elements that emerged for northwest Connecticut are provided in
Figure 7. A more extensive list of the encountered elements is included in Appendix A.

Figure 7 Rural Character Elements, Northwest Hills Connecticut Case Study

Intimately related, natural resources, land-use activities, and people emerged as
important elements of northwest Connecticut’s rural character (Table 5) across the data sources.
Therefore, the discussion herein focuses on those specific elements.
Table 5. Survey Rankings of Rural Character Elements (ascending order)
Elements and qualities of rural character: Please indicate how much each of the following
contributes to the rural quality of your town.
Physical Priorities
Public transportation

N
99
85

Average Score
2.04

Covered bridge
101 2.06
Commercial development
98
2.10
Sewer systems
91
2.20
Town fairgrounds
96
2.35
Work out of town
86
2.51
Mixed housing types
97
2.84
Community center
100 2.89
Presence of amenities (grocery stores, restaurants, etc.)
105 2.91
Town dump
97
3.04
Town green
105 3.10
Work in town or at home
95
3.15
Appropriate telecommunication siting
91
3.16
Farm equipment
100 3.17
Old cemeteries
104 3.18
Village center
105 3.22
On-site water wells and septic systems
95
3.55
Unpaved or narrow roads
102 3.65
Little traffic
104 3.76
Recreation opportunities
100 3.79
Ridgelines
91
3.85
Away from highways and metropolitan areas
106 3.85
Low population
103 3.90
Rock outcrops
98
3.92
Historical buildings
105 3.98
Low population density
98
4.02
Farms
104 4.08
Stonewalls
105 4.19
Scenic roads
105 4.21
Dark night sky
103 4.23
Rolling hills with fields and forest
105 4.24
Large parcels of land
105 4.25
Open fields
105 4.25
Open space
104 4.28
Natural/undeveloped areas
101 4.32
Wildlife
102 4.32
Large mature trees
102 4.36
Woods/forests
103 4.39
Lakes, wetlands, and streams
105 4.39
Note. Participants ranked the priorities on a scale of 1 (Not at all) to 5 (Quite a bit).

Natural resources. Because of the physical geography, the landscape of northwest
Connecticut plays a significant role in the lives of its residents. As the glaciers receded from
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Connecticut, approximately 15,000 years ago, the Connecticut landscape emerged as a product
of a half a billion years of bedrock formation, soil erosion, and sediment deposition (Long Island
Sound Resource Center, 2016). These processes strongly influenced eventual land use and
settlement patterns of the Native Americans and the colonists. The geography and regional
climate created a unique biome compared to the rest of the state. According to the survey (Table
5), residents believe that lakes, wetlands, and streams; woods/forests; large mature trees;
wildlife; natural/undeveloped areas; and rolling hills with fields and forest contribute greatly to
rural character as these scored 4 or above (on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 is “quite a bit”).
Land-use activities. Today, the region retains colonial settlement patterns, albeit with
more recent development influences. The Euro-American colonial occupation created dispersed
agricultural settlements and concentrated town centers. The “New England village” based on this
occupation took shape in the early half of the 19th century, forming around religious, social,
and/or economic centers (Wood, 1986) eventually creating incorporated towns. The subsistence
agriculture, rock quarries, and iron ore industries, in particular, re-shaped the overall visual
landscape. These activities produced tangible elements co-created by the human-environment
interaction, including stonewalls, farms, and the town green. And, importantly, the dominating
topography influenced the location of transportation networks, simultaneously directing people
to certain communities but away from the region, in general. Therefore, the landscape is not a
product of simple biological processes but a production of long-term social-ecological
interactions in a given area. Tim Ingold (1993) identifies the interactions between the
landscape and time as “taskscapes.” Ingold, to complete the argument, should include an ever
present third party, people. Ingold argues that taskscapes are a heterogenous entity, comprised
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of multiple interactions (1993). While he also posits that such concepts not fully quantifiable, I
contend that such interactions may still be represented by quantifiable and plannable activities.
Such an interpretation is, in fact, consistent with his description of tasks as “any practical
operation, carried out by a skilled agent in an environment, as part of his or her normal business
of life….constitutive acts of dwelling”(Ingold, 1993, p. 158). Such taskscapes or elements, as
interactions between time, landscape, and people, can evoke sensual experiences that
individuals hear, see, or otherwise experience. Depending on the context, these taskscapes might
represent either romanticized notions of the rural idyll or landscapes of conflict; regardless, they
are inherently dynamic and must be addressed as such (Cloke & Jones, 2001). It is the making or
unmaking of these taskscapes that drive connections to the landscape (Morse et al., 2014).
Among these taskscapes, several co-created elements contributed greatly to northwest
Connecticut’s rural character. The residents of Northwest Connecticut highly rated open space,
dark night sky, scenic roads, stonewalls, and farms as these elements averaged scores in the
survey above 4, where 1 is “not at all” and 5 is “quite a bit”. Appreciation of these components
likely evolved over-time as these elements became more ornamental than functional. For
example, farmers historically painted their barns red because they could easily and cheaply
combine linseed oil with iron oxide to create the color (Sloane, 2004). Now, a red barn is
“traditional” and its contribution to the landscape no longer dependent on its function
(Harwinton Planning Commission, 2010). Similarly, relic stonewalls no longer represent farmers
disposing of fieldstone but are now representations of historical land uses. Even these historical
boundary markers can demarcate a rural landscape (National Park Service, 2002).
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Scenic roads, unpaved and lined with stonewalls, are occasional accents in northwest
Connecticut. Residents may choose to travel these roads instead of lined paved streets, even in
the spring where rocks and mud make travel difficult. Open space, an idea predicated on its
contrast to other space, received high marks. This is consistent with Robert Ryan’s study (Ryan,
2002) in Amherst, Massachusetts. However, country roads, in his study, received low scores.
Open space, with careful design, can serve multiple ecological functions and meet the needs of
both the human and environmental communities (Kaplan, Austin, & Kaplan, 2004).
Collectively, planners must consider as much as possible the interactional nature between
land-use activities and time and how they produce meaning. The long-term meanings are
certainly hard to predict but planners might be uniquely qualified at recognizing the dynamism
and ever-changing interactions within the landscape. They must also be cognizant of their
presence and preserve endangered landscape practices that contribute to the area’s character.
People. As discussed in the introduction, most administrative definitions of rural
communities use population numbers to situate communities on an arbitrary rural-urban scale.
I found a strong negative correlation between the average score of the 'presence of rural
character' for each respondent and the population (-0.75) and population density (-0.79) in each
respondent’s municipality. This supports the idea that population and population density does
indeed play a role in a measurement of rurality. It does not, however, explain that role enough.
Figure 8 below depicts the population density of Northwest Connecticut based on the 2014
population estimates.
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Figure 8 Population Density of the Northwest Hills planning region (Base map prepared by the state of Connecticut Department
of Energy and Environmental Protection and is in the public domain. Population density layer created by ESRI & US Census
Bureau, 2016)

Interestingly, rural communities repeatedly identified one element vital to rural
character: its people. Interviewees and survey respondents consistently mentioned ‘people’ as
one of the most important elements of rural character. The survey results did not show a strong
correlation between the average importance of rural character to the town where they live and
other factors (presence of rural character, population, and population density) suggesting a
disconnect between a respondent's valuing of rural character and their town of residence.
However, for the questions “What brought you to northwest Connecticut?” and “Why have you
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stayed in the area?,” rural character still ranked the highest. This suggests additional external
factors in choosing their town of residence as well as the potential implication that as residents
live, work, and play, they experience rural character on a regional scale. This local/regional
distinction may motivate local planners to coordinate with other planners in the region to further
support the regional identity. These findings do not imply that local preservation efforts are futile
but do suggest that land-use and landscape planning with respect to rural character is important
at the regional level.
Beyond population statistics, 'people' within the context 'rural character' carries
additional meaning. In fact, one interviewee (#9) went so far as to refer to him/herself as "The
Rural Character," not merely through the concept of character as a person, but an
acknowledgement that this landscape and lifestyle attract certain types of people:

I guess that I would say that people who live in different places tend, not tend,
but sort of take on the character of their surroundings...but, where they live
definitely has an impact on the way that they think or the way that they view the
rest of the world and the way that they live their lives so that....almost rural
identity would be a better name than character, If you know what I mean.
Character sounds nicer but it really has to do with how you perceive things.
Interviewee #2

And, while there may be a diversity of individuals, the interaction with the landscape
shapes the way people relate to the land, their community, and other community members. As
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participants across the study explained:

I mean there's certain differences between a small New England town and a large
New England place but you know, I think, but there's also a big diversity of people
that live in these towns. So there's not any one set answer although the
landscape obviously had something to do with it. It is also a rustic heritage and
a cultural heritage. The heritage of working land. I think a lot of people who live
here have either gardens, farms, sort of set a tone for the place and it's, I mean
where, in a more suburban area, other people do that type of work for the
people that own the land. So, here, people tend to do that work themselves and
enjoy doing it. There's also the remnants of Yankee Self-Reliance, hard-work,
people who sort of take care of themselves and each other in times of, when
necessary. There's a feeling, sense of community, friendship, bonds, I mean,
people have a very strong sense of connection to each other and sometimes that
happens more when there is less people in the community and you see
everybody in different ways in stuff over a long period of time. So that helps.
Interviewee #7
Rural character means the character that develops in a person who has a
day to day relationship to one piece of land over many years.

It could have to

do with walking a colic horse at midnite [sic] down the road, or sleeping in the
barn with the animals to keep them safe from the October storm. Most
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emphatically rural character is NOT "like" rural or an imitation of anything. It is a
deep accompaniment to the land, beyond mere affection. Survey Case 588
Rural character means people who say hello on the street, whether or
not they know you. It means people asking about your kids in the grocery store.
People inquiring after and helping each other in the event of a tragedy. A library
where the librarians know what you like to read and makes book
recommendations. You see you children's teachers outside of school. People are
encouraged to participate in local politics and governance. Survey Case #602
A country-like setting populated by country folk, honest, hardworking,
family-oriented. Survey Case #646
Intimately related, the natural resources, land-use activities, and people (in addition to
the other elements) create the foundation of rural character. These three elements in particular
interact over long periods of time and influence the sense of place within a community. They are
also place-based, requiring planning specific to the given geography.
Reflections for Planners. For these elements, planners can utilize a variety of traditional
tools at their disposal. One method of protection of natural resources can happen through
command and control regulations. 5 Another planning tool includes town ordinances, which can
encourage ‘dark night skies’ or stonewall preservation. Moreover, planners can use incentive
programs such as tax abatement (e.g. PA 490 for forests or farms) to direct land use activities.

5

Interestingly, the highest rated element is “Lakes, wetlands, and streams” and a recent survey by the Northwest
Hills Council of Governments indicated “protecting water quality and dealing with invasive species in our lakes,
streams, and rivers” is the highest priority for residents.
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Priority land use activities, encouraged through economic incentives, zoning, or general
marketing, should include the traditional landscape uses or “relic taskscapes”(Ingold, 1993).
Municipalities can encourage open space acquisition through land trusts or municipal land
acquisition boards. Perhaps more challenging, methods to attract and retain the type of person
that would flourish in a rural area are less obvious. Planners in Connecticut will face challenges
in the coming years to support an aging population (Connecticut Economic Resource Center, Inc.,
2016) while also attracting young adults and families to fill vacant volunteer and municipal
positions.

Dimensions Results
In creating the comprehensive plans, local planners not only plan for specific elements
but seek to create the enabling conditions for a sense of place. While the cultivation of elements
certainly contributes, the less quantifiable dimensions similarly craft rural character. Residents
also seek to “hold onto and promote traditional rural or small-town values of family, community,
independence, responsibility, self-government, conservation, entrepreneurship, and strong work
ethic in a fast-changing world" (New Hampshire Office of Energy & Planning, 2000, p. 2). On an
individual level, these values may vary in priority; however, the collective cherishing of these
values builds a sense of place.
Several dimensions of rural character emerged throughout this study. These dimensions,
outlined in Table 6, illustrate the socio-cultural values or traditions in rural communities. It is
evident, especially in the community plans and interviews, that the dimensions of rural character
do not exist in isolation. Their interconnectedness and fluid nature are a challenge for planners.
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For this discussion, I review the dimensions that were strongest across the data sources. These
include volunteerism, neighborliness, and knowing community members.
Table 6. Examples of Rural Character Dimensions in Northwest Connecticut
Yankee Self-Reliance

“It is also a rustic heritage and a cultural heritage. The heritage of working land. I
think a lot of people who live here have either gardens, farms, sort of set a tone for
the place and it’s, I mean where, in a more suburban area, other people do that type
of work for the people that own the land. So, here, people tend to do that work
themselves and enjoy doing it. There’s also the remnants of Yankee Self-Reliance,
hard-work, people who sort of take care of themselves and each other in times of,
when necessary.” Interviewee #7

Volunteerism

"Where many citizens are actively involved with their community and voluntarily
offer their time and talents. Its citizens will be well informed of the Town’s operation
and will participate in all decisions. In true continuation of our forebears’ vision,
Hartland will be a place where everyone’s opinion counts." (Hartland 10-Year Plan
of Conservation and Development Ad Hoc Committee, 2007, p. 20)

Neighborliness
& "There’s a feeling, sense of community, friendship, bonds, I mean, people have a
Community Building
very strong sense of connection to each other and sometimes that happens more
when there is less people in the community and you see everybody in different ways
in stuff over a long period of time. So that helps." Interviewee #7
Cultural Experiences

"The Town benefits from the many festivals, carnivals, village center events,
conferences, and other educational and cultural events staged in Kent every year.
These activities support community spirit and provide economic benefits to the
community." (2012 Plan of Conservation and Development, Kent, CT, 2013, p. 46)

Safety

"I went to New York by train when I was 5 years old. I wouldn’t put my kid on a train
now. I wouldn’t put them anywhere now I don’t think. But that’s part of the rural
character that I think we’ve kind of lossed" Interviewee #10

Privacy

"There’s no anonymity [in rural communities]. So that could be bad but generally, I
mean, for me I think it’s been good. I think I’ve built a name for myself. People know
me. And I’m kind of proud of that. How I live, how I conduct my business, how I
conduct myself in public." Interviewee #9

Authenticity

"Well, I admire that. I do. Even, occasionally, even admire it for its inefficient, when
it’s the old Italian barber who’s got all the stuff you don’t want in your hair but it’s
still there in the jars he’s had when he started cutting hair. When he, you know,
came back from Korea. There aren’t too many of those guys around either...There
is an aspect of authentic, and that is authentic, authentic small business tenure. And
if the community values it enough and doesn’t force them out, they stay."
Interviewee #5
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New
England "There is perhaps nothing so integral to the social fabric of a small New England
Government
community than the Town Meeting. This is especially true in Salisbury where the
Town Meeting provides an opportunity for all residents to discuss the affairs of the
community." (Salisbury Planning and Zoning Commission, 2012, p. 22)
Time
(Seasonality, "One group recommended looking back at all the good things done by past
Continuity,
generations in Cornwall and build on that by creating a 'mentoring program'. This
Permanence)
program would seek encourage community involvement and support by learning
from and 'copying the generosity of past generations'." (Cornwall Planning & Zoning
Commission, 2010, p. 80)

Volunteerism. This concept emerged from every data source as a major contribution to
rural character, addressing vital needs within a limited municipal budget and engendering
community good-will. Recent budget austerity within Connecticut increased local responsibilities
without financial support. With few resources to out-source services, residents serve numerous
functions in non-profits, emergency services, and local boards/commissions. Volunteering also
offers opportunities for public participation, improving relationships among residents, and
increasing local emergency resilience.
Interviewees described volunteerism, especially emergency services volunteers, as integral to
rural life:

I've been involved in the Boards of Ed[ucation] and Zoning, in both towns. And
there's a very strong volunteer community in all the small towns and I don't think
people get that in urban environments where these are municipal employees.
It's a very different approach. I could see where it would be better in some
ways...I think [volunteerism] is pretty important in the small towns. And that
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does seem to be one of the things that differs from bigger towns with paid fire
departments, and we still have a volunteer fire company... Interviewee # 9
Volunteering is not only an economic or social benefit as much work can be accomplished
without much investment, but, it also evolves from the "assumption that [rural communities]
have a strong sense of self-sufficiency and social solidarity" (Gieling & Haartsen, 2016, p. 3). As
the town of Kent's comprehensive plan explains: "[This Plan] will also serve to sustain the
community bond that fosters volunteerism, participation, and civic pride. Kent needs to continue
nurturing the involvement of community members as volunteers, participants in events and
activities, and as members of religious, social, and civic organizations"(2012 Plan of Conservation
and Development, Kent, CT, 2013, p. 45). In the volunteering literature, people volunteer for a
variety of reasons, including: socio-economic advantage, opportunity or access for social
networks, historical and cultural practices, or individual motivation (Brodie, Cowling, & Nissen,
2009). Volunteers develop a sense of community and civic pride in their community as a
volunteer:
‘Cause to me it feels like it's selfless and I'm part of something greater than
myself in a way. I'm part of my family, which is greater than myself, and I'm part
of my town, and in the region, which is greater than myself. And that's really cool
cause you see all the people happy that you're doing something and then you're
happy that they're doing something and it's just like, all good, a win-win.
Interviewee # 8
Despite a multitude of motivations, Gieling and Haartsen (2016) argue that active
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volunteers rate their communities with lower 'liveability' 6 scores and therefore, volunteering
should not be used to create sustainable rural communities. However, the authors fail to consider
the possibility that volunteerism, as it exists to address insufficiencies in a community, may not
increase a community's 'liveability' but it may contribute to future liveability by increasing rural
resilience.
Numerous interviewees explained the coordinated and communal responses to recent
natural disasters as unique to rural communities with additional elements of self-reliance,
independence (from outside assistance), and strong work ethic.

We were involved with a lot of the response [after recent natural disasters] with
the shelters and also helping different community organizations and I was
actually impressed with how everybody came together and especially in the
smaller communities with the volunteer fire departments it's amazing what the
volunteer fire departments can get done within their communities and it really
brought- I thought it brought people together to help one another. Interviewee
#6
The one prime example I was thinking ... is when we had a disastrous hurricaneit was probably 2011. All the trees were just down, roads were blocked,
everyone- no one had power for six days. That's where we are a lot different
than, for a prime example, [town in southwest CT]. [The other town is] down

6

Gieling and Haartsen described liveability as “the degree to which physical and the social living environments fit
the individual requirements and desires (Leidelmeijer et al., 2008; Pacione, 1990; Newman, 1999)”(2016, p. 1).
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there freaking out, spending money left and right, $100,000s. Everyone's upset,
yelling at everybody, 'I need my power' [whiny voice] and up here, everyone is
doing the exact opposite. So immediately, the fire department jumps on the
generators, gets the beds, the town market says, “all my food's going to go bad
anyway, here you go, Fire Department”. Fire department says “thank you”.
Volunteers cooked. For 6 days, anyone who was hungry or thirsty could go to the
fire department and have whatever they wanted to eat for free. And they could
stay there if they wanted to as well...That's the difference between, in a city you
get a lot of “I want I want I want”. And out here, you still get a little bit of “I want
I want I want” but you more get “how can I help?”. Interviewee #1

Neighborliness and Knowing Your Community Members.

These two dimensions

scored highest in the socio-cultural priorities section of the Rural Character Survey. These two
topics are more alike than different and require discussion together. Overall, neighborliness and
knowing your community members scored a 3.97 and a 3.99, respectively, on average on a 5point scale. Although these manifest themselves differently in practice, they share a similar
sentiment. As on respondent explained, rural character is "friendly neighbors who wave and are
concerned about one another" Survey Case #113. And other respondents used the recent storms
as illustrative of rural character. In addition to the quote above about the differences in storm
response, another respondent explained:
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I think the more urban communities were more reliant on 'well, when's the city
going to take care of this?' versus the rural communities the neighbor may pick
up his chain saw and go cut the tree out of the road. That was the biggest
difference. I find the rural communities you would see people do what they could
for the community to get is back up and running versus sitting back and waiting
for someone else to do it.

Interviewee #6

While these concepts scored high marks, they carry caveats. The dimension of "privacy"
scored relatively high as well with a mean of 3.87. As a couple of respondents explained, " Once
you know your neighbors, you might wish you didn't" (Survey Respondent, #7KT) and “And I think
the people are closed-in back here. They’re so much friendlier out west” (Interviewee #4). This is
particularly interesting as the rural character priority "isolation" scored relatively low with a
mean of 3.00 (N=95), ahead only of new community members (mean = 3.00, N=86) and bartering
(mean = 2.67, N=87). This valuation of privacy but not the burden of isolation is consistent with
Ryan’s study (2002) in Amherst. In Rye’s study (2006), Norwegian teenagers were asked “How
suitable do you find the following keywords to be in order to describe ‘the rural’? Measured on
a scale from 1 (not suitable at all) to 5 (very suitable).” 'Everyone knows everyone', 'gossip', and
'neighborliness' were the highest ‘suitable’ keywords, after ‘nature’(Rye, 2006). Almost a tension,
these dimensions almost become burdens as familiarity might breed contempt.
Interviewee #2 stated that changes over time have made knowing your community
members more difficult.
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As I said, it seems to me that families would be near each other more [in the
past] and now you're getting people next door to each other that have never
met each other before. And very often don't even talk to each other which is
probably more common in lots of other locations but not around here it wasn't.
I think it has changed more that way. Interviewee #2
Balancing the need to protect privacy and prevent isolation, local planners must
carefully consider how to foster neighborliness and active community membership. The
population in northwest Connecticut has been and will likely remain fairly stable, growing only
1% over the past ten years and projected to grow only 1% in the next decade in select
communities (Connecticut Economic Resource Center, Inc., 2016).

A large influx of new

community members remains unlikely. It is likely, however, that the high-scoring priority of multigenerational families plays a role of knowing one’s community members and engendering a
sense of neighborliness without significant interference or nurturing. Across the data sources,
the loss of young people repeatedly rose as a threat to "rural character." Respondents mentioned
high taxes, high property costs, limited employment, and losing the family home as dis-incentives
for the next generations. Younger adults and families are needed to serve in volunteer positions
(especially emergency services), to staff and patronize local businesses, and to send their children
to the local school. It was unclear, however, whether this constant threat of the loss of young
people is an emergent or perennial problem. As one Survey Respondent explained, his son would
be attending college this fall in pursuit of a sports management degree. The son hoped he
wouldn't return to the region. His father, a 5th generation local resident for 51 years, said he
never planned to come back, until he met his son's mother. It is unclear if these fears emanate
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from individual family sense of loss as children age or from actual economic wedges.
Reflections for Planners. To attract and/or retain community members, planners should
create the enabling conditions for neighborliness. Strategies might include fostering chance
encounters, social interactions, and shared interests. Planners should consider gathering places
for all community members, organized community events, and informal or formal welcoming
committees for ‘newcomers’. Events could include annual place-based celebrations such as
harvest festivals and town fair days. They could also encourage local newspapers or newsletters
to keep all residents informed. While individual tensions may arise, planners are in a unique
position to foster a shared community identity.

Tensions Results
Using 242 in-depth interviews across the United States in a variety of rural, suburban, and
urban areas, Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research (2002) determined that, overall, the rural
identity frequently experiences a series of tensions. This is because "rural life represents
traditional American values, but is behind the times; rural life is more relaxed and slower than
city life, but harder and more grueling; rural life is friendly, but intolerant of outsiders and
difference; and rural life is richer in community life, but epitomized by individuals struggling
independently to make ends meet” (page 1). Similar tensions emerged throughout my research
on rural character and their explicit emergence and articulation powerfully illustrate rural
character.
In northwest Connecticut, residents identified tensions across issues, time, and
geographic scales. Few explicitly identified competing concepts; rather, the tensions emerged
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from differing perspectives among individuals. Tensions of note within the sample included
working vs. bucolic landscapes, rural here vs. somewhere else, and internal vs. external
community membership. While a few data sources casually mention the differences between
urban and rural ('not city' or "not the 'burbs") communities, it was not a significant theme in its
own right here and is covered extensively in other literature.
Working vs. Bucolic landscapes.

As was shown in Table 5, farms contribute greatly to

rural character. In the late 20th century, as subsistence farming gave way to grocery stores,
Connecticut residents were less dependent on farms on a daily basis. The migration of
commercial-scale agriculture to Ohio and the end of federal dairy subsidies relegated much of
Connecticut’s farmland to residential areas or gentleman farmers (Harrison & Judd, 2011). Farms
now serve both function and aesthetic services. To some residents, they might evoke a nostalgia
to the “olden days” where residents depended on subsistence farming. They reinforce those rural
character dimensions of authenticity, time, and self-reliance. The reduction in wide-spread
subsistence farming coupled with an increased number of part-time residents from urban areas
may have reduced tolerance for the less appealing aspects of agriculture. While agriculture is still
a major industry in northwest Connecticut, farms were found to be both revered and reviled
during this research.
When asked what rural character meant to them, several respondents articulated the
importance but challenges of agriculture. One respondent answered "Farming, not allowing
people who build near farms to be able to put the farmers out of work when they complain about
animals and other farming activities. I do think that farms can be clean." (Spot Survey
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Respondent, 22NC). And, as explained by Interviewee #5, “There are people who are in love with
the idea of rural without knowing what the idea of rural sustainable livelihoods are. Don’t like
the smell of manure. Do like the smell of farms.” Some respondents found the presence of farms
to be more offensive than appealing. One respondent (Spot Survey Respondent, 1KT) explained,
"living down from a farm, it smells and it's rural character but I don't appreciate it". There is an
innate conflict between expectation and reality of working lands.
Even the priority Likert scale ratings indicate a difference between the idea and the
practice of farming. Residents rated farms, on average on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the
highest importance, as a 4.08 while they rated farm equipment at a 3.71. Lokocz et. al. (2011)
also encountered this tension in the western Massachusetts town of Conway, suggesting this is
not unique to northwestern Connecticut.
Despite this tension, 90,963 acres of land across 1,207 farms in Litchfield County remain
in active agricultural use (USDA NASS, 2014). Since “even the occasional fallen barn does not
detract from the scene”(Harwinton Planning Commission, 2010, p. 54), planners must carefully
navigate the tension between home-owner satisfaction and traditional agriculture. Such tools
might include “Ag-Friendly” town ordinances, promotion of farms in economic development
actions, transfer of development rights, and/or local agricultural commissions that promote
education about farm practices.
Rural, here but not there. Throughout the research, residents consistently noted an
effect of context on understanding rural character. What may represent 'rural' in northwest
Connecticut, could mean something entirely different elsewhere. The differing interpretations
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may be based on environmental, cultural, or economic conditions between locations. These
distinctions reinforce the need for place-based studies for defining, interpreting, and planning
for local rural character.
While discussing the three most important aspects of rural character, one interviewee
explained:

Having a ratty pick-up truck? You got to have that. Well, that's interesting
because I've always taken great pride in the fact that I have a ratty pick-up truck.
It can get scraped by barbed wire and it doesn't matter. It can get dented; cows
can break the mirrors off it it's parked in the pasture. I don't have anything into
it to speak of and I've loved that and I like that in this community. However, when
I'm in that ratty truck and I go somewhere, especially if I go into rural New York,
where it's kind of poor, then all of the sudden, I feel like I'm one of the ignorant
'stump-jumpers', I'm just another ‘woodchuck’.... Interviewee #9
Earlier in this interview, the respondent explained that the "stump-jumpers" refers to
some residents of Vermont or like the "Raggies" living near Connecticut's Mt. Riga, i.e. "the rural
poor".

The respondent explained that, in northwest Connecticut, a lot of the rural poor had

been pushed out and value assumptions about each person based on their economic status were
unfair since "those people are still friends and they, if I needed anything, they would give me the
shirt off their back".

As the interviewee explained, the 'ratty pick-up truck' transforms as it

crosses the border into New York and his/her personal interpretation of 'rural character' changes
drastically in context from a point of pride to one of shame.
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As s/he explained:

Context is huge. So I love, you know, being me, I'm identified by who I am. People
know me. I've even said, one of my most notorious trucks I had for a long time
was a ... Ford pickup and it got so that people would wave to me that I didn't
know. I think that they just got so familiar with seeing that truck around all the
time it was just part of the landscape and they would wave. Interviewee #9
While one interpretation would be this person's point of pride in his/her position in the
community, it still emerges from a rural context. The 'ratty pick-up' becomes a symbol of the role
the interviewee plays. In another geographic location but similar setting, that notoriety is lost.
Several interviewees also explained that northwest Connecticut is not “as rural” as Colorado,
Maine, or Alaska based on various criteria such as topography, land-use, or population,
respectively. This change of context represents the difference of perspective between 'rural
character' as a co-created place-based notion and as a stark population-based categorization.
Perception of a given geography’s rural character is dependent on one’s perspective or
experience. Largely, this spatial significance has been unexplored (Halfacree, 2006) and should
be considered in future research. It is especially important for planners to consider all aspects of
rural character to address the diverse expectations of their residents.
Inside vs. Outside Community Members; Weekenders vs. Full-time; New vs. Multigenerational residents. Northwest Connecticut had an overall population of 112,686 in 2014
(Backus & Mueller, 2014) and an estimated seasonal population of 14,121 (Connecticut Economic
Resource Center, Inc., 2016). In fact, the seasonal populations of Cornwall and Salisbury are
estimated to be about of 50% of each town’s overall population (Connecticut Economic Resource
Center, Inc., 2016). Not surprising for these communities, situated within two hours of New York
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City, temporary residents hold different status compared to full-time or long-term (over 30 years)
residents. Whether these temporary residents are seasonal, weekender or relatively new to the
community, they remain "outsiders" to a certain degree. In general, “outside” members of the
population would also include members who grew up in another town, state, or region (in varying
degrees of ‘outsider-ness’) or members who live in town on a temporary basis (seasonal or
weekend). One interviewee (#4) felt that although s/he lived in the area on and off for over 30
years, s/he remains an 'outsider', explaining that “Not that I’m an insider yet but we’re not going
to be there long enough for me to get there.”
At the heart of this tension, as with many of life's tensions, is economic status. Temporary
residents, especially weekenders or seasonal residents, often fill a financial gap by maintaining
homes and contributing to tax base without using significant services such as schools or
infrastructure. One interviewee (#1) explained “when you have weekenders, when you have
wealthy individuals that have multiple houses around the country or even the world, they buy
the big estates and that’s your town revenue. There’s no other way really to make money based
on the state statutes, it’s property taxes and building permits.” Their financial contributions (if
not time contribution) to regional volunteer groups such as land trusts or historical societies
directly contribute to rural character by conserving open space (rated as a top priority) or
preserving historical buildings. And yet, the continued purchase of land for open space or
maintenance of large acreage estates limits the pool of available land and drives up the price of
real estate, preventing the economically disadvantaged from purchasing land in these
communities.
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Rural character is 1/2 blue collar and 1/2 city folk coming for the weekend. The
city folk are playing rural character when they come here and wear their LL Bean
for the weekend. My wife says ‘but they come in and keep it going with the arts
& stuff’. Rural character in Connecticut is different than Oklahoma but we like
being able to go to the ocean and back in the same day. [Spot Survey
Respondent, 12NC]
Echoing that dichotomy, one participant explained that "Kent becomes a NYC-tourist
nightmare, [it’s] especially a problem with traffic and parking. There are Friday and Saturday
tourists then church on Sunday" (Spot Survey Respondent, 3KT). This sentiment may be
concentrated in areas reliant on temporary populations for the prevalent tourism and
recreational enterprises. And it extends throughout the week. One respondent explained the
transient nature of the part-time populations threatens rural character because there are "too
many weekenders with no attachments to local issues. They tend to bring their weekend friends
with them rather than getting to know the town and its people better. Over building of megamansions” (Survey Respondent Case #305). Residents feel the part-time population threatens
rural character by burdening existing routines, maintaining a separation from local issues, and
constructing architecture different than the existing built infrastructure.
While these tensions are hardly surprising for a professional planner, they are difficult to
navigate as they involve competing economic interests, traditional practices, and a variety of
residents. It also invokes the long debate on the individual vs. collective. Are the needs or
discomfort of one individual enough to require strict agricultural regulations? Or are the rural
traditions paramount to inconvenience? Decision-makers must consider all of these factors while
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striving for the community-chosen vision of rural character.
Reflections for planners. Although there is little chance of curing all tensions, it is
important for all planners to be aware of them and respond as necessary. Efforts to reduce
negative impacts of seasonal influx (e.g. traffic calming) and to increase socialization (spaces for
chance encounters, activities at mutually convenient times to full-time and part-time residents)
could alleviate the less-productive tensions. Planners could encourage local town committees to
reach out to part-time residents and create enabling conditions for them to become active
members of the community.

Local commissions and organizations could host community

events during high temporary population seasons that celebrate and educate attendees about
local history and traditions.

Conclusions and Future Research
Situated in northwest Connecticut, this study sought a comprehensive and place-based
definition of rural character. The study used several methods, including surveys, semi-structured
interviews, and document review to create a robust definition and a modified framework for
scholars and planners alike to organize this concept, regardless of place. Linking literature and
location, it honored the interdisciplinary nature of the literature and the multi-textural
relationship residents have with rural character.
Rural character is a complex but rich concept of importance to the residents of northwest
Connecticut. It is not only a list of elements but a rich experience of multi-scalar sociological
transactions. As a result, for residents and planners, it reaches far beyond the “rural idyll.”
Using this model of elements, dimensions, and tensions to frame rural character, both
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planners and scholars can investigate the concept of rurality or rural character to produce
actionable guidance for rural communities. Elements, as quantifiable and recognizable objects or
physical land-uses, might be the most familiar to planners. Dimensions such as neighborliness or
privacy and tensions such as insider v. outsider or bucolic v. working landscapes may present
more practical planning challenges in practice. In fact, in crafting adapting strategies and creating
a resilient community, planners will need to reinforce particular dimensions or favor certain
aspects within the tensions. As components to the emergent concept, each element, dimension,
and tension works within the given geography’s population, place, and socio-cultural processes
to produce a unique rural character.
Using the framework, scholars and planner practitioners can have coherent
conversations about complex rural concepts across the globe. They may have productive
conversations on shared opportunities or challenges on a variety of scales such as village center
economic development, regional shared services, or climate change. Robust definitions are
necessary for planners to deal with large scale threats to their community vision. In fact, this
study implements one of the recommendations set forth by Frank and Reiss (2014) to create
positive feedback loops between the rural planning literature and the planning profession.
This is essential for rural communities in the United States because its rural scholarship
lags behind that of the United Kingdom and Australia. The recent presidential election in the
United States indicated a gross miscalculation of the priorities and concerns of rural America.
Post-election analyses run the risk of making misplaced assumptions about the values,
motivations, and commitments of rural residents. One survey respondent explained,
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It is very important not to use rural character as a thing of the past or as a word
that means "like" rural.

It is important to know rural people actually exist,

come from generations of folks who were also rural. It is also very critical to know
that rural means a lessening of uptight manicuring of all things. It allows for
sweat and shit on the boots and is not the imitation of a remembered
quaintness. It is about making life and death decisions. (Survey Case #588)
As this study shows, “the rural” is much more complex than generally understood, and should be
treated as such. Planners and geographers will likely watch to see if concepts from the 2015
“Rationalizing Rural Area Classifications for the Economic Research Service” manifest in the next
American Census in 2020.
Rural planners should explore this place-based concept using my robust model because
the conditions of rural planning are changing. In an increasingly globalized world, local/regional
planners and rural scholars need a robust understanding of their given geography. It is no longer
enough to memorize demographic statistics and simply re-print the decade old comprehensive
plan. Rural communities will have to face new complex challenges, including globalized
economies, changing infrastructure, significant demographic shifts, and climate change.

No

longer are such places able to create defensible boundaries against outside influences and
internally reinforce their own identities (Tilley, 2006). As supported in this research, the regional
identity of “rural character” is vitally important in concert with the individual local identity.
Identifying the components of elements, tensions, and dimensions allows planners to protect
rural character in a logical way by assessing risks, comparing potential responses, and monitoring
implementation while maintaining continuity of place for residents.
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Hoggart (1990) warns that researchers should be careful in their site selection and not to
place undue emphasis on the urban or rural characteristic of a place for a given problem.
However, for planners, this type of study, placing rurality at the heart of a study, should be a
necessary approach since their overall goal is the shape and design of an area that reflects the
desires of the residents. Planners can use my proposed elements-tensions-dimensions structure
to talk about the less tangible inputs that are necessary to foster a particular sense of place. It
allows planners to understand the most important aspects to residents and identify priorities
(Walker & Ryan, 2008). Residents’ values and attachments to different aspects of rural character
are critical components to rural planning (Lokocz et al., 2011). Furthermore, this enhanced
understanding provides invaluable context to identify concerns, problems, and planning goals
(Marcucci, 2000).
This study focused on the positive aspects instead of deficiencies of rural character as
planners hope to mitigate some potential threats and craft the positive future that their residents
want. Future research could go further to compare changes in rurality over time, perspectives of
rurality among long-term and part-time/seasonal residents, or the history of long-standing
tensions. It could also examine the relationship between place attachment and community
planning, especially at the local and regional scale. For the scholarship, testing of this model in
other geographies could increase communication among rural geographies to solve shared
problems or communicated success.
Despite this vital role of rural character, the protection or fostering of the actual 'rural
character' seldom arises in planning manuals, even though planning is land-use decision-making
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in response to resident desires. Such analyses would greatly inform the type of people that would
be attracted to rural communities, people who would contribute to the community, and be
successful in the community. As the population in Connecticut ages, the millennial bracket
expands (Connecticut Economic Resource Center, Inc., 2016), and potential climate refugees
from warmer areas move north, such information could inform planning for a changing
demographic.
Moving out of emotionless quantitative categorization, this research, which illustrates the
richer and more integrated aspects of rural character, is a reminder to planners, especially of
small communities, that their work is important and forward-looking. Planners must work to
create the systemic capacity or enabling conditions to protect and cultivate their community’s
rural character by preservation of vulnerable elements, fostering of positive dimensions, and
reduction of counter-productive tensions. And, as shown in this research within northwest
Connecticut, rural identity is not limited to municipal boundaries and, instead, may rely on a
regional context to create the full lived experience.
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Preface to Chapter 4
Chapter 4 is written in a planning guidebook or toolkit format. This guidebook seeks to
answer “How can rural communities adapt to climate change to create a resilient rural
character?” It is intended to be used by planners in rural Connecticut communities to address
climate change. It is based on scientific and academic knowledge, structured by planning practice,
and grounded in place by previous stages of this dissertation. Since this is intended to be used by
planners, the voice is less formal and the layout more visual than strictly academic journal
articles. While most planning guidance documents limit the use of references, this toolkit, as a
component of my dissertation, uses APA 6th Edition reference style to attribute sources where
appropriate.
To make this component of my dissertation accessible to planners, I incorporated
advice from Houseal and Lavigne (2012) who recommended: tell a story, use non-technical
language, make the key recommendations clear, and make your plans easily referenced.
To make it accessible, in the longer lists, I start with the most-local information or resources.
I added quote boxes, case studies, tables, lists, photographs, and stories where possible. Even
the choice of font is designed for online and print use. Future digital copies of the guide will
have hyperlinks to the resources' websites to make finding information even easier. At a future
time of publication beyond the dissertation, I will likely remove some portions of text to make
the plan even more accessible. To enhance this document, I collected both formal and
informal comments from planners and other professionals working on climate change over
the course of this research. One planner commented that the toolkit should include casestudy vignettes specific to rural communities so I included them. Others suggested useful
resources or case studies, also included herein.
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Based on the results of the other methods (document review, semi-structured interviews,
and surveys), I conducted field and photo surveys of locations in the northwest region of
Connecticut. The places are representative of rural character as presented in Chapter 3 or are
identified as important to respondents to my rural character survey. I use the photos to deliver
multiple meanings of place and to situate this guidebook in a particular place (Stedman, Beckley,
Wallace, & Ambard, 2004). I also use them to create a familiarity with and for the reader to
associate the actions with their community. Overall, they convey the important characteristics of
rural character in the literal context of climate change adaptation.
Although the guidebook and toolkit is functional now, I fully anticipate its form and
content to evolve as planners use and experience the steps in the process. As a normal process
of publication as a separate planning manual, I will invite a panel of planners to review the
recommended steps, to develop additional worksheets as necessary, and to develop additional
adaptation strategies.
Situated in the traditional planning process, Plan-Do-Check-Act (Project Management
Institute, 2004), this guidebook begins with an introduction of the situation (climate change
science, impacts of climate change, and projected changes in CT) and then moves into a toolkit
so that planners can start their climate adaptation process. The adaptation process starts with
an identification of the vulnerabilities, prioritization of those vulnerabilities, identification of
adaptation strategies, prioritization of those strategies, and implementation steps. Although
most plans end at the implementation steps, this toolkit stresses that successful adaptation
planning is iterative and responsive to changing conditions. For the plan to be effective and
responsive to the communities’ needs, it must be evaluated at regular intervals by
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communicating with the public, reviewing updated science, and evaluating the effectiveness of
implemented strategies.
Because this work focuses on climate change in rural Connecticut, the listed
vulnerabilities and adaptation strategies focus on issues specific to this geography. I chose
Connecticut for several reasons. Firstly, all 21 towns of the Northwest Hills planning region use
the term ‘rural character’ to guide their planning. Secondly, I’ve worked in a variety of
environmental positions throughout the state, which has provided me perspective on the
relationships between levels of governments, the structures by which environmental policy is
enacted, and the opportunities or challenges of local planning. And thirdly, the uncertain futures
of funding and climate policy at the state and federal levels make the presence of an accessible
and focused toolkit for rural communities, more important than ever. For my purposes here, the
research and guidance that anchors the guidebook pertain to rural communities in Connecticut.
However, it could have broader implications for rural communities throughout the developed
world. Ideally, rural communities will share success stories and lessons learned.
While other documents approach climate change adaptation from various silos such as
the social (e.g. USDA “Adaptation Resources for Agriculture”), built (e.g. Connecticut’s
“StormSmart Coasts”), or natural environments (e.g. USDA “Forest Adaptation Resources:
Climate Change Tools and Approaches for Land Managers”), the guidebook and toolkit
approaches climate change from the local construct of “rural character,” equally weighing
infrastructure with cultural resources vulnerabilities. I argue that this is an improved approach
for several reasons. This construct is familiar to residents of northwest Connecticut - it is the
guiding vision for their local planning. And, thus far, climate change responses focus heavily on
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urban communities so much so that most available adaptations are for the predominantly built
environment. Even the revered concept of “Smart Growth” of walkable communities and mixed
residential/commercial buildings, is a questionable approach for many of rural towns. Its basic
premise is densification, which is contrary to most residential desires for their towns. Using the
chosen community character, in this example, rural character, leads to plans created in concert
with residents’ desires and the landscape’s constraints.
Notably, few guidebooks and toolkits provide companion adaptation choices with their
extensive procedural guidance. The texts do not explain why. My text offers both process
guidance and adaptation approaches arranged by categories, lessening the burden on the
municipalities and offering a range of options to meet them at their stage in the process. The
suggested adaptations evolved from various sources including: governmental sources,
scientific/academic texts, and place-based research. I would encourage most communities to
conduct their own vulnerability assessments to reveal potential challenges in their particular
place. They can complete such an assessment “in-house” with members of the public and various
municipal functions. The assessments might reveal more urgent concerns than the aspects
covered here and they will likely offer greater specificity on the vulnerabilities and corresponding
adaptations. Regardless of the vulnerability assessment, all communities that prioritize rural
character should consider this toolkit as partner to their comprehensive plans and immediately
incorporate adaptation planning.
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Chapter Four:

Adapting Rural Communities to Climate Change: A
Process Guidebook and Strategy Toolkit
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

WELCOME! However you came across this guide,
I’m happy to welcome you to “Adapting Rural
Communities to Climate Change: A Process
Guidebook and Strategy Toolkit.”
This toolkit and guidebook emerged from my Ph.D.
thesis on rural character and climate change. Rural
inland communities experience climate change
differently than urban communities and yet, most
academic institutions and planning agencies produce
guidance and funding targeted at coastal and urban
communities
With this guidebook, I hope to provide municipalities
with simple steps and important resources so they
can start their climate change adaptation journey.
The guidebook offers:
•
•
•
•
•

•

definitions for common climate change terms;
summary of a survey of Connecticut planners;
overview of the available climate change documents;
description of climate change impacts predicted for Connecticut;
focused profiles of climate impacts, case-studies, and adaptation strategies for
agriculture, public health, infrastructure, natural resources, and cultural resources;
and, an
outline for the adaptation process with supporting worksheets.

As with any planning process, this is a work in progress. I fully expect to refine and improve
on this guidebook as the climate science evolves, rural communities start the adaptation
process, and municipalities send me feedback. Please feel free to contact me and tell me how
the process works for you.
Good Luck and thank you for reading!

Joanna Wozniak-Brown
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ACRONYMS
APA
CAKE
CART
C/B Analysis
CIRCA
CLEAR
COG
DEEP
DEMHS
DPH
DOE
EPA
GCM
GHG
ICLEI
IPCC
LID
NCA
NHMP
NOAA
NPCC
NRCS
OPM
P&Z
POCD
RCP
RGGI
SMART
STAPLEE
UCONN
UCS
UN
USDA
USDA-FS

American Planning Association
Climate Adaptation Knowledge Exchange
Connecticut Adaptation Resource Toolkit
Cost-Benefit Analysis
Connecticut Institute for Resilience and Climate Adaptation
Center for Land Use Education and Research
Council of Governments
Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental
Protection
CT Division of Emergency Management and Homeland Security
Department of Public Health
Department of Energy
Environmental Protection Agency
Global Climate Models
Greenhouse Gases
International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Low Impact Development
National Climate Assessment
Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
New York City Panel on Climate Change
Natural Resource Conservation Service
Connecticut Office of Policy and Management
Planning and Zoning Commission
Plan of Conservation and Development
Representative Concentration Pathways
Regional Greenhouse Gas Inventory
Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, Time-related
Social, Technical, Administrative, Political, Legal, Economic,
Environmental
University of Connecticut
Union of Concerned Scientists
United Nations
United State Department of Agriculture
USDA Forest Service
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DEFINITIONS
(adapted from Mach, Planton, & von Stechow, 2015 from IPCC, 2014: Climate Change 2014:
Synthesis Report. Contribution of Working Groups I, II and III to the Fifth Assessment Report
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [Core Writing Team, R.K. Pachauri and
L.A. Meyer (eds.)]. IPCC, Geneva, Switzerland, 151 pp. unless otherwise noted)

Adaptation
The process of adjustment to actual or expected climate and its effects. In human systems,
adaptation seeks to moderate or avoid harm or exploit beneficial opportunities. In some
natural systems, human intervention may facilitate adjustment to expected climate and
its effects.
Adaptive Capacity
The ability of systems, institutions, humans and other organisms to adjust to potential
damage, to take advantage of opportunities, or to respond to consequences.
Climate Change
Climate change refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g.,
by using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties
and that persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer. Climate change may
be due to natural internal processes or external forcings such as modulations of the solar
cycles, volcanic eruptions and persistent anthropogenic changes in the composition of
the atmosphere or in land use.
Climate Resilient Pathways
Iterative processes for managing change within complex systems in order to reduce
disruptions and enhance opportunities associated with climate change.
Exposure
The presence of people, livelihoods, species or ecosystems, environmental functions,
services, and resources, infrastructure, or economic, social, or cultural assets in places
and settings that could be adversely affected.
Extreme weather event
An extreme weather event is an event that is rare at a particular place and time of year.
Definitions of rare vary, but an extreme weather event would normally be as rare as or
rarer than the 10th or 90th percentile of a probability density function estimated from
observations. By definition, the characteristics of what is called extreme weather may
vary from place to place in an absolute sense. When a pattern of extreme weather persists
for some time, such as a season, it may be classed as an extreme climate event, especially
if it yields an average or total that is itself extreme (e.g., drought or heavy rainfall over a
season).
Greenhouse gases (GHGs)
Gases in the atmosphere, natural and anthropogenic, that absorb and emit radiation at
specific wavelengths, creating a greenhouse (holding heat and energy) effect. Water
vapor, carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, ozone, and methane are the primary GHGs along
with human-made compounds such as hydrofluorocarbons and sulphur hexafluoride.
(adapted from Major & O’Grady, 2010)
Hydrological cycle
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The cycle in which water evaporates from the oceans and the land surface, is carried over
the Earth in atmospheric circulation as water vapor, condenses to form clouds,
precipitates over ocean and land as rain or snow, which on land can be intercepted by
trees and vegetation, provides runoff on the land surface, infiltrates into soils, recharges
groundwater, discharges into streams and ultimately flows out into the oceans, from
which it will eventually evaporate again. The various systems involved in the
hydrological cycle are usually referred to as hydrological systems.
Impacts (consequences, outcomes)
Effects on natural and human systems. In this report, the term impacts is used primarily
to refer to the effects on natural and human systems of extreme weather and climate
events and of climate change. Impacts generally refer to effects on lives, livelihoods,
health, ecosystems, economies, societies, cultures, services and infrastructure due to the
interaction of climate changes or hazardous climate events occurring within a specific
time period and the vulnerability of an exposed society or system. Impacts are also
referred to as consequences and outcomes. The impacts of climate change on geophysical
systems, including floods, droughts and sea level rise, are a subset of impacts called
physical impacts.
Mitigation (of climate change)
A human intervention to reduce the sources or enhance the sinks of greenhouse gases
(GHGs). This report also assesses human interventions to reduce the sources of other
substances which may contribute directly or indirectly to limiting climate change,
including, for example, the reduction of particulate matter emissions that can directly
alter the radiation balance (e.g., black carbon) or measures that control emissions of
carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, Volatile Organic Compounds and other pollutants that
can alter the concentration of tropospheric ozone which has an indirect effect on the
climate.
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs)
Scenarios that include time series of emissions and concentrations of the full suite of
greenhouse gases (GHGs) and aerosols and chemically active gases, as well as land
use/land cover (Moss et al., 2008). The word representative signifies that each RCP
provides only one of many possible scenarios that would lead to the specific radiative
forcing characteristics. The term pathway emphasizes that not only the long-term
concentration levels are of interest, but also the trajectory taken over time to reach that
outcome (Moss et al., 2010). RCPs usually refer to the portion of the concentration
pathway extending up to 2100, for which Integrated Assessment Models produced
corresponding emission scenarios. Extended Concentration Pathways (ECPs) describe
extensions of the RCPs from 2100 to 2500 that were calculated using simple rules
generated by stakeholder consultations and do not represent fully consistent scenarios.
Resilience
The capacity of social, economic and environmental systems to cope with a hazardous
event or trend or disturbance, responding or reorganizing in ways that maintain their
essential function, identity and structure, while also maintaining the capacity for
adaptation, learning and transformation.
Sustainable development
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Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs (WCED, 1987 in Mach, Planton, & von
Stechow, 2015)
Vulnerability
The propensity or predisposition to be adversely affected. Vulnerability encompasses a
variety of concepts and elements including sensitivity or susceptibility to harm and lack
of capacity to cope and adapt.
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INTRODUCTION

Here in northwest Connecticut, there is a certain
rhythm to the seasons. The emergence of crocuses then
daffodils and apple blossoms, signal the coming of spring.
Snow-melt gives way to the spring run, feeding the
aquifers and rivers. The days get longer and the heat of
summer yields big red tomatoes. You can mark time by
the height of the corn stalks. Swimming, hiking, and
boating are just a few of the favorite summer activities.
Then, come mid-August the smell of dry dirt and the
changing color of swamp maple trees signal the start of
fall. Agricultural fairs abound while apple and pumpkin
picking
farms urge families to enjoy the last warm
sunny Saturdays of the year. Late October and the fading
sunlight invite candles and string lights to create a warm
atmosphere in the shops while families stock up on firewood for the colder days. Through
the holidays, carol sings, annual community gatherings, and charity events keep folks
busy. In January, the days start to get longer, slowly but surely, and the first appearance of
syrup buckets on the trees give hope that the crocuses will soon emerge.
While the long cold days of winter make us long for spring, the changing of the seasons
beats a steady rhythm for the residents of northwest Connecticut. Attentiveness and
longevity teach us the signals of each change. Those who work or spend much time outdoors
such as farmers, naturalists, and recreation workers may notice even more. Even the
constant changes bring a sense of reliability.
As some residents may have already noticed, the seasons and those signals are starting
to change. For the third consecutive year, global temperatures reached a new annual record
with 2016 as the highest in over 100 years (NOAA National Centers for Environmental
Information, 2017). Connecticut finished the last few months of 2016 with over 40% of the
state’s land area in “Extreme Drought”(The National Drought Mitigation Center, n.d.). Over
the past couple of years, we’ve also seen extreme storms that left residents without power
for weeks and tons of debris to clean up. We are experiencing it first-hand. The climate is
changing.
Although science predicted these types of changes, it’s hard for smaller and more rural
communities to know how to cope. There have been mixed efforts from state and federal
governments to assist rural communities in their climate adaptation efforts. In Connecticut,
at the state level, there has been a very strong focus on mitigation of greenhouse gases, a
major driver for climate change. Many communities also work on the mitigation aspects.
Those efforts are very important as they might help reduce the magnitude of climate change.
However, science shows that climate change, to a certain point, is inevitable so rural
communities must also start the adaptation process. This guidebook presents complex
information in a concise and easy to follow manner so you can incorporate adaptation into
your existing local planning efforts.
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ABOUT THIS GUIDE
GOALS

Ultimately, this guidebook and supportive tools will help you start your adaptation
journey so that your community can become more resilient in the face of climate change. It
focuses on rural municipalities, especially in Connecticut. To do that, I kept the following
goals in mind:
• Provide information and tools in a succinct and accessible manner
• Offer solutions not only for singular problems, but for protecting the essence of
rural communities, i.e., their rural character
• Tailor solutions for limited budgets and for local action
• Create on-going climate changing planning

RESPONDING TO CLIMATE CHANGE: MITIGATION & ADAPTATION

Generally speaking, there are two types of responses to climate change: mitigation and
adaptation. Mitigation is the attempt to reduce the changes to the climate by reducing
contributing forces. One type of mitigation would be limiting release of greenhouse gases
such as carbon. Another mitigation strategy might be development of renewable fuel
technologies and increases in energy efficiency. Alternatively, adaptation refers both to
specific strategies to respond to climate change impacts and to a general process of
identifying risks, prioritizing strategies, and implementing actions to reduce the magnitude
of impact from climate change. Mitigation and adaptation efforts both address the climate
change problem but from different angles.
While there’s been a tremendous amount of research on mitigation, most efforts for
adaptation have happened at the state or national level with the exception of some coastal
towns or cities. Most American research and planning efforts have not focused on rural
inland communities. However, the researchers and the federal government of Australia
developed extensive case-studies and support for rural communities. Since most urban
adaptation manuals focus on large-scale infrastructure changes and sea-level rise, inland
rural communities cannot simply transfer the same advice. They mostly deal with the inverse
challenges with their livelihoods, recreation, and sense of place dependent on natural
resources and agriculture. Adaptation strategies must be tailored to the climate issues and
governance capacity of rural communities.
In Connecticut, the state government has devoted significant funding and time to
mitigation. The state has made investments in energy use reduction, increased energy
efficiency, and renewable energy technologies. The state currently supports a micro-grid
program creating localized energy sources as an alternative to the centralized supply and
distribution system. However, no state-wide program for adaptation exists yet. Disparate
partnerships between non-profits, education institutions, and various state departments
produce location-specific plans and targeted educational programs. There are some
promising opportunities in those partnerships as they mature. The history and current
status of climate change action in Connecticut is described in more detail below.
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For now, local governments can use this guidebook to understand the basic concepts of
adaptation, the adaptation planning process, and important tools and resources for such
planning. There are a number of guidance documents (listed in Addenda 2 and 3) that discuss
particular adaptation strategies. Planners will ultimately choose strategies that are
engineered for their the purpose and their presence, for example. new culvert sizes and
bridges that incorporate appropriate engineering with place-specific ornamentation. While
this guidebook includes such elements, its main focus is on specific strategies that
communities can deploy to create a resilient rural character so that their culverts and sense
of place weather the storm.
Adaptation planning is an iterative process. As your knowledge, confidence, and capacity
grow, you can expand your efforts. In fact, you might already have some adaptation
strategies in your everyday planning or municipal services. Climate change is already here
and adaptation should start now, and not wait until planners and scientists know
“everything” they could possibly know.

ADAPTATION CATEGORIES

Throughout this guidebook, I will use the following categories to focus the
conversation about adaptation: agriculture, public health, infrastructure, natural resources,
and cultural resources. The state of Connecticut organizes its documents on climate
change into the first four of these categories. To acknowledge the socio-cultural features of
communities and to draw from the growing work by the National Park Service and historic
preservationists, I add cultural resources to the list. 7
This Guidebook, designed for municipalities and regional planning agencies in
Connecticut, describes the threats of climate change concerns for Connecticut’s rural
communities and offers adaptation strategies designed specifically for rural communities.
Mirroring the state’s Climate Preparedness Plan categories allows for easier comparison and
coordination between the levels of government. The addition of cultural resources grounds
those important categories and recognizes the important less-quantifiable aspects of our
communities. This book describes the challenges to climate adaptation planning in rural
regions and uses the traditional planning approach of Plan-Do-Check-Act in the context of
climate change adaptation. Then, it explains the projected impacts of climate change and how
it will affect each of the listed categories. Since a number of these strategies require
coordination (funding, power, or time resources) across those levels, I have added a section
describing potential changes for local and regional governance that increase adaptive
capacity at the smaller scales, thereby empowering these entities with tools to improve their
own systems.

Chigbu’s research on a rural “sense of place” (2013) uses a similar pattern with categories
of: living conditions & infrastructure, society and culture, environment and ecology, and
agriculture and working conditions.

7
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10 Things to Keep in Mind for Adaptation Planning

1. Weather is global. Climate impacts are local.
2. Climate change is happening.
3. It will impact everything from culverts to cows.
4. There are things you can implement right away.
5. Not every adaptation is expensive.
6. Adaptation is a process.
7. Municipalities have capacity to start adaptation.
8. This is a cross-department effort.
9. No need to re-invent the wheel. Follow other examples.
10. An adapted community is resilient and prepared.

HOW TO USE

I designed this guidebook so that each section stands on its own so it can be read in any
order. Each section contains easy to spot headings, bullet lists where possible, definition
boxes or quotes for important concepts, and images of rural communities in northwest
Connecticut. You’ll also see case-studies of climate adaptation projects in rural communities.
In the back of the book, you’ll find a table that includes important adaptation strategies that
you can easily bring to meetings and planning sessions or workshops.
As you start this process, remember that, just like planning, climate adaptation is an ongoing process. It’s important to start the journey with that in mind. Not everything can or
should be accomplished at the start. As more information becomes available and you see
how the strategies are working, you can make adjustments to devote resources to where
they are most needed.
Please feel free to let me know how this guidebook works for you and ways it can be
improved. I want to share in your success so please let me know how it is going!
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SECTION 1: RURAL CHARACTER, CLIMATE ADAPTATION, &
ADAPTATION PROCESS

What is “rural character” and how does it
relate to climate change adaptation?
Described in more detail below, rural
character is a term used by planners and
residents in northwest Connecticut and as a
guiding principle upon which most
community decisions are made. It is
simultaneously a physical description and
an overall sense of place.

Rural Character

Local comprehensive plans filter all
planning efforts through this particular vision or ‘sense of place’. For the communities of
northwest Connecticut, “rural character” is a major component of that vision. Since climate
change adaptations must be place-based, planners must choose adaptation efforts that fit
with their vision of rural character and/or protect the components of rural character.
Overall, the concept of rural character can be envisioned with three main
components: elements, dimensions, and tensions. Elements are easily recognized and
quantifiable components. Dimensions are generally accepted cultural practices or behaviors
expected from rural communities. Tensions test the boundaries of rural character as
differing expectations or potentially mis-placed perceptions perpetuate conflicting
assumptions. Collectively, these components reinforce the concept of rural character and
evoke a sense of place.
“The identification of unique character must precede change, and change must be designed to
accommodate the preservation of that uniqueness.” (Garnham, 1985, p. 9)

Climate Change Adaptation

As global weather patterns shift, the local climate will also change. (Section 4 describes
the predicted changes.) The goal of climate change adaptation is to:
• estimate the changes that will happen in your community,
• assess the impacts to the activities of your community, and,
• develop plans to respond to the changes.
The changes may be opportunities or they may be challenges. For example, the farming
community in the northeast United States may benefit from longer growing seasons but
battle increased infestations of pests.
According to Howe et. al. (2015), about 50% of residents in Litchfield County think
climate change will affect them personally but about 70% of residents think climate change
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will harm future generations. This is an important aspect of adaptation, planning for future
generations to reduce harm, protect environmental and economic interests, and conserve
your community's character.
Adaptation is a series of anticipatory actions designed to address projected changes in
your community. Your adaptation needs may take different forms and involve different timeframes. Your community's particular vulnerabilities might require engineering, planning, or
policy changes. It may also involve short and long-term approaches. Being reflexive will
help you institutionalize adpatation into you regular municipal and/or planning activities.

Role of Planning in Adaptation

ADAPTATION

Since climate science, although
improving, cannot predict exact local
“The process of adjustment to actual or expected
climate and its effects. In human systems,
changes to our communities, it might
adaptation seeks to moderate or avoid harm or
seem premature to incorporate climate
exploit beneficial opportunities. In some natural
change into local plans immediately. How
systems, human intervention may facilitate
can we plan if the future is so uncertain?
adjustment to expected climate and its effects.”
Should we wait until everything is
(adapted from Mach, Planton, & Von Stechow,
“known”? There are numerous reasons
2015)
planners should begin to incorporate climate change into their long-range efforts.

1. All adaptation is local. The impacts of climate change will happen at the local level,
creating secondary issues and requiring local responses.
2. Local governments make infrastructure, development, and emergency management
decisions. Precious funds are used for these costly projects. The money should be spent
judiciously with planning for the potential future instead of hoping for status quo.
3. Our residents will be impacted by climate change in their everyday lives. They will face
economic hardships as they struggle to protect their businesses, health, and property
from the predicted impacts. And our already vulnerable population segments (elderly,
children, and economically disadvantaged) will be at an even greater disadvantage.
4. Municipalities and regional planning agencies can create zoning regulations,
development guides, funding decisions, and/or infrastructure projects that alleviate the
impacts from climate change.
“Planning is a tool that must guide change, engage citizens, and assist decision-makers, including
regional agencies and groups; local governments; neighborhood organizations; property owners;
real estate and development professionals; insurance and finance companies; business leaders;
hospitals, school boards, colleges and universities; and state and federal agencies to ensure better
decisions and policies that address climate change.”
(American Planning Association, 2011, sec. 2.4)
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SECTION 2: CURRENT EFFORTS IN CONNECTICUT TO ADAPT RURAL
COMMUNITIES TO CLIMATE CHANGE

On the whole, most of the state efforts have focused on mitigation of greenhouse gases
through renewable energy technologies and efficiency programs. State efforts also include
support and piloting of local micro-grids that could provide more resilient electricity
systems. Current grants to Super-storm Sandy-affected counties may provide lessons for
towns and regions throughout Connecticut. Without a state-wide centralized approach,
adaptation in Connecticut remains a task for local communities and non-profit organizations,
for now.

Rural Adaptation

Little work has been done to focus on rural communities in developed countries with the
possible exception of universities and non-profit research in Australia and Canada. Why does
the distinction between urban and rural matter in adaptation? It matters because the most
important components differ among the following:
• Climate change impacts
• Decision-making process
• Demographics and socio-economic factors
• Types of ecosystem services
• Sense of place related to the landscape
These components affect the entire adaptation process including public involvement, goalsetting, budgeting, and design of adaptation strategies. While some concerns will overlap,
such as high-heat days (public health) and food access (agriculture), most urban adaptation
guidance focuses on large scale infrastructure needs and vulnerabilities. Rural communities
make decisions with different constraints, different priorities, and different opportunities.

Connecticut’s Responses to Climate Change

Climate action in Connecticut has been mixed. State actions on climate change in
Connecticut started in 1998 with Public Act 09-98 “An Act Concerning Global Warming
Solutions” and was updated in 2004 with Public Act 04-252 “An Act Concerning Climate
Change.” Each Act required new state practices on the assessment and tracking of
greenhouse gases and a state-specific assessment and adaptation plan to deal with the
impacts of climate change on infrastructure, natural resources, public health, and agriculture
(CT DEEP, 2015). The Governor’s Council of Climate Change (or GC3, formerly the Governor’s
Steering Committee on Climate Change) guides most state efforts on reaching the state goal
of a 75-85% reduction of 2001 GHG levels by 2020 by working with interest groups, labor
representatives, and utilities to encourage renewables and reduce energy usage. Connecticut
is also a member of the landmark Regional Greenhouse Gas Inventory partnership in New
England. Numerous towns in northwest Connecticut host electric vehicle charging stations
While striding forward on mitigation, the state struggles with adaptation. In addition to
the Connecticut Climate Change Preparedness Plan (2011), the state created the Connecticut
Institute for Resiliency and Climate Adaptation following Special Act 13-9 in 2013 (An Act
Concerning Climate Change Adaptation and Data Collection, 2013). This grant-making
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agency, a partnership between DEEP and UCONN, offers funding to political subdivisions of
the state to support resiliency. It primarily focuses on coastal and riverine flooding. Another
new effort in the UCONN system is a partnership between CT Sea Grant and UCONN Center
for Land Use Education and Research (CLEAR) called Adapt CT. This partnership connects
students to municipal adaptation projects and offers training to land use officials. These
organizations offer important resources to municipalities albeit without a state-wide
coordinated program.
In 2012, the federal government distributed a variety of funds for Superstorm Sandyimpacted counties. Connecticut benefited from two major programs: Rebuild by Design and
the National Disaster Resilience Competition. These design concepts, focused primarily on
coastal and more urban communities, may offer some information for rural communities
when the programs and reporting are completed.
Besides state-wide coalitions, there are a number of non-profit and regional councils
of governments working on climate change. For example, the Nature Conservancy
Connecticut Chapter developed a Coastal Resiliency Tool. And, most of Connecticut’s regional
planning agencies include climate change in their regional Plans of Conservation and
Development (POCD) and/or Natural Hazard Mitigation Plans (NHMP), including the Capitol
Region, Metro, Northeastern Connecticut, Southeastern Connecticut, and Western
Connecticut Councils of Government. The Northwest Hills COG is currently working on their
POCD and will include climate change in the new plan. While South Central Regional COG has
not updated their 2008 POCD yet, they recently worked with the Greater Bridgeport
Regional Council and Nature Conservancy to create a “Regional Framework for Coastal
Resilience in Southern Connecticut.”
As federal climate policy remains uncertain and the state struggles to balance the
budget, the work of adaptation falls to the local communities, which will ultimately bear the
brunt of climate change. The table below shows the types of organizations conducting
adaptation work in Connecticut.
Planning Groups

•Regional Councils of Governments
•CT DEEP
•CT DEHMS
•CT Department of Housing

Non-Profits

•Nature Conservancy
•Connecticut Audobon
•Housatonic Valley Association
•Northwest Conservation District
•CT Roundtable on Climate & Jobs
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Partnerships/Programs

•Adapt CT
•CIRCA
•Rebuild by Design
•National Disaster resilience
Competition
•Community Resilience Buidling

SECTION 3. RESULTS OF PLANNERS’ SURVEY
Planners Survey

Figure 1. Responses to “At what scale, do you

In January 2017, I conducted a survey conduct planning?
through the Connecticut Chapter of the
American Planning Association email list-serv.
0
A copy of the survey is in Appendix D of the
2
6
dissertation. Open for several weeks, 78
Municipal
respondents completed the survey. Most
9
respondents were municipal planners; others
Regional
were regional, state, and “all of the above” i.e.
municipal, regional, state, and federal planners.
State
When asked if they served any coastal
Federal
municipalities, 29 said yes and 43 said no.
54
Overall, most respondents described their
Other
region as suburban (40) with rural (21) and
urban (11) following.
Looking at the responses depicted in
Figures 2 and 3, it appears that Connecticut planners are thinking about climate change but
have yet to start an organized adaptation program. Most planners stated that they as
professionals as well as their organization are interested in climate planning. At least among
the planning community, the greatest hurdle is not convincing all Connecticut planners of
the importance of climate change planning, rather, the provisioning of tools to implement
the planning.

Figure 2. Responses to "Has your jurisdiction conducted any climate change planning?”

Number of Planners
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5
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and/or planning
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Completed a plan and
have begun
implementation

Figure 3. “How would you describe interest in climate change planning for you and your
organization?”
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Rural
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As shown in Figure 4, besides funding and time, planners need local-specific climate
change information, climate change expertise, and more employee time for their adaptation
planning. These resources were also the top three needs identified among rural planners.
Interestingly, federal guidance was among the least needed. While the question didn’t ask
for further detail, this result may be because federal guidance doesn’t offer sufficient detail
needed for long-term municipal budget appropriations or hyper-local planning.
Figure 4. “If funding and time were no object, what resources would you still need to start or continue
climate change planning? (Please select your top 3.)”
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0

Rural Planners
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All Planners

By design, the survey asked the planners about efforts and interest in climate change
planning, needed resources for that work and any challenges and hopes looking forward.
Regarding challenges (Table 1), most planners felt that lack of time, money, expertise, and
political support were major issues. They also feel a disconnect between climate change and
local planning, not only in understanding local climate impacts, but how to connect it to
planning within their power. Cost to homeowners, property rights, infrastructure decisions,
regulatory frameworks were all mentioned. While this guidebook cannot address federal
policies or grant more time to staff, it does address some of the concerns by providing
reliable data sources, actionable and affordable steps, and a simple process to conduct
adaptation at the municipal level.

Table 1. Representative responses to "What is your biggest challenge to climate change
planning?" 8

Remembering that the climate has always been changing so we need to remember that when we try to
understand the additional change caused by humans developing the landscape over the past 300 or so
years. There doesn't seem to be enough discussion on how land development, especially in how it has
changed the cycle of water on a local level (which is added up over the region, etc.) along with the change
in surfaces (albedo affect) has affected temperatures. Also, we need to remember the collection of
temperature data is so carefully conducted now in comparison to the past when it likely was not as well as
how those locations have changed. Those locations are likely now more developed with manmade
surfaces and drainage systems so trying to claim the temperature change reflects everywhere when it is
very related to the change of the landscape and water flow in that locale. The lack of responsibility is
shameful. People live in environmentally sensitive places (ex. coastline) where it is more likely to suffer
the impact of intense storms and yet they blame everyone else for global warming. Perhaps they should
recognize that environmentally sensitive areas should not be developed and when they are it is no surprise
they will continue to suffer from storms - also a little damage from each storm along with normal wear and
tear so to speak will add up over time until there is one storm that undoes the most sensitive areas and it
will look much worse if people claim it was all of a sudden. sorry for the runon ramble.
Time. We are dedicated to so many other tasks it's hard to start a new project. We do efforts on coastal
hazard mitigation planning though which touch upon climate change.

Convincing reluctant municipalities to include strong climate change language and policies in local Plans of
Conservation & Development.
Accurate FEMA data. Litchfield County data woefully out of date

Establishing a regulatory framework, integrating recommendations from municipal resiliency plan into
zoning/building codes

Many challenges not one. New President's pick to run EPA. Money. Not enough Time to effect inevitable.
Complexity of subject. Consensus at grassroots level. etc. etc.

Heat. We're not coastal, so sea level rise is not an issue but excessive heat can cause infrastructure
problems that may impact us. Strong storms can cause long term power outages that we're not equipped
for.
8

Content in these tables are verbatim from the respondents.
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Unwillingness and inability of state and municipal government to restrict development in vulnerable areas.
The intersection of sea level rise and historic villages.

Such a complex daunting issue that small steps, although worthwhile, can seem moot. Keeping people
inspired and interested in working toward positive change.

Low-cost actions municipalities can take to realize benefits of plan, municipalities thinking regionally for
resource sharing.
None - I don't see it as an issue for municipal zoning. State and federal level, sure, but not local.

No staff, no time to devote to this and a huge number of competing entities offering information and
service and workshops on the topic with no way to figure out which entity or organization is real and
vetted by the State or Feds.
Public discussion and sustainable adaptation strategies - and the cost to complete those projects.

Note: A number of respondents noted a lack of support, time, money, expertise and a need for education
among residents.

On a more hopeful side (Table 2), planners noted an increased interest among
residents and policy-makers. Some were also hopeful about their emergency planning
efforts, which incorporated climate change as a concern. Several mentioned the integration
of adaptation into natural hazard mitigation plans. One planner hopes that climate change
planning isn’t needed. While several planners expressed concern about the new federal U.S.
administration and its decided retreat from climate change as a national focus, they also
expressed hope for actions at the local and regional level.
Table 2. Representative responses to "What are you most hopeful about with respect to climate
change planning?"
Hopefully, people can look at how land use changes have altered the cycle of water and the albedo effect
from the reflective surfaces and heat absorbing materials which have a lot to do with the temperature and
how it feels to live there. Drawing too much groundwater out and not allowing it to recharge due to
manmade drainage systems sending the majority of runoff into the ocean is what I feel is one of the major
problems and we don't hear enough about that, my hope is that people will start looking at and talking
more about that. I think although people will get defensive and not want to change their neighborhoods
and development techniques, they could understand it better because we see it ourselves every time it
rains or every time it is hot out. We can't see some macro-level explanation of it because it is hard to
understand for most people. You need more people to understand it to want to make changes and if you
are challenging something they will feel defensive about look out for a long road ahead of you.
Some of our region's towns have embraced the concept and have conducted studies with subcommittees.
There have been no incidents of leaders denying that climate change indeed exists and is of concern.
That it's not necessary. Personally I'm a skeptic.

That people who care about our children's future will band together to work towards planning for climate
change despite the hurdles.
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A best practices manual for CT would be helpful to begin discussions at the town level.

That I will be able to develop regulations that include low impact development, guidelines for new culvert
design and sizing, specific data from State? as to the actual new storm data for 1,5,10 50 and 100 year
storms..perhaps a new statute for requirements to build to the new design stds [standards]..As it will be
costly, municipalities will need legislative support
It's not needed.

I am hopeful to receive more support from administration while implementing resiliency efforts

That FEMA is incorporating components Of It into hmp's [hazard mitigation plans]

At the State and federal levels, climate change is acknowledged. Grants and aid are available.
business community is progressive and poised to be a partner to local government.

The

I am hopeful that climate planning will become an integral part of infrastructure design. I am also hopeful
that we will continue to develop local data that can be shared between municipalities.

I'm hopeful that the Federal Government gets its act together regarding climate change.

the next election is 4 years away. But, along the CT shoreline, residents can SEE the effects of sea level
rise, and the storms Irene & Sandy brought actual impacts of flooding and severe storms to light.
Adequate background information for INLAND communities and funding
Reality ultimately prevails over alternative facts.

That we can provide a menu of practices that individuals can use to make small contributions to reducing
their carbon footprints.
Local, state and private concerns to counter the current federal administration's head in the sand
mentality.
public becoming interested. Emergency Mgt taking a lead
Post November 8? Nothing, actually.

That the initial frenzy over the topic and funding to explore the topic dies down and those groups
committed to helping the communities get a handle on what climate change is doing, what it is likely to do,
and what can be done to better address and prepare rise to the top of the pile and can actually focus on
helping the communities not promoting their "product" or their services.
That the Regional COG is working on the planning for the local communities.
Cities and states are taking it seriously even if the federal government is not

Note: A number of respondents noted a lack of support, time, money, expertise and a need for education
among residents.
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SECTION 4: CLIMATE CHANGE IN CONNECTICUT

When you start thinking about how climate change impacts your local community, it
can be hard to know where to start. You might know of a few places that are already
problematic during big storm events. Or, you might know that your community is highly
dependent on one economy, such as dairy farming, which links your community’s economic
success on your dairy farms’ resilience.
Below is a description of the climate change projections, agencies and funding sources
working on climate change in the state, then specific descriptions for agriculture, public
health, infrastructure, natural resources, and cultural resources.

Potential Threats from Climate Change

Since the late 1990s, there has been a cyclical release of climate predictions at a
variety of scales.
At a global scale, the first Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report
focused on climate impacts, adaptation, and vulnerability, was completed in 2001. Primarily
focused on global climate models (GCMs) with large scale observations, they produced
updated reports in 2007 and 2014.
At the national level, the United States has produced the “National
Climate
Assessment” (NCA) about every four years since 2000. The 3rd NCA was completed in 2014
with regional chapters.
At the regional level, the New York City Panel on Climate Change (NPCC) has
produced two reports on climate change projections for the New York City Metropolitan
Region. Completed in 2009 and 2013, these reports used the most recent science available.
Although the exact region is not identified on a map in either report, portions of Connecticut
are included in the New York metropolitan area. The 2009 reports used 16 GCMs and three
emissions scenarios. By 2013, the NPCC used 35 GCMs developed for the IPCC Fifth
Assessment Report and 2 Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (Rosenzweig &
Solecki, 2013).
At the state level, Connecticut produced the “Impacts of Climate Change on
Connecticut Agriculture, Infrastructure, Natural Resources and Public Health” report in 2010
and the “Connecticut Climate Change Preparedness Plan” in 2013. The “Impacts” report used
the 2009 NPCC report and the 2007 Northeast Climate Impacts Assessment (Frumhoff,
McCarthy, Melillo, Moser, & Wuebbles, 2007) as their scientific foundation. The 2010 report
offers state-wide assessments with some larger regional predictions.
Located on the coast with significant changes in topography as you move inland, the
state of Connecticut contains multiple micro-climates. For example, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Association established 13 different weather zones for Connecticut (MIRS
Group, National Weather Service, n.d.) and there are four plant hardiness zones within the
state (Agricultural Research Service, 2012). Each meteorological region in Connecticut may
experience different climate changes, bringing unique challenges to a local level. And, for
northwest Connecticut, the higher altitude and generally steep terrain typically produces
more extreme weather in terms of snow, thunderstorms, and tornadoes compared to the rest
of the state. All municipalities will need to further interpret the larger scale predictions
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coupled with local knowledge and personal experience to understand the potential changes
at the local level.
While these reports, over time, offered more precise and more local climate change
information, it can be difficult to keep up with the staggered delivery of reports and their
various scales. If you don’t read these on a regular basis, it can also be hard to know which
reports present the most recent information, especially as they refine the criteria used in the
prediction models (GCMs, emissions scenarios, and/or RCPs). It’s also hard to know which
report to use for local planning.
Although global climate projections have been updated since 2009, the information
presented in the CT Climate Change Preparedness Plan (Adaptation Subcommittee, 2011)
still offers important guidance for planning purposes. Even among the different reports, the
information remains reliable. Local officials can reasonably use this data for the following
reasons:
•

•
•

Climate change trends predicted in 2009 were fairly accurate (Walsh, Wuebbles,
Hayhoe, Kossin, Kunkel, Stephens, Thorne, Vose, Wehner, Willis, Anderson, Doney, et
al., 2014).
The older emissions scenarios produce similar to results to the newer RCPs with the
exception of RCP 2.6 that incorporate potential carbon dioxide emissions reduction
policies (Walsh et al., 2014) .
Since the science is strong enough to show an impact, local governments can reliably
start adaptation plans. For adaptation strategies that rely on highly specific
information such as flooding impacts, localized calculations would be needed
anyways.

Overall, Connecticut is expected to experience:

Increased storm severity and precipitation
As Walsh et al. note, North Atlantic hurricanes have increased in intensity, frequency, and
duration since the 1980s (2014). Although the tracks have shifted northward, winter storms
have increased in frequency and intensity since the 1950s; trends for other severe storms
like tornadoes, hail, thunderstorms, and wind are less certain at this time (Walsh et al., 2014).
From 1958 to 2012, the Northeast has seen a 71% increase in “very heavy” (heaviest 1% of
all daily events) precipitation (Walsh et al., 2014). By the end of the century, it may increase
by 5 to 10% more; despite the increases and likely heavy downpours, droughts may be more
frequent and intense or last longer (Adaptation Subcommittee, 2011). The precipitation
rates, especially rain, are projected to increase in the winter and spring (Walsh et al., 2014).
Winter precipitation could increase 20 to 30% with little change in summer rainfall
(Frumhoff et al., 2007). Peak stream flow could occur between 10 days to two weeks earlier;
during the low periods, stream flow could drop 10% by the end of the century (Frumhoff et
al., 2007).
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Increased temperatures
Summers in western Connecticut by 2070 will resemble Virginia or Georgia under loweremissions or higher emissions scenarios, respectively (Frumhoff et al., 2007). Temperatures
may increase between 4 and 7.5 degrees F by 2100 with heatwaves increasing in frequency,
duration, and intensity according to earlier reports (Adaptation Subcommittee, 2011).
Figure 5 illustrates information from more recent models with the potential changes under
lower (RCP 4.5) and higher (RCP 8.5) emissions scenarios. The models used in the
“Connecticut Climate Change Preparedness Plan” (2011) resemble these newer projections.
It seems likely that the northern sections of Connecticut may experience slightly higher
temperature changes than the coastal areas (Kunkel et al., n.d.).

Figure 5. Mean Daily Maximum Temperature on Annual Basis for Litchfield County with Higher (red)
and Lower (blue) RCP emissions scenarios (U.S. Federal Government, 2016b)

Sea level rise and storm surge
Since 1880, global sea level has increased about 8 inches; by 2100, global sea levels are
projected to rise 1 to 4 feet (Walsh et al., 2014). In Connecticut, predictions show a possible
rise in sea level between 4 to 12 inches by mid-century (Adaptation Subcommittee, 2010).
The rise is sea level presents a myriad of challenges including: flooding, salinization of
groundwater, and expansion of flooding area from higher storm surges. For highly developed
coastal areas, like Connecticut, sea level rise poses a substantial financial threat to
residences, businesses, and critical infrastructure.

As the larger scale climate changes occur, they will impact the way we work, live, and play in
a variety of ways at the local level. The next sections will offer more detail about climate
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change impacts on agriculture, cultural resources, infrastructure, natural resources, and
public health. These sections are for discussion purposes at your outreach and planning
meetings and accompany the more detailed and extensive Connecticut Climate Change
Preparedness Plan. Each section discusses:
• anticipated climate change impacts,
• known planning challenges for that category,
• example climate adaptation strategies, and, an
• adaptation case study.

Understanding meteorological changes are only the first step in understanding the landscape
of climate change. It is more important, for planning purposes, to examine how these changes
affect everyday life and stability for future generations. Essentially, planners can utilize their
existing skills set to assess the climate change challenge and design strategies that protect
rural character in that challenge.
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AGRICULTURE

Agriculture has a long and varied history in Connecticut but remains a top economic, social,
and character priority, especially in the Northwest Hills. Noted in the “Economic Impacts of
Connecticut's Agricultural Industry” report by Lopez, Joglekar, Zhu, Gunther, & Carstensen,
(2010), Connecticut’s agricultural industry contributed $3.5 billion to the state’s economy
and generated about 20,000 jobs in addition to other social benefits and ecosystem services.
Approximately half of the state’s land cover is forested with 13% in agricultural use.
Commodity groups in 2007 included (in order of size from most to least): nursery,
greenhouse, floriculture and sod; tobacco; vegetables; fruits; milk and dairy products;
poultry and eggs; aquaculture; and, cattle and other livestock (Lopez et al., 2010).

As explained in the “Food Hub Feasibility Study” (New Venture Advisors, 2016), in 2012,
Litchfield County had 90,963 acres in farming across 1,207 farms. The study also noted that
most of the farms are relatively small but overall had sales in 2012 over $46 million; the top
product categories for the same year were dairy, vegetables, fruit, and cattle. In Litchfield
County, businesses have a $108 million unmet need for products that could be addressed by
regional farmers (New Venture Advisors, 2016).

In addition, agriculture presents a number of tourism co-benefits through “agri-tourism”
such as pick-your-own apples, berries, plums, etc.; event hosting such as weddings; and
health/spa/yoga retreats.
Looking to the future, agriculture faces some challenges in the state. Large parcels are
increasingly difficult to buy and former farms are fragmented as new generations move on
or farmers need capital. Land, labor, and equipment is expensive. Farm transitioning
between a retiring farmer to a new farmer or younger generation is a difficult process. On
the positive side, farms have growing outlets for their products through farmers markets,
community supported agriculture, and food hub commercial distributions.

Most Impacted Agriculture Planning Areas or Features (Adaptation Subcommittee, 2010)
1. Maple Syrup (may be impossible by 2080)
2. Dairy (threat imminent and high, temperature changes stress dairy cows)
3. Warm weather Crops (ozone and CO2 increases, insect presence)
4. Shellfish (increased ocean temperature and ocean acidification)
5. Apple and Pear Production (precipitation variability, insect damage)
Opportunities in Agriculture as Climate Changes (Adaptation Subcommittee, 2010)
1. Biofuel (increased temperature and precipitation, emissions reduction assistance)
2. Witch Hazel (largest processing facility in nation is in CT, shade-tolerant shrub)
3. Grapes (longer growing season, less mold/fungus/diseases)
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Agriculture Challenges
Planning challenges
Climate Change Variables (Adaptation
Subcommittee, 2010)
• Farmers are aging
• Longer growing season
• Fragmentation of large land parcels
• Inflexible planning and zoning regulations (e.g. • Increased pests (insects, disease)
• Ocean acidification (oysters)
hoop houses, signage, farm stand operation)
• Communication between agriculture and • Intense but overall less quantity of
planning community
precipitation
• Use of prime farmland soils for non- • Erosion
agricultural uses
• Changing frost dates
• Reduced tolerance for working landscapes
• Increased number of high-heat days
(impact farm workers and guests)
Example Strategies (Munno, 2017)

•
•
•

Maximize the efficiency of water use
Provide habitat for native species, including pollinators
Optimize yields and improve long-term health and viability by nourishing and protecting the
soil

AGRICULTURE CASE STUDY: Massaro Community Farm
(Kolesinskas, 2017; Munno, 2017)
Climate Planning Challenges: wetlands on farm, extended drought, periods of extreme heat and
extreme events, increased pest/disease pressures
Strategies deployed: high tunnels to extend season and modulate temperature; bed makers with
plastic mulch to avoid soil compaction and reduce evaporation and erosion; micro-irrigation to
reduce evaporation and quantity needed; cover cropping to improve soil health, reduce
evaporation, and weed control
Planning Thoughts: maintain working relationship with local commissions such as P&Z and Inland
Wetlands, access knowledge at NRCS and CT Dept. of Ag, understand planning takes time and
investment but creates a resilient farm.
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PUBLIC HEALTH

Throughout Connecticut, a variety of organizations serve public health. Quasi-governmental
agencies include local health departments, regional health districts, and the state health
department (coordinating as necessary with federal agencies). In addition, local fire
departments and ambulances, regional hospitals, and private practices provide medical
services. While planners do not provide medical services, they affect public health in
numerous ways such as the siting of medical facilities, the design of neighborhoods,
development siting, local planning or zoning regulations (e.g. protection of soils for
groundwater recharge), and water and sewage plans.
Climate change will impact a wide variety of public health issues with changes in air quality,
water quality, disease potential, and extreme weather. For example, Lyme disease cases
increased steadily between 1995 and 2015 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
2016). The deer tick, the transmitter or “vector”, will be able to survive more mild winters
as will their outdoor hosts, mice. Between 2002 and 2012 the northwestern and eastern
portions of Connecticut had higher incidences of Lyme disease compared to the rest of the
state; Canaan (Falls Village) had the highest annual incidence in the state (Connecticut
Department of Health, 2014). Mosquitoes, another vector, carry a number of viruses found
in Connecticut including West Nile, Zika, and Eastern Equine Encephalitis. Rural areas are
particularly at risk because of larger habitat for disease vectors, increased exposure of
residents to disease vector habitats, aging population, and reduced access to services such
as transportation and housing options.

Currently, the state is conducting a variety of water planning efforts after experiencing a
significant drought in 2016. The state is conducting a Water Utility Coordinating Committee
venture, Water Supply Plan, and Drought Mitigation Plan. Most of rural Connecticut depends
on residential potable water wells for consumption but these are least regulated. Most
enforcement and large-scale planning responsibilities for water supply are at the state level
unlike other health efforts. Climate change could impact the quantity and quality of water for
rural residential areas.
Looking to the future, planners should consider reducing exposure to these risks, protect
vulnerable populations, participate in state planning efforts, and incorporate health into
long-term local comprehensive plans.
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Public Health Challenges
Planning challenges
Climate Change Variables (Adaptation
Subcommittee, 2010)
• Population ageing
• Increased vector-borne diseases
• High national rates of obesity, heart disease,
• Decreased air quality
cancer
• Increased ozone
• Availability of potable water for wells
• Increased number of high heat days
• Working with multiple agencies with
distinct responsibilities
• Changes to hydrologic systems and
• Food deserts
groundwater recharge
• Healthy recreation areas especially
• Extreme weather
swimming
• Algal blooms
• Extreme storm response
• Increased UV radiation
• Vulnerable populations & Environmental
• Mold with humidity
Justice Communities
Example Strategies
•
•
•

Manage municipal lands to reduce brush/standing water to remove vector habitats
Change timing/programing of outdoor events (Shuford, Rynne, & Mueller, 2010)
Provision of shade in public spaces (Shuford, Rynne, & Mueller, 2010)
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PUBLIC HEALTH CASE STUDY: Minnesota Extreme Heat Toolkit
(“Bracing for Heat | U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit,” 2017)

Climate Planning Challenges: Heat waves impact all types of communities in Minnesota,
rural or urban.
Strategies deployed: A director at state Department of Health created a toolkit for local
preparation for heat waves. Despite heat waves in 2010, residents in Olmsted County did
not use the new cooling centers. So the local planners created public service
announcements to encourage people to go to cool public locations like libraries and senior
centers. County buses could offer free bus rides. They also communicate through social
services. One Minnesota County offers an app to show cool places. The city of Blixit lists
medications that amplify bodily reactions to heat.
Planning Thoughts: Adaptation planning requires flexibility and a willingness to modify
strategy. Ask if the strategy is correct? If it isn’t working as intended, maybe it’s a matter of
communication?
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Infrastructure in Connecticut includes a wide variety of provisioning sectors that serve
residents, visitors, and industries. Not only are the services they provide important, but their
destruction from changes to temperature, storm frequency/intensity, and age could invoke
significant structural, economic, and emergency response repercussions. Infrastructure
includes water supply, stormwater and wastewater management, transportation, energy
and communications, facilities/buildings, solid waste management, dams and levees, and
coastal flood control and protection (Adaptation Subcommittee, 2011).
To a certain extent, the most pressing infrastructure issue for Connecticut might be coastal
flooding and sea level rise. Numerous other toolkits, resources, and Connecticut case studies
discuss those challenges.

For inland rural communities, water supply, road networks, and communication structures
will be of high concern. Limited cell service, dependence on individual private wells, and
limited transportation options with high potential for tree/flooding obstructions are only a
few of the infrastructure risks. Connecticut’s widespread waterbody network amplifies the
transportation challenges as routes are limited and require the use of numerous small to
medium-size bridges of varying health.
Infrastructure Challenges

Planning challenges
• Aging hard infrastructure built to historical
storm specifications
• Limited local funding
• Unknown federal landscape
• Dependence on private wells
• Insufficient stormwater management
• Private property rights
• Zoning regulations in flooded areas
• Septic systems in saturated soils
• Regulating/supporting
less
impervious
surfaces
• Outdated FEMA floodplain maps

Climate Change Variables (Adaptation
Subcommittee, 2011)
• Decreased air quality
• Changes to hydrologic systems and
groundwater recharge
• Extreme weather, flooding
• Sea level rise
• Increased precipitation
• Heat range changes

Example Strategies
•
•
•

Integrate climate upgrades into capital improvement plans and natural hazard mitigation
plans
Coordinate with natural resources agency to design new structure to appropriate standards
Inventory alternative communication strategies for emergency management, communicate
disaster response plans ahead of time to residents.
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INFRASTRUCTURE CASE STUDY: Town of Morris CT
Low Impact Development Design Guidelines (currently underway)
Climate Planning Challenges: Heavy and extreme storm events, older infrastructure, limited
funding for infrastructure replacement, sensitive water resources, dependence on recreational
tourism
Strategies deployed: With grant from CIRCA and work by Northwest Hills COG and Northwest
Conservation District, created a low impact development design manual for LID projects,
maintenance guidelines, calculations for sediment management and contaminant removal.
Incorporation of guidelines is through reference of the design manual in planning and zoning
regulations allowing periodic updates of the manual and a simpler public hearing process.
Planning Thoughts: Coordination between several agencies can be difficult and lengthy but
can provide best expertise, towns need external groups to investigate and prepare these
projects, need justification for economic and environmental co-benefits
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NATURAL RESOURCES

Despite its relatively small land area, Connecticut has diverse and abundant natural
resources. The state has a long and developed coastline abutting Long Island Sound, a
mixture of mountain ranges and valleys to the northwest and northeast, and a prominent
river valley running north to south in the center of the state.

As discussed in the “Connecticut Wildlife Action Plan”, Connecticut has an overall temperate
climate where topography and proximity to the coast influence the local weather patterns
(Terwilliger Consulting, 2015). Strong thunderstorms, significant snow storms, and the
occasional tornado occur in the state. The Wildlife Action Plan (2015) notes that the state
has approximately 2,300 lakes and ponds and almost 6,000 miles of rivers and streams with
most drainage basins emptying into Long Island Sound. Of the lakes and ponds, 2,100 are
available for public recreation (Terwilliger Consulting, 2015). Key habitats of the state noted
in the Wildlife Action Plan include: upland forest, upland woodland and shrub, upland
herbaceous, forested inland wetland, shrub inland wetland, herbaceous inland wetland, tidal
wetland, freshwater aquatic, estuarine aquatic, and unique natural or man-made habitats
(e.g. agricultural lands, vernal pools, utility corridors) (2015).

In northwest Connecticut, the Appalachian Mountains connect to the Berkshires in
Massachusetts and the Taconics in New York. The higher elevations and undulating
topography produce more intense storms in the region compared to other areas. The
northwest region has most of the state habitats with the exception of tidal and estuarine
habitats. Recreation opportunities include hiking, paddling, swimming/boating,
fishing/hunting, and skiing. Residents and visitors alike utilize the recreation areas.
Numerous groups preserve or conserve land through recreation groups, land trusts, interest
groups for water, flora or fauna, and local/regional/state land use planning.
Natural Resources Challenges
Planning challenges
Climate Change Variables (Adaptation
• Reliance on conservation organizations and Subcommittee, 2011)
larger governmental agencies
• Changing start/end dates of seasons
• Prevalence of diseases and pests
• Limited local funding
• Impaired water quality
• Unknown/unpredictable federal support
• Intense storm events
• Insufficient stormwater management
• Increased high-heat events
• Private property rights
• Varying homeowner forest management
• Migration changes (e.g. bird migrations
shifting north and inland from coast, Niven
• Zoning regulations in flooded areas
& Butcher, 2009)
• Septic systems in saturated soils
• Increased risk of erosion
• Invasive Species
• Fire outbreaks
• Habitat fragmentation
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Example Strategies
•
•
•

Convene property managers to share best management practices
Identify key habitat connections for vulnerable species (e.g. Litchfield Hills Greenprint)
Incorporate LID practice in municipal operations and new development projects

NATURAL RESOURCES CASE STUDY:
RI Sea Grant, South Kingstown Land Trust Pilot Project (Rubinoff et al., 2013)
Climate Planning Challenges: creating adaptation process at local conservation level, separate
parcels of land, sea level rise/salt water intrusion, sensitive habits
Strategies deployed: Establishes procedure for integrating adaptation into local conservation,
presents case study of South Kingstown Land Trust’s adaptation planning, and provides
information on management, protection and outreach for land trusts.
Planning Thoughts: Understanding impacts can inspire management strategies at existing
holdings and strategize new acquisitions. Inter-organizational coordination leads to in-house
experts and knowledge network.
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CULTURAL RESOURCES

Populated by Native Americans and subsequently by European settlers, Connecticut has a
rich cultural history. The state has five self-governing Native American tribes: Mashantucket
Pequot, Mohegan, Golden Hill Paugussett, Paucatuck Eastern Pequot, and Schaghticoke
(Reinhart, 2007), with the first two tribes being federally recognized. Connecticut, especially
the Northwest Hills, has numerous culturally important sites including the Eric Sloane
Museum & Kent Iron Furnace, Litchfield Historic District, the Appalachian Trail, and the West
Cornwall covered bridge. Archaeological preserves in the region are John Brown Birthplace
in Torrington and the Lighthouse Archaeological Site in Barkhamsted (Offices of Culture and
Tourism, 2014).

In 2015, Governor Dannel Malloy announced a program through the state’s Department of
Economic and Community Development's State Historic Preservation Office to identify
vulnerable historical resources and begin resiliency planning. Since the funding originated
from Superstorm Sandy recovery funds through the National Park Service, the resiliency
efforts will focus on coastal communities and will feature a number of products including:
searchable database of documented historic resources, mobile apps for residents to survey
their historic residences and historic cemeteries, and a nautical archaeological survey (“Gov
Malloy Announces Initiative To Help Protect Historic Resources Across Connecticut’s
Coastline,” 2015). At the time of this publication, the state websites did not host reports on
the results of the grant and the implications of the grant for local adaptations for cultural
resources is unknown.

Cultural resources also include less tangible items like local economic climate, social and
governance structures, and community cohesion. The Northwest Hills region of Connecticut
places a high value on the concept of “rural character,” a multi-dimensional planning vision.
My research into this concept produced a framework to understand the phenomenon by
organizing it into three categories: elements, dimensions, and tensions. Most elements, such
as tree-lined roads, water-bodies, and farm, are included in the other climate topics listed
above. The other categories are less tangible and accounted for in the cultural resources
topic. Dimensions include social constructs of neighborliness and privacy while tensions
found in rural communities include insider v. outsider and bucolic v. working landscapes. A
resilient rural community adapting to climate change must address all of these aspects to
bring its community character into the new climate future.
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Cultural Resources Challenges
Planning challenges
• Mix of cultural resources (museum
collections, natural resources, buildings, local
traditions, sacred and archaeological sites)
• Disparate funding sources
• Inconsistent prioritization of different
resources
• Resources managed mostly by volunteers
• Activating and/or including disenfranchised
groups

Climate Change Variables (Adaptation
Subcommittee, 2011)
• Heat, flooding, heavy precipitation, erosion
effects on fragile historical resources
• Changing seasons may affect seasonal
traditional/agricultural/recreational
activities
• High heat days reduce tourism attendance

Example Strategies
•
•
•

Updating or retro-fitting historical buildings
Support local community events and gathering opportunities to reinforce community
cohesion and celebrate rural character
Teaching inter-generational traditional skills in cultural history, agriculture or trades

CULTURAL RESOURCES CASE STUDY: Keeping History Above Water conference
(Newport Restoration Fund, 2016)
Climate Planning Challenges: Variety of risks including sea level rise, intense storms, flooding,
increased number of high heat days
Strategies deployed: This conferences gathers a mix of expertise (planners, preservationists,
insurers, historic home-owners, etc.) to share management practices and case-studies about
managing cultural resources in the new climate future.
Planning Thoughts: Cultural resource managers of all types must be invited to the discussion,
inventories of important sites must be part of planning efforts and occur before disaster events
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Agencies and Funding Sources

It can be really difficult when you start this process to know where to look for information.
There are a variety of regional, state, inter-state, national, and international organizations
including non-profit, conservation organizations, scientific, or governmental entities. While
Addenda 3 provides a list of specific category resources and funding streams, there are
organizations that can assist municipalities in general with climate adaptation.
As of printing, this is a list of available funding streams and climate change programs that
may assist rural communities. Funding is of course subject to availability and departmental
priorities depend on the existing executive leadership.
Connecticut Agencies
Department of Energy & Environmental Protection (DEEP)
Department of Emergency Management
Connecticut Institute for Resilience and Climate Adaptation (CIRCA)

Federal Agencies
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Department of Energy (DOE)
Coast Guard
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Inter-agency: U.S. Climate Resilient Toolkit, Partnership for Sustainable Communities
International Agencies
United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

Non-profit/Academic
Union of Concerned Scientists
The Nature Conservancy
weADAPT (www.weadapt.org, Stockholm Environment Institute)
Climate Adaptation Knowledge Exchange (cakex.org ,CAKE)
Kresge Environment Program
Wildlife Conservation Society's Climate Adaptation Fund
Climate Solutions University
Open Space Institute Resilient Landscape Initiative
Tribal Climate Change Guide to Funding, Science, Programs and Adaptation Plans

Adaptation Menu

Located in Addenda 1, the Adaptation Menu is a robust list of strategies to deal with climate
change. It is separated by the categories (Agriculture, Cultural Resources, Infrastructure,
Natural Resources, and Public Health). Most strategies can be implemented at the local
level while a few require inter-level coordination. The menu is meant to be an on-going and
evolving resource to identify accomplishable and effective goals.
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SECTION 5. PLANNING STRATEGIES FOR RURAL CLIMATE
ADAPTATION
This Section discusses the Planning
Steps, Outreach Strategies, and
Implementation tools you’ll need to
start your adaptation journey.
Adaptation
menus,
additional
resources/tools, and worksheets are
in the addenda to help with the
process.

Rural Character and Climate Change

For all of the communities in the Northwest Hills Council of Governments planning region,
rural character serves as a guiding vision for all of their planning decisions. It will similarly
influence any climate change planning. Other communities around the world likely use a
similar term or, at least, have a community character vision for long-term planning. Using
community character to guide your adaptation plans benefits rural communities for
numerous reasons:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local commission members and volunteers often serve many functions in a community
and therefore offer multiple expertise (e.g. Conservation Commission member might be
on volunteer fire department or Planning and Zoning member might be a local farmer).
Using rural character as your guide, you’ll maintain consistency with existing town
plans.
Community-wide climate planning can create planning and project efficiencies.
Coordinated adaptation plans across departments help prioritize strategies and achieve
co-benefits across issues.
Already limited time and money can be directed to the most pressing issues.
Using a community-wide approach reduces volunteer fatigue.
Adaptation strategies can be tailored to rural communities by utilizing rural planning
texts such as Randall Arendt’s iconic Rural by Design (2015).
Residents can identify the aspects of most value or meaning to them and tailor strategies
to create a resilient sense of place.

If rural character is your community vision, you must keep rural character at the center of
your climate change planning by explicitly identifying key components of your community’s
particular rural character, designing strategies to address any vulnerabilities, and keeping
strategies within the spirit of such character.
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Plan – Do – Check – Act Approach

Like most planning strategies, the basic steps follow the Plan, Do, Check, Act model. This
model, created by Walter Shewhart and modified by W. Edward Deming (Project
Management Institute, 2004), is commonly used in planning, management, and
organizational practices. It is the “heart” of the International Standards Organization’s
Environmental Management System (Brouwer & van Koppen, 2008). These steps, or
variation thereof, ground most other adaptation and resilience guides as well. For example:
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Community Resilience Building, “Workshop Guide”: Characterize Hazards, Identify
Community Vulnerabilities and Strengths, Identify and Prioritize Community Actions,
Determine the Overall Priority Actions, and Put it All Together (Whelchel, n.d.)
National Park Service, “Cultural Resources Climate Strategy”: Connect Impacts &
Information, Understand the Scope, Integrate Practice, Learn and Share (Rockman,
Morgan, Ziaja, Hambrecht, & Meadow, 2016)
ICLEI Canada, “Changing Climate, Changing Communities”: Initiate, Research, Plan,
Implement, Monitor/Review (ICLEI Canada, n.d.)
City of Greater Geelong, “Climate Change Adaptation Toolkit”: Establish the risk context,
Identify and describe the risk, Analyze the risk, Evaluate the risk, Decide on the
treatment (Eyre, Niall, Silke, & Young, 2013)
Australian Centre of Excellence for Local Government,
Plan
“Climate Adaptation Manual for Local Government Embedding Resilience to Climate Change”: Initiate, Research
and Modeling, Plan, Implement, Monitor and Review (Inglis,
Do
Act
Whittaker, Dimitriadis, & Pillora, 2014)
UKIP, UKIP Wizard: Getting Started, Current Climate
Vulnerability, Future Climate Vulnerability, Adaptation
Check
Options, Monitor & Review (UKIP, 2013)
IPCC North America: Scoping (Identify Risks, vulnerabilities
& Objectives, establish decision-making criteria), Analysis
(Identify options, evaluate tradeoffs, assess risks), and Figure 6 Plan-Do-Check-Act Process
Implementation (Implement decision, monitor, Review &
learn) (Romero-Lankao et al., 2014)
U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit, “Steps to Resilience”: Explore Climate Threats, Assess
Vulnerability & Risks, Investigate Options, Prioritize Actions, Take Action. (U.S. Federal
Government, 2016a)
Canadian Institute of Planners, “Climate Change Adaptation Planning: A Handbook for
Small Canadian Communities”: Get Started; Analyze How Local Climate Will Change;
Scope Potential Impacts; Assess Risks and Opportunities; Prepare Adaptation Plan;
Adopt, Implement, Monitor and Review Adaptation Plan (Bowron & Davidson, 2011)
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In addition to different planning steps, there are different approaches to integrate adaptation
in local government:

•
•

Sectoral/department specific, municipal operations plan, community-wide, and hybrid
(ICLEI Canada, n.d.)
Full council, issue, department, hybrid, and transformational approaches (Inglis et al.,
2014)
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PLAN
PURPOSE:
This step explores climate vulnerabilities, develops the adaptation team, establishes goals,
and prioritizes actions. This is a iterative process to be amended and improved as new
information becomes available and update at regular intervals.

TASKS:
Identify a champion
This person should have the trust and/or respect of the executive leaders. They
should have the capacity to direct resources or ask for support (up to a certain
amount). This might mean a request to other local employees about issues in the
town, i.e. asking the Public Works Director for a list of easily flooded areas or funding
to print maps for public workshops.
Gather a group of committed residents
Use Worksheet #1 Building Your Adaptation Team (in the Addenda)
Use existing groups if possible (Clean Energy or Sustainability Committees?
Invite a diverse group (cross-political, issue, interest, demographics)
Get public buy-in
Get visible support from decision-makers
Use helpful tools for group work that can be accessed outside of the meetings
i.e., BaseCamp or Google Docs
Read the most current state and federal projections for the impacts of climate change
in your area. The science is becoming more precise and localized so use the most
recent information.
Categorize, using the themes introduced in Section 4: agriculture, public health,
infrastructure, natural resources, and cultural resources to match existing work while
being mindful of cross-sections between these categories.
Review local, state, and federal plan documents that already govern your
environmental decision-making. Do Columns 1 and 2 on Worksheet #2
“Incorporating and Coordinating with Other Planning Documents” to understand any
opportunities or constraints on your next steps.
Conduct public outreach in different formats and along the process. The goals of the
outreach are:
asking the public for specific climate change concerns,
prioritizing the vulnerabilities,
choosing the adaptations, and
confirming the vulnerabilities, priorities, and chosen strategies.
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This follows the Plan-Do-Check-Act planning model. It can identify previously
unknown issues. Citizen participation is key. Community participation and initiation
are vital to success (Sargent, Lusk, Rivera, & Varela, 1991).
Identify your vulnerabilities. Identify key rural features of your community and
assess how climate change may impact them (e.g. farming, tree-line roads, village
centers, etc.). Collect information from community leaders, department directors, and
emergency management at local and state levels. For northwest Connecticut, this
would mean local officials, DEHMS Region 5, and CT DEEP. This can be done at the
same time as other community-wide plans (e.g. natural hazard mitigation plan,
emergency management plan, etc.). This may make other federal resources available
for you. Are there pressing issues in town? Any specific concerns – agriculture,
flooding, high heat? Consider using the EPA’s “Being Prepared for Climate Change;
Vulnerability Assessment Web Tool”
(https://ofmpub.epa.gov/apex/cct/f?p=126:11). It is a really easy to use website
with ready lists of potential impacts and risk-assessment tools.
Rank your vulnerabilities based on short and long-term impacts, potential
economic/social damage, and capacity of local action to deal with the issue. There are
a
number
of
methods
to
assess
these
issues
including
a
Frequency/Damage/Adaptation cost analysis, Cost/Benefit analysis or the STAPLEE
(social, technical, administrative, political, legal, economic, environmental) matrix. I
recommend using STAPLEE (FEMA, 2007) since it incorporates the less tangible but
important place-making aspects and is an easy to use scoring system. Prioritize
these features based on community’s perceived value, climate risk, and
implementation capacity. Consider the proximity to the source of threat, incident
frequency or probability, magnitude, duration or spatial impact (Cutter 1996). Public
outreach would be especially important on the prioritization of the strategies.
Review adaptation menu in this toolkit
Are you already doing things? Are these actionable for your community?
Create list of adaptations for your local issues
Get decision-maker support
Identify potential adaptation measures and assess based on the risk, cost, and local
ability to implement. Again, I recommend using a qualitative assessment tool, along
Public Participation

“Stakeholders must have a genuine opportunity to construct, discuss and promote
alternative options. Wherever possible, agencies should endeavor to create a forum
for proactive deliberation that meets the principles of equity, reciprocity, trust,
transparency and openness outlined by Mitchell (1997): a forum for sharing
information, perceptions and concerns that encourages each participant to express
their views and to explore alternative avenues of response.”
(Few, Brown, & Tompkins, 2007; page 56-57)
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with public input to assess the potential adaptation strategies. Involving the public
increases ‘buy-in’ and in rural communities, may make appropriations by Town
Meeting easier.
Make them SMART – Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, Time-related
(Doran, 1981). The “Comprehensive Climate Action Planning: The Center for
Climate Strategies Adaptation Guidebook” (Peterson et al., 2011) has a good
list of potential metrics.
Identify specific funding streams (e.g. CIRCA, FEMA, USDA)
Prioritize co-benefits for high-priority vulnerabilities in adaptation design.
Consider if the strategy will negatively impact segments of the population.
Consider also if some segments of the population should be a priority
(economically-disadvantaged, elderly or children, environmental justice
groups).
Determine how long the strategy is expected to be in place.
Do Column 3 on Worksheet #2 “Incorporating and Coordinating with Other
Planning Documents” to compare your chosen strategies with other plans. It
is easier if the same person(s) that did Columns 1 and 2 can do this since they
are familiar with the plans.
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DO

PURPOSE: This stage puts actions from the previous stage into motion. With sufficient
planning (appropriate adaptation strategies, assigning personnel and funding, appropriate
time-frame), this stage should start and/or complete the goals you’ve identified. There may
be unexpected challenges with unforeseen circumstances (natural disasters, loss of funding,
equipment failures, or regulations). Keep track of these challenges and how you handled
them so you’ll know how to handle them in the future and/or you can share with other rural
communities.

TASKS:
Implement Adaptation Strategies
o Timeline should reflect magnitude and timing of the predicted impact, funding
cycles, and local planning process.
Review and revise regulatory impediments to adaptation-focused efforts (e.g. Do you
have a regulation against swales? This could prohibit LID efforts.)
Conduct education outreach to public, developers, municipal staff using passive
(newspapers, booklets) and active methods (workshops, social media).
Review internal/municipal operations for impediments to adaptation.
o Do regulations need to change?
o Should employees receive new training?
o Does the public understand the reasons for this effort?
o Do your consultants for other projects (including engineering, transportation,
planning, etc.) include climate change in their recommendations?
o Can employees update the website regularly to conduct public outreach or
track adaptation progress?
Coordinate with local groups, increase communication, identify potential partners
Keep records of progress, including challenges, surprises, and opportunities. Use
Worksheet #3 Implementation Tracking to monitor and track implementation.
Review existing town plans (Plan of Conservation & Development, Natural Hazard
Mitigation Plan, Capital Improvement plan, Open Space and/or Natural Resources
Inventory). Incorporate your climate change adaptations into the next revisions or
with your annual update.
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CHECK
PURPOSE: This stage should monitor your progress, create solutions to barriers that arise,
communicate with the public, and revise your plan based on the new scientific, technical, and
planning knowledge.

TASKS:
As time goes on, keep checking your vulnerabilities, adaptation strategies, and overall
adaptation plan. Science, technology, and economics change over time so the responses can
and should change as well. In this step, consider:

Changes to the science and prediction. Has the science been updated? Are there any
changes to the climate change predictions? Look at state and national plans for more
specific predictions, although the down-scaled predictions typically use models from
the international reports.
Assess community resilience indicators (ecological, social, economic, institutional,
infrastructure, community competence)(Cutter et al. 2008) with priority on key rural
features or valued places identified by residents
Measure your success based on the SMART criteria. Ask departments how things are
going? Are things communicated well? Are the implementations going well? Are the
funding streams available? How can we shift funding to include the issues? Is the
responsible party for the strategy still a good fit? What are the barriers to
implementation?
Be sure to communicate (and celebrate!) accomplishments. Keep track of the reasons
for success, any challenges overcome, successful funding streams, and the effective
leaders.
Review the adaptation strategies. Are the priorities still priorities based on political
will, climate science, economics, and already implemented strategies?
Are there any potential partnerships with other organizations to implement the
adaptations? Is the public still engaged? How are the partnerships functioning?
Have new technologies emerged? Do they reduce cost or address previously ‘unsolvable’ vulnerabilities?
Consider Worksheet #4 Possible Outline of Annual Progress Report to prepare an
annual report to show progress, share lessons learned, justify expenses, and account
for use of any grant funds.
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ACT
PURPOSE: At this stage, you modify or revise your adaptation plans and strategies based on
the new information and experiences you’ve had through the process. This is an important
step as it makes your adaptation plan a living document, responding to local needs and
improving the quality of your efforts.

TASKS:
Revise plan actions based on your “checking.” Consider new information, unexpected
conflicts, new funding streams, or changing conditions.
Budget for larger or on-going items. Consider what can be accomplished in the next
year or 5, 10, 15 years.
Recruit or reward effective team members. Replace ineffective or unmotivated
leaders.
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CONCLUSION

At the start of this guidebook, I listed “10 Things to Remember in Adaptation Planning.” Keep
those in mind, but recognize the three central principles:

Municipalities have the capacity to start adaptation. Through land-use decision-making,
purchasing decisions, regulatory enforcement, infrastructure design etc., municipalities can
use their daily activities to prepare for climate change. The magnitude of climate change as
a planning problem can seem daunting; however, for municipalities, adaptation can start as
soon as they want to start. Not only possible, it’s vital for rural communities that are
intricately linked to their area’s natural resources and/or agriculture to incorporate
adaptation efforts into their daily planning.

Adaptation is a process. Just as capital improvement and comprehensive plans need
updating, adaptation plans likewise require periodic assessment and improvement. Initial
efforts are only initial. Adaptation should be a long-term commitment with continuous
improvement. Even as local leadership, climate science, government budgets, and
community momentum change, the concept of an adaptive community should become
ingrained into your everyday planning efforts. As long as the goal is continuous
improvement, the process is still in the right direction.

An adapted community is resilient and prepared. With adequate planning, your
community will experience the uncertain climate future while maintaining its most
treasured practices or places. While not all of these treasures can be preserved in the current
form, active conservation can ensure that the essence and intrinsic value of your rural
character will remain for future generations.
Congratulations on starting this journey!
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Addenda
#1
#2
#3
#4

Adaptation Menus by Categories
List of Resources
List of Resources by Categories
Planning Worksheets
Worksheet #1 Building Your Adaptation Team
Worksheet #2 Incorporating & Coordinating with Other Planning Documents
Worksheet #3 Implementation Tracking
Worksheet #4 Possible Outline of Annual Progress Report
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ADDENDA #1: Adaptation Menus by Categories
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AGRICULTURE
Adaptation Menu

Adaptation Strategies
Overall Theme
Increased Management of Resources
1
Provide incentives for energy and water efficiency through technical assistance and grant programs.
Conserve/reduce water use/demand among all user groups.1
Increase storage of precipitation among all user groups.1

Notes

Reduce water losses in distribution systems.1

Remove regulations that prohibit capture of runoff from roofs, parking lots, etc. Allow storage
1
in ponds, cisterns and tanks for use in greenhouses and horticulture operations.
Investigate feasibility of ground water recharge of selected areas, e.g.
1
alluvial floodplains, using high flows.

Water re-use including, but not limited to:1
Increase soil organic matter and utilize surface cover through cover crops, mulches, crop rotations and
1
tillage practices.

Increase the use of sustainable and organic growing methods and management practices. 1
1

Land Use

Comments/Explanations

Promote good soil/landscape management.
Utilize quality land/soil management practices (good drainage, no till agriculture
to prevent erosion).
Increase crop diversity (including native crops).1

Consider the need for access to new lands for expansion of maple sugar operations in the near term, to
buffer orchards and dairy farms, and to allow for land to grow new varieties of fruit trees and dairy support
1
crops.
Continue preservation of prime and important farmland soils in order to secure ecosystem services these
1
lands provide.
Continue to protect prime and important farmland soils close to population centers.1
Encourage preservation of small, sustainable, diverse, community-supported farms in order to secure the
ecosystem services these lands provide while educating the public about the importance of agriculture
1
systems.
Encourage reuse of ... brownfields for agricultural use (such as community gardens), as appropriate. 1
Increase the amount of land in organic production systems and remote protection of these lands.1
Identify and protect soil landscapes that are critical for groundwater recharge.1
Reuse urban buildings for agriculture and promote vertical agriculture, e.g. green roofs, etc.1
Analyze use of marginal agricultural lands to grow sustainable biomass and fuel such as switch grass and
1
willow.
Infrastructure Changes
Work with state agencies on infrastructure improvements to sewage treatment plants to minimize or halt
1
combined sewer overflows.

Remove regulations, institute health practices, or educate public on how to reclaim water for
irrigation, cooling, washing, processing, etc.

Consider areas of town properties that require periodic cutbacks every few years or suffer
from invasive species; these might benefit from cover crops (such as clover to benefit
pollinators) or other productive vegetation (fruit/nut trees for the community). Ask
Conservation Commission for advice for creating seasonal habitats or appropriate plantings.
Consider property's use, i.e., if public access maybe edible ornamentation might be
preferable.
Reduce uses of fertilizers, dyes, pesticides in property management where possible.

Incorporate farmers into discussion for POCD and conservation areas (especially higher
elevations). Consider long-term road-side maintenance and replacement of maple trees.
Partner with local agriculture commissions, agriculture advocacy organizations.

Partner with Conservation districts
This may be a good use of older school buildings. Partner with school administrations.
Partner with DOH, DOT, OPM

Renovate or build new dairy barns to maximize passive ventilation and employ active cooling technologies Review regulations and procedures to allow for higher roofs in barns and electricity use for
1
fans.
where needed.
Incorporate LID into planning and zoning regulations and town operations. Partner with
Increase filtration and pervious surface to handle stormwater runoff.1
Public Works & P&Z Commission.
Utilize new hydrologic data for the designs and standards for all agricultural infrastructure and
1
conservation practices.
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Regulatory/Policy Changes
Promote policies to reduce energy use, conserve water, and encourage sustainability.1

Assess and amend regulations to allow for agriculture processing facilities for value added products, meat
slaughter and processing, etc. so that Connecticut farmers can meet market demands for locally grown
1
products and reduce waste of blemished fruit and vegetables.

Review regulations and reduce unnecessary impediments.

Assess and amend regulations to decrease barriers and promote farm practices that address climate
1
adaptation and sustainability, e.g. building codes for greenhouses, misting and irrigation systems, etc.
Encourage local zoning regulations (e.g., concerning lights, noise) that enable agricultural workers to
1
harvest during the cooler parts of the day (e.g.,. Early morning).
Continue to redevelop the infrastructure needed to grow, process, store, market, sell, and eat local and
1
regional foods.
Allow maximum flexibility in our policies, rules, regulations, standards, and funding; practicing a
1
philosophy of adaptive management will allow agriculture to be the most successful.

Education/Outreach/Technical Assistance
Educate and train agricultural community and the general public on range of options and specific
1
recommendations for climate change adaptation

Consider food hub potential i.e., Northwest Hills Council of Governments Food Hub Viability
Study. Partner with COGs.

Partner with EDCs, all levels of schools, local libraries, health groups.

via technical assistance to farmers/growers1:
-Develop, promote, and provide training and funding to support
agricultural management practices that help regenerate natural systems, focusing on soil and
water, and help build resilience in our agricultural systems for adapting to climate change
over the long term; practices include, but are not limited to: build soil organic matter,
recharge water systems, and build diversity of plants and animals.
- Educate farmers on the availability and utility of technologies for passive and active cooling
measures in dairy barns, irrigation and other adaptive infrastructure.
- Support and expand opportunities to teach existing and new farmers on organic practices
and organic production systems; tap into existing knowledge base at Cornell University.

via general education to consumers/public1:
- Receive state outreach to communities to be generally supportive of agriculture and
specifically supportive of climate adaptation strategies for farmers.
- Continue home economics education to teach students about produce and how to cook it.
- Supply no-cook recipes, such as gazpacho, for consumers during hot weather.
-Conduct outreach to increase farm market share and promote farm markets at train stations
and other public venues.
- Teach the benefits of eating locally produced produce (e.g., way to
decrease carbon footprint) and serve farm products in local schools (e.g., support and expand
Farm to School program).
- Public institutions, including but not limited to state-funded schools and agencies, should
teach by example and use practices of buying/eating locally grown produce and agricultural
via outreach to stakeholders 1
- Create a framework
for continued dialogue with the agricultural community to engage stakeholders in creating a
shared vision for building resilience and sustainability in Connecticut‘s agricultural system.
-Incorporate climate change adaptation and resilient agricultural systems into any public
policy, funding programs, and outreach at all levels (public and private sectors).
- Provide outreach, education and networking opportunities needed for both existing and
new farmers.
- Encourage the development of agriculture processing facilities so that farmers can take
advantage of the longer growing season, far-away markets and benefit from hail-damaged
and excess fruit not picked by consumers during pick-your-own times.

via educational institutions1:
- Supply better farming education and inspiration to future farmers through agriculture
science and technology centers, including how to deal with the challenges of climate change.
-Expand course opportunities at CT community colleges on topics relevant to farming and
marketing.
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Specific Species

Bees & Pollinators
Encourage pollinator diversity in open space habitats.1

Encourage pollinator diversity through farming techniques.1

Encourage homeowners to maintain their property to support pollinator diversity.1

Manage open space habitats for a diversity of bee nesting sites.1
Maintain open habitat such as open grasslands and powerline right- of-ways for ground1
nesting bees.
Leave dead and downed trees for tree-nesting bees.1
Encourage a diversity of native flowering herbaceous plants and shrubs, especially early and
1
late-blooming plants, and ‗bunch grasses‘ (for bumble bees) to provide pollen.
Conserve riparian buffers which protect bare ground surrounding rivers for ground-nesting
1
bees that prefer bare ground with loose soil.
Educate open space managers about the importance of pollinators and land management
1
techniques to encourage these pollinators. Partner with conservation organizations & Land
trusts

Encourage informed backyard bee rearing of the European honeybee by homeowners that
have attended beekeeping information sessions, such as those provided by the CT
1
Beekeeping Association or the Back Yard Beekeepers Association.
Provide education to homeowners through informational talks, such as those offered by the
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, and print media on the importance of pollinator
diversity, including information to distinguish wasps from bees and evaluate stinging risks.
Pollinator education information also should include information to prevent pollinator pests,
1
such as the carpenter bee.
Encourage homeowners to plant native plants, such as goldenrod, that are beneficial to
1
pollinators.
Encourage homeowner organic lawn care to reduce applications of pesticides that could
1
affect pollinators.
Encourage homeowners to better target invasive plant control herbicide applications through
spot spray or cut and paint methods instead of broad- cast spraying which could kill
1
pollinator-beneficial, native plants.
Notes: I only included strategies from the CT Plan that were in municipal purview or ability (i.e. fund or coordinate research, direct state agencies, change state/federal grant-making criteria, directing CT college/university curricula). References: 1Adaptation
Subcommittee. (2011). Connecticut Climate Change Preparedness Plan. Governor’s Steering Committee. (Removed strategies not in municipal purview or ability (i.e. fund or coordinate research, direct state agencies, change state/federal grant-making criteria,
2
directing CT college/university curricula), removed aquaculture) Peterson, T., Wyman, M., Flora, G., Dougherty, W., Smith, J., Saunders, S., … Looby, T. (2011). Comprehensive Climate Action Planning: The Center for Climate Strategies Adaptation Guidebook. Center
for Climate Strategies. Retrieved from http://www.climatestrategies.us/library/library/view/908
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Overall Theme

Adaptation Strategies

Comments/Explanations

Notes

Land
Consider climate change adaptation for siting and design of new and redesigned/ reconstructed facilities1
Protect existing coastal and flood prone infrastructure using methods that minimize adverse environmental impact1
Assess vulnerability of electricity conduits and communication lines to water, salt intrusion, and more frequent and stronger storm
events1
Protect electric grid and communication infrastructure (towers, lines, etc.) in coastal and inland flood zones1
Assess energy and communications infrastructure operations and maintenance plans with respect to changing climate conditions1

Facilities and Buildings

For communications, emergency generators and fuel supplies are often in basements or ground level, and vulnerable to flooding –
building codes may have to be revised to allow for positioning this infrastructure at higher levels1
Evaluate options for underground energy and communications infrastructure, where appropriate, to protect from storms, including
use of fiber optic materials for replacement1
Avoid flood prone or erosion prone areas for infrastructure, especially if underground or underwater transmission and pipe lines are a
preferred alternative1
Work with FEMA on building relocation policy after destructive events1

Perform detailed local vulnerability assessments for land use planning, development and infrastructure1
Develop vulnerability assessments for public properties, e.g., schools, government buildings, hospitals, parks1
Improve building codes to account for more frequent and stronger storms1
Modify zoning regulations and plans of Conservation and Development to minimize risks from development of coastal and inland flood
zones1
Change property tax structure to provide incentives for setbacks, rolling easements, and covenants to preclude building and
reconstruction in vulnerable areas1
Where practicable, relocate infrastructure outside of coastal and inland flooding zones1
Reinforce or re-engineer existing infrastructure using methods that minimize adverse environmental impact1
Ensure adequate insurance for level of risk with the state Insurance Commission and insurance industry to address defined risk where
it occurs1
Provide support to vulnerable populations (i.e., environmental justice communities, the elderly and disabled) to ensure residence
resilience to climate change, including incentives for relocation if re-engineering is not feasible1
Where practicable, relocate cultural resources outside of coastal and inland flood zones; where relocation is infeasible, protect areas
around cultural resources from coastal and inland flooding, as allowed by law, using methods that minimize adverse environmental
impacts1
Decrease stormwater runoff, which improves water quality and quantity and reduces heat island effect, through low impact
development (LID) and other green solutions that build resiliency against climate change1
Modify buildings to reduce impact on, and vulnerability to climate change including passive cooling and rain water controls such as
rain gardens1
Educate and engage officials, regulators and the public to implement adaptive practices that also build resiliency and meet other
environmental, social and economic objectives1
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Solid Waste Management

Transportation

New and reconstructed infrastructure, including landfills and transfer stations, should be located in areas less vulnerable to climate
change1
Evaluate ability and need to armor or relocate transfer station and related solid waste infrastructure located within sea level rise or
inland flooding areas1
Devise alternative routes or collection locations to service those areas that will be isolated by flooding1
Update aging solid waste infrastructure considering green practices that may be more resilient to climate change impacts, especially
precipitation and stormwater effects1

Investigate the impacts of developments on the whole watershed and downstream effects on transportation infrastructure to evaluate
effects and determine design criteria, e.g., culvert and drainage system sizing1
Balance needs of natural resources and human safety for determining which transportation infrastructure to reconstruct or relocate1
Consider abandonment of roads and bridges when re-engineering would be too costly to adapt to climate change, or when better
environmental and resiliency options or alternative routes exist1
Encourage softer design with vegetated swales, for example, where appropriate1
Consider the level of watershed development, and potential LID and green practices that may affect engineering designs and level of
development from transportation infrastructure1
Coordinate emergency evacuation and supply transportation routes with emergency preparedness systems to ensure capacity and
resilience of escape routes compromised by natural disasters related to climate change2
Develop joint transportation strategies with adjacent communities, regions and states to accommodate changing conditions and
transportation system use2
Create incentives for individuals and businesses to reduce risk of losses due to climate through building design codes2
Use watershed management best management practices (BMP) including ―green street‖ approaches to reduce flooding and lessen
impacts on transportation infrastructure while building resiliency1
Identify frequently flooded and/or washed out roads.

If scenic road, take special care to
consider how to maintain scenic
qualities but maintain safe passage if
necessary.
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WATER

Dams and Levees
Consider dams in or up-stream from your municipality. Discuss with the management and with CT DEEP about the dams safety and
plans for long-term resiliency. Confirm its ability to handle increasingly intense storms. Don't forget smaller (especially earthen) dams
throughout your community.
Regulated Stormwater Point Sources and Nonpoint Source Runoff
Evaluate changes in nonpoint source runoff and pollution related to climate change effects and determine standards needed to
decrease environmental and social risks1
Where warranted as the only solution, increase stormwater storage and treatment infrastructure, especially in highly urbanized areas
Determine new levels of terrestrial stormwater and nonpoint source pollution (e.g., through comprehensive watershed-based
planning) related to climate change and determine standards required to address quantity and quality issues
Update aging stormwater and nonpoint infrastructure with consideration to sizing and retrofitting LID techniques to accommodate
climate change adaptation and minimize runoff and flooding damage

Wastewater – Sewage

Include climate change into local emergency operation plans, state Hazard Mitigation Plans, and similar response programs1
Promote and require LID practices to decrease storage and treatment requirements and mitigate effects of climate change that
contribute to flooding during extreme events1
Promote and require preservation of natural features that treat and infiltrate runoff such as buffers, wetlands and related landscape
conditions1
Remove or modify impediments to natural treatment and storage (e.g., impervious cover, culverts, dams) to accommodate LID
techniques including natural buffers and wetlands1
Local stormwater and nonpoint source authorities should emphasize wet ponds and BMPs that mimic natural features to reduce
runoff by infiltration or detention in biologically active conditions and will reduce primary pollutants including organic matter and
nutrients1
Increase communication, collaboration and planning among watershed authorities and the public to decrease stormwater by
promoting LID and green BMPs at both the institutional scale by local governments and on private properties by homeowners and
industry1

Evaluate and improve emergency power provisions to assure uninterrupted pump station service during heavy storms with associated
power outages1
Evaluate and improve, where necessary, the capacity of pump stations that are subject to infiltration and inflow1

Implement LID measures (e.g., Municipal Planning and Zoning Regulations) to reduce wastewater volume from increased infiltration
and inflow (I/I), including combined sewer system areas, especially from illicit rainwater connections (e.g., roof leaders, sump pumps)1
Rehabilitate sewer systems to minimize groundwater infiltration and inflow of stormwater and snowmelt into the sanitary sewer
system1
Investigate protection strategies (e.g., berms, dikes) to protect treatment infrastructure after consideration of non-structural, less
hardening alternatives and/or or relocation of infrastructure subject to sea level rise and inland flooding1
Implement wastewater reuse for non-potable uses, such as golf course irrigation, to decrease potable water treatment needs and
address water shortages1

Implement a training program for wastewater treatment facility operators to educate them on how to prepare for climate change, e.g.,
extreme storms, high temperatures1
Educate municipal inland wetland commissions and water pollution control authorities about emergency permit requirements for
temporary equipment needed to protect wastewater treatment facilities located near regulated inland or coastal wetlands1
Incorporate climate change effects into Emergency Response Plans1

Assess existing on-site (subsurface disposal) systems systems for effects related to climate change and, where necessary, consider
alternative on-site technologies or abandonment in favor of public/community wastewater treatment systems1
Consider the potential higher groundwater levels in design standards for separation distances and other relevant standards1
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Water Supply
Consider zero net growth in impervious surfaces in the municipality.
Provide an incentive to encourage water conservation of public water supply1
Participate in the Water Utilities Coordinating Committees to assist in developing regional and statewide solutions to water shortages
and emergencies including strengthening coordination of regional water supplies to encourage water conservation.1
Surface Water Sources

Consider a Water Use Restriction Ordinance to implement conservation during periods of water shortage.1
Encourage water conservation best management practices for snow making for ski destinations in Connecticut1

Consider and account for current water supply demands, margins of safety, and mitigating activities in watershed management
programs and conservation that will help assure adequate water supplies both for humans and fish and wildlife consistent with any
adoption of streamflow regulations1
Increase water supply capacity and create interconnections and redundancies to provide backup water supplies consistent with
relevant regulations on streamflow and diversion1
Groundwater Sources

Potable Water Planning

Communications

Purchase land around water supplies to increase the surrounding conservation buffer area1
Water supply plans pursuant to CGS section 25-32d should include climate change vulnerability analyses and risk assessments for
surface supply, including future drinking water availability, competing needs and options for adaptation and mitigation1
Increase public water supply hook-ups for private wells subject to salt intrusion1
Water supply plans pursuant to CGS section 25-32d should include climate change vulnerability analyses and risk assessments for
ground water including future drinking water availability, competing needs and options for adaptation and mitigation1

Increase effluent quality of wastewater treatment to allow for water reuse for non- potable uses1
Implement watershed management practices that can help increase source water protection and quality, which will help diminish
water supply treatment needs1
Decrease pharmaceutical and other emerging toxic chemical concentration in water supply that might be further spread by climate
change effects by strengthening federal rules, and educating homeowners about safer disposal practices1
Incorporate climate resiliency or other green planning practices into waste supply treatment design manuals for water reuse to lessen
demand on potable water1
Update and repair antiquated and leaking distribution infrastructure1

Map locations of communications infrastructure vulnerable to floods, storm surges,
extreme thermal or precipitation events, wildfire, etc.2
Identify redundancies and re-routing potential in communication infrastructure for
emergency switching should primary systems fail2
Adequately insure communications infrastructure to ensure that reconstruction can occur
in the event of a climate related disaster2
Notes: I only included strategies from the CT Plan that were in municipal purview or ability (i.e. fund or coordinate research, direct state agencies, change state/federal grant-making criteria, directing CT college/university curricula). References:
1
Adaptation Subcommittee. (2011). Connecticut Climate Change Preparedness Plan. Governor’s Steering Committee. (Removed strategies not in municipal purview or ability (i.e. fund or coordinate research, direct state agencies, change
state/federal grant-making criteria, directing CT college/university curricula) 2Peterson, T., Wyman, M., Flora, G., Dougherty, W., Smith, J., Saunders, S., … Looby, T. (2011). Comprehensive Climate Action Planning: The Center for Climate Strategies
Adaptation Guidebook. Center for Climate Strategies. Retrieved from http://www.climatestrategies.us/library/library/view/908
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Overall Theme

Adaptation Strategies

Coldwater Streams & Associated
Riparian Zones1

Short-term Strategies

Comments/Explanations

Notes

To increase the resilience of Cold Water Streams across the state, we will need to protect/enhance the existing
resource through progressive streamflow regulations that ensure more natural river flows and balanced water
withdrawals, restoration of degraded stream banks and riparian zones, removal of structural impediments to fish and
1
wildlife like dams to improve connections, and expansion of protected areas through land acquisition.
Identify, prioritize, and acquire riparian land and wetland properties adjacent to high priority cold-water resources.1

Mid-term Strategies

Herbaceous Freshwater Wetlands
Short-term Strategies

Mid-term Strategies

Re-establish connectivity and more natural flows along our rivers and streams by removing or modifying existing
1
structural impediments, such as dams, and culverts.
Prioritize restoration and management activities for critical cold-water streams including; revegetation of stream
1
banks/riparian zones and stocking of resilient strains and species.
Explore water rights options that protect fish and other aquatic resources to keep the water in the streams as a
1
legitimate use.
Advance land use policy/regulations (riparian buffer zones, stormwater management BMPs and Low Impact
1
Development) that reduce temperature impacts to cold-water streams.
Identify and protect critical ground water source/recharge areas in your jurisdiction1

Advance land use policies and tools (stormwater management BMPs and low impact development) that reduce runoff
1
and stream temperature.
Increase expertise at the municipal review level to ensure that infrastructure improvements (e.g., culverts) and
1
development will not alter existing natural hydrology.

Examine watershed management practices and land acquisition strategies to reduce nutrient and pollutant loading
1
(e.g., water quality conditions, manure management).
Protect from development land adjoining herbaceous freshwater wetlands and upstream infiltration buffers and
1
manage water withdrawals/diversions to maintain characteristic connectivity and hydrology.
Major Rivers and Associated Riparian Zones
Short-term Strategies
Re-establish connectivity and more natural flows along our rivers and streams by removing or modifying existing
1
structural impediments, such as dams, and culverts.
Advance land use policy/regulations (stormwater management BMPs and low impact development) that reduce
1
temperature impacts throughout watersheds.
Mid-term Strategies

Long-term Strategies

Forested Swamps
Short-term Strategies

Mid-term Strategies

Acquire easements in strategic locations to conserve lands that allow for increased resilience of riparian zones.1

Modify upstream flood control and water management infrastructure and the operation thereof to allow for regular
1
flooding of floodplain forests where feasible.
Promote opportunities for warm water gamefish in rivers where populations of temperature intolerant species
1
decline.

Employ land use policy/regulations (stormwater management BMPs and Low Impact Development) that reduce
1
thermal and runoff impacts.

Increase municipal level review and oversight of infrastructure improvements (e.g., culverts) and development that has
1
or will alter existing natural hydrology.
Protect land adjoining forested swamps and upstream infiltration buffers and manage water withdrawals/diversions
1
to maintain characteristic connectivity and hydrology.
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Lakes, Ponds, Impoundments & Shorelines1
Short-term Strategies
Promote comprehensive nutrient and runoff BMPs, regulations and policies (municipal and state) for lakes, pond, and
1
impoundments to reduce eutrophication.
Mid-term Strategies

Advance land use policy/regulations for vegetative shoreline buffers in developments adjoining lakes and ponds.1

Reduce nitrogen runoff through the use of alternative manure technologies (e.g., manure biodigester, composting).1
Upland Forest Complex1
Short-term Strategies

Mid-term Strategies

Long-term Strategies

In order to increase the resilience of Upland Forests across the state, management and outreach practices that reduces
the impact of exotic insect species, improves regeneration and diversity in age and forest species through controlled
burns and harvest regimes, and promotes coordination amongst state and private landowners and foresters around
1
sustainable best management plans will be paramount in the near-term.

Promote habitat resilience by managing invasive species, in particular exotic insects including woolly adelgid, Asian
1
longhorn beetle, emerald ash borer and gypsy moth.
Promote upland forest resilience by increasing the use of fire control techniques through controlled burns and selective
regeneration projects (improves diversity in forest age and species composition). Include open patch habitat and
1
closed canopy habitat within overall forest habitat.
Manage deer population densities to allow for sufficient forest regeneration.1
Promote best management plans and regulations among private landowners and foresters to increase sustainable
1
management for resilient forests.
Adopt conservation subdivisions and zoning reform to increase forest block size and reduce edge effects.1
Incorporate the impacts of extreme events into forest management practices.1
Promote increased understanding of such events among land owners and professional foresters.
Greatly enhance land protection resources and incentives for private landowners to retain carbon sequestration value
1
of forests.

Promote principles of “smart growth” to also retain carbon sequestration values of forest and to better facilitate public
transportation systems and energy transmission infrastructure, including wide scale distributed generation options for
1
renewable energy.
General

Increase community preparedness for the potential of more frequent and intense wildland fires.1

Consider climate change in local natural resource inventories and open space plans
Evaluate land acquisition for adaptation purposes (considering sea level rise, increase in frequency of severe storms,
2
wildfire threat, loss of wildlife and fisheries habitat, etc.)
Increase planning and implementation of erosion prevention and hazard mitigation2

Educate public on fire ignitors and accelerants. Teach
homeowners about removal of fuel during high fire
seasons.

Notes: The Connecticut Climate Change Preparedness Plan did not have health recommendations in the adaptation menu but did have some strategies in the report text. I only included strategies from the CT Plan that were in municipal purview or ability (i.e. fund or
1
coordinate research, direct state agencies, change state/federal grant-making criteria, directing CT college/university curricula). References: Adaptation Subcommittee. (2011). Connecticut Climate Change Preparedness Plan. Governor’s Steering Committee.
(Removed strategies not in municipal purview or ability (i.e. fund or coordinate research, direct state agencies, change state/federal grant-making criteria, directing CT college/university curricula) 2Peterson, T., Wyman, M., Flora, G., Dougherty, W., Smith, J.,
Saunders, S., … Looby, T. (2011). Comprehensive Climate Action Planning: The Center for Climate Strategies Adaptation Guidebook. Center for Climate Strategies. Retrieved from http://www.climatestrategies.us/library/library/view/908
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PUBLIC HEALTH
Adaptation Menu

Overall Theme

Adaptation Strategies

Best Management Practices

Comments/Explanations

Notes

1
1

Consider the public health needs of vulnerable populations in climate change adaptation planning
Evaluate ozone non-attainment alert systems1
Evaluate current early extreme weather events warning system and emergency response plans1
Continue to develop and update all municipal emergency preparedness plans for extreme weather events1
1
Research and follow cooling station best management practices
1
Seek state criteria for school closings and outdoor play during extreme heat events

Partner with Health depts., CT DEEP

Manage municipal properties to eliminate or reduce vector habitat (e.g. standing stagnant water)
Examine use (quantity and management) of road applications (Salt, oil/tar) to protect important aquifers
Provide shaded areas in public spaces especially during community events
Reduce public exposure to algal blooms in recreational swimming areas
In the aftermath of extreme events, prepare for additional trauma due to dispossession, mental health challenges and posttraumatic stress disorder2
Develop a strategy for providing and communicating heat wave behavioral adaptations such as air conditioning
availability and increased fluid intake.2
Enhance preparedness for disease prevention of vector-borne and water-borne diseases following floods and storms2
Assess food security for all sectors of society in the state/region2

2

Establish communication mechanism to coordinate efforts between disaster relief and public health agencies
Develop or strengthen joint protocols for multi-jurisdictional response to a broad spectrum of climate-related
emergencies and disasters2
Provide safety training to employees on proper procedures for working in extreme conditions such as prolonged exposure
to high or low temperatures, precipitation, and wind. 3
Ensure senior centers and shelters have cooling systems.
Research, Monitoring and Education1
Coordinate among local, regional, and state health departments to monitor impacts and identify climate change
adaptation strategies1
1
Incorporate climate change preparedness strategies into public health education
2
Implement educational programs for schools and the public on how to help control vector breeding sites
Develop a database of morbidity and mortality caused by climate change1
Intensify vector associated disease monitoring1
Communicate with vulnerable populates on cooling centers, emergency shelters, and transportation options to avoid
exertion in heat

Partner with school districts, health
departments
Partner with DPW, DOT
Partner with DPW, DOT

Support local sustainable agriculture to
improve food security2

Policy, Legislation, Regulation & Funding1
1
Seek funding to provide for adequate updates to municipal sewage infrastructure
1
Seek funding to provide for adequate updates to municipal water infrastructure
Notes: The Connecticut Climate Change Preparedness Plan did not have health recommendations in the adaptation menu but did have some strategies in the report text. I only included strategies from the CT Plan that
were in municipal purview or ability (i.e. fund or coordinate research, direct state agencies, change state/federal grant-making criteria, directing CT college/university curricula). References: 1Modified from Adaptation
Subcommittee. (2011). Connecticut Climate Change Preparedness Plan. Governor’s Steering Committee. 2Peterson, T., Wyman, M., Flora, G., Dougherty, W., Smith, J., Saunders, S., … Looby, T. (2011). Comprehensive
Climate Action Planning: The Center for Climate Strategies Adaptation Guidebook. Center for Climate Strategies. Retrieved from http://www.climatestrategies.us/library/library/view/908 3USDA. (2014). Forest Service
Climate Adaptation Plan. In Climate Change Adaptation Plan.
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CULTURAL RESOURCES
Adaptation Menu

Overall Theme

Adaptation Strategies

Comments/Explanations

Notes

Archaeological Resources1
Identify resources and responsible management groups
Ethnographic Resources1
Identify resources and responsible management groups

Social & Governance Resilience

Local Economy

Include Native American populations in identification, adaptation, and protection of culturally important resources
Review land use plans in anticipation of change development pressures and shifts in development patterns due to
2
climate change
Support/Conduct Comprehensive Land Use Planning that incorporates adaptation2
Engage in regional planning processes in relationship to climate change2
Integrate critical area planning requirements with comprehensive planning laws, including
2
emergency planning and infrastructure planning requirements
Add climate change considerations to taxation and budget reform2
Integrate climate change and adaptation issues into advanced training in university, community college, and
2
technical training programs
Anticipate and prepare for potential climate-driven immigration from neighboring countries, especially along
2
border states
Anticipate internal state migration away from coasts and flood-prone areas
Assess potential social impacts of climate change on incomes, and other measures of well-being in vulnerable
2
communities
Encourage business to create business continuity plans for disaster situations

Fully account for environmental values using ecological economics to ensure accurate evaluation of proposals on
2
resources vital to climate change resilience and adaptation
Education and job training programs to re-tool workforce to take advantage of green economy growth2
Identify and engage representatives of key business areas potentially vulnerable to specific climate change effects2

If site is in an immediately vulnerable area (flood zone),
encourage responsible site manager to collect information
as soon as possible. Partner with OHP, NPS, area
universities.
Do important historic sites and attractions have continuity
plans? Are there plans to adapt to changing heat and
precipitation conditions?

These plans should consider loss of electricity, flooding,
interruptions in supply chain, employee access to work,
and employee safety

Identify opportunities for businesses to take advantage of climate impacts that may demand new products and
2
services
Develop tourism policies integrating economic and resource conservation issues in the face of potential and
2
observed consequences of climate change
Assess the effects of climate change on hunting and fishing opportunities and the related tourism industry2
Assess the effects of climate change on special designated natural areas that attract tourists such national parks and
2
forests
Develop transportation networks with multimodal options that improve everyday transportation but also can
3
operate in emergencies.
Relocate or demolish at-risk municipal facilities that cannot be made resilient, and consider establishing an
3
acquisition or buyout plan for at-risk commercial properties.
Work with business and economic development groups poised to take advantage of new resilience-related market
3
opportunities to find out how the local government could help.
Explore opportunities for local and regional collaboration on resilience with regional governmental entities,
3
chambers of commerce, or regional industry associations.
Incorporate backup electricity generation and resilience in the grid—for example, through on-site renewable
.3
energy or a micro-grid
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CULTURAL RESOURCES
Adaptation Menu

Cultural Landscapes

1

Identify resources and responsible management groups
Review special character areas, priority rural character traits of town, special land use operations, and other unique
attributes in your town.
Consider traditional land uses especially livelihood uses (farming, logging, fishing) and potential impacts.
Consider traditional community gatherings and events e.g. annual harvest festival, Salisbury Ski Jump, Kent Ice
Are the traditional events located in areas prone to
Watch etc.
flooding? Are there shade areas? Is the time of day okay for
heat?
Inventory scenic roads, stone walls, and legacy trees.
Develop management plans to account for tree life, flood
areas, and surrounding land use
Review river and waterway access points for high-erosion zones during low-flow events; also consider sensitivity of Public access may need to be re-designed or reduced to
waterbodies under temperature changes
maintain health and scenic quality of water-body
Identify large stands of climate sensitive flora such as conifers or grasslands.
Are these stands vulnerable? If so, is there a potential
migration route to appropriate habitat? (for example,
conifers to higher altitudes or northern slopes)

Buildings & Structures1

Identify building/structure resources, their potential vulnerabilities and responsible management groups.
Identify iconic or landmark structures (i.e. covered bridges, mills, etc.)

Museum Collections1

Rural Character Components

Identify resources and responsible management groups.
Dimensions

Foster civic and community pride, promote unique attributes. Incentivize volunteerism in granges, historical
societies, emergency volunteers etc.
Continue seasonal communal events.

Encourage and promote traditional life skills like composting, seed harvesting, clothing repair etc.
Authenticity, Cultural Experiences,
Neighborliness & Community Building, New
England town government, Privacy, Safety, Create events that allow all ages to interact.
Time (Seasonality, Continuity,
Permanence), Volunteerism, Yankee Self- Encourage local school to require community service hours.
reliance and hard work.

Tensions

Create multiple methods of attendance at local meetings in New England town meeting tradition. Use social media.
Promote your community's traditional trades.
Encourage neighborhood events like block parties, pot lucks, harvest celebrations, etc.

Are they in the floodplain? Is there adequate insurance?
Can the buildings be retrofitted for flooding and climate
control? Are there capital improvement plans for
historically accurate repairs?

Are they located in a safe area? What can the history tell us
to prepare for climate change?

A skills co-operative where all members share talents
would be a great example.
Encourage oral history collections between students and
senior centers.
Young adults and children should see the public process in
action and understand how their involvement effects local
governance.

Real estate agents should communicate acceptance of
Become a "farm-friendly" community through town ordinance or zoning regulations.
working farms in the town to potential new buyers.
Identify most treasured aspects of community and protect them. Continuously seek feedback from residents about
Bucolic - Working Landscape; Change - Stay their priorities.
Same; Development - Conservation;
Reduce tax burdens for volunteers.
Economic stratification; Insiders Create mechanism for participation by part-time residents in town meetings, town committees, and local leadership
Outsiders; Local - State; Old - Young; Rural - positions.
Urban; State lines
This is especially important for spread of invasive pests and
Coordinate with bordering towns and states on shared ecological challenges.
shoring infrastructure.
Protect natural resources from over-use internally and externally. Actively participate in regional coordination of
resources such as water supply.
Create mix of housing stock for young families and elderly.
Direct development away from character areas and towards village centers. Design for flexibility of use i.e. home
businesses.

Notes: Rural Character Components are from the Rural Character Case Study in this dissertation. References: 1categories adapted from Rockman, M., Morgan, M., Ziaja, S., Hambrecht, G., & Meadow, A. (2016). Cultural Resources Climate Change Strategy.
2
Washington, D.C.: Cultural Resources, Partnerships, and Science and Climate Change Response Program, National Park Service. See references therein Peterson, T., Wyman, M., Flora, G., Dougherty, W., Smith, J., Saunders, S., … Looby, T. (2011). Comprehensive
3
Climate Action Planning: The Center for Climate Strategies Adaptation Guidebook. Center for Climate Strategies. Retrieved from http://www.climatestrategies.us/library/library/view/908 US EPA. (2016, April). Planning Framework for a Climate-resilient
Economy.
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ADDENDA #2: List of Resources

CLIMATE CHANGE INFORMATION

Fifth Assessment Report (2014)
These Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports are major international efforts
across numerous scientific disciplines. They offer a physical science basis for climate change,
mitigation, adaptation/vulnerability observations, and a synthesis report. There’s also a “Summary
for Policy-makers.”
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/
National Climate Assessment (2014)
This report summarizes the impacts of climate change across the United States. It is a partnership
of 300 experts and 60-member Federal Advisory Committee with extensive review by other
agencies and experts.
http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/
Building the Knowledge Base for Climate Resiliency (2015)
Produced by the New York City Panel on Climate Change, this report offers a lot of information
about the impacts of climate change on the New York metropolitan area, including portions of
Connecticut. The previous report (2009) was used for the Connecticut Climate Change
Preparedness Plan.

The Impacts of Climate Change on Connecticut Agriculture, Infrastructure, Natural
Resources and Public Health (2010)
The Adaptation Subcommittee of Governor’s Steering Committee on Climate Change present the
impacts of climate change on four main categories, as identified by the enabling legislation. The
categories are infrastructure, natural resources and ecological habitats, public health, and
agriculture.

CLIMATE LITERACY: The Essential Principles of Climate Science, NOAA Climate Program
Office
http://cpo.noaa.gov/OutreachandEducation/ClimateLiteracy.aspx

CONNECTICUT RESOURCES

Connecticut Climate Preparedness Plan (2011)
The steering committee (now Governor’s Council on Climate Change or GC3) produced a swatch of
adaptation strategies. They focus on the topics of agriculture, infrastructure, natural resources, and
human health since the legislature directed them to these topics. Regardless, a number of the
suggested strategies require municipal action and even leadership. For example, the report
suggested: educate local health department staff on climate change impacts, minimize combined
sewer overflows, Implement new or modified policies that would encourage appropriate land use
and reduce repetitive losses (Adaptation Subcommittee of Governor’s Steering Committee on
Climate Change, 2011).
The Impacts of Climate Change on Connecticut Agriculture, Infrastructure, Natural
Resources and Public Health (2010)
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The Adaptation Subcommittee of Governor’s Steering Committee on Climate Change present the
impacts of climate change. The categories are infrastructure, natural resources and ecological
habitats, public health, and agriculture.

Connecticut Adaptation Resource Toolkit (CART)
This website was developed by CT DEEP and ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability USA. It
has a list of resources by categories with special focus on local governments.
http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=4423&q=531864

Connecticut Institute for Resiliency & Climate Adaptation (CIRCA)
Funding Fact Sheet “Financing Resilience in Connecticut: Current Programs, National Models, and
New Opportunities.” http://circa.uconn.edu/2016/04/19/resilience-financing-options-inconnecticut-circa-releases-fact-sheet/
Funding programs – Matching Grants Program & Municipal Resilience Grant Program

A Report to the Town of Groton and Communities throughout New England from ICLEI-Local
Governments for Sustainability and Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection”
April 2011, Missy Stults and Jennifer Pagach
http://www.grotonct.gov/depts/plandev/docs/Final%20Report_Groton%20Coastal%20Climate%20Change%20Proje
ctJP.pdf

Other programs in Connecticut: Resilient Bridgeport, Stamford 2030, New Haven Climate
& Sustainability Framework, Nature Conservancy Coastal Resilience Tool

STATE & REGIONAL CONTACT INFORMATION

Connecticut County Extension
Fairfield County: 203-207-8440
Hartford County: 860-570-9010
Litchfield County: 860-626-6240
Middlesex County: 860-345-4511
New Haven County: 203-407-3161
New London County: 860-887-1608
Tolland County: 860-875-3331
Windham County: 860-774-9600
Agriculture & Gardening Program Leader: 860-870-6935

Community Building Workshop and The Nature Conservancy’s Coastal Resilience Tool
Connecticut: Adam Welchel
Connecticut Institute for Resiliency & Climate Adaptation (CIRCA)
(contact information removed for dissertation submission)

Adapt CT, partnership of Connecticut Sea Grant Program & the Center for Land Use Education and
Research
(contact information removed for dissertation submission)

Northwest Hills Council of Governments
(contact information removed for dissertation submission)

EPA Region One, Climate Change Contact (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont and 10 Tribal Nations)
(contact information removed for dissertation submission)
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ADDITIONAL TOOLS & EXAMPLE ADAPTATION PLANS

Adaptation Resource Center (ARC-X), EPA
Good resources for local governments, tailored to local decision-makers
https://www.epa.gov/arc-x

Being Prepared for Climate Change; Vulnerability Assessment Web Tool, EPA
It is an easy to use website with ready lists of potential impacts and risk-assessment tools. It
produces tables of information and you can save your project as you work through the steps. It has
a risk-based approach.
https://ofmpub.epa.gov/apex/cct/f?p=126:11

Adaptation Assessment Guidebook. Appendix B. (2010) New York City Panel on Climate Change.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1749-6632.2010.05324.x/pdf
Measurement Tips & Resources for Community Projects (2010) EPA
http://www.epa.gov/care/library/CARE_Measurement_Tips.pdf

The New Hampshire climate action plan: a plan for New Hampshire’s energy, environmental
and economic development future. New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services. New
Hampshire Climate Change Policy Task Force. 2009.
des.nh.gov/organization/divisions/air/tsb/tps/climate/action_plan/documents/nhcap_final.pdf
Community Resilience Building
Led by Dr. Adam Whelchel, these workshops help communities identify hazards, create priorities,
and develop adaptation strategies.
https://www.communityresiliencebuilding.com/

Preparing for Climate Change: A Guidebook for Local, Regional, and State Governments Developed by
the Climate Impacts Group, ICLEI, and King County, WA. 2007.
http://cses.washington.edu/cig/fpt/guidebook.shtml

Climate Adaptation Manual for Local Government - Embedding Resilience to Climate Change
(2014), Australian Centre of Excellence for Local Government
This is a large collection of case-studies on local adaptation plans.

Guides and Tools for Climate Change Adaptation Planning (ITEP)
Links to available guides, tools and other resources that may be of use in the assessment and planning
process. Part of the Institute for Tribal Environmental Professionals (ITEP) Toolkit.
http://www4.nau.edu/tribalclimatechange/resources/res_aptkit.asp

Tribal Climate Change Assessments and Adaptation Plans (ITEP)
Links to available tribal climate change assessments and adaptation plans. Part of the Institute for Tribal
Environmental Professionals (ITEP) Toolkit.
http://www4.nau.edu/tribalclimatechange/resources/res_aptkit.asp

Climate Adaptation Knowledge Exchange (CAKE) (EcoAdapt)
Case studies, resources library, a community forum, a directory of individuals and organizations with
adaptation knowledge, and tools section. http://www.cakex.org/
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Adaptation Clearinghouse (Georgetown Climate Center)
Links to resources, expert organizations, assessments and state and local adaptation plans.
http://www.georgetownclimate.org/adaptation/clearinghouse

State and Local Climate Adaptation Plans (Center for Climate and Energy Solutions)
http://www.c2es.org/us-states-regions/policy-maps/adaptation

Guidelines for Considering Traditional Knowledges (TKs) in Climate Change Initiatives (Climate and
Traditional Knowledges Workgroup)
Framework to increase understanding of issues relating to access and protection of TKs in climate
initiatives and interactions between holders of TKs and non-tribal partners.
http://climatetkw.wordpress.com/
EPA Climate Change: Resilience and Adaptation in New England (RAINE)
Searchable case-studies throughout New England
https://www.epa.gov/raine/search-resilience-and-adaptation-new-england-raine-database

EPA Vulnerability Analysis for place-based organizations
https://ofmpub.epa.gov/apex/cct/f?p=126%3A11

EPA Local Government Climate Adaptation Training
https://www.epa.gov/communityhealth/local-government-climate-adaptation-training

EPA Climate and Energy Resources for State, Local, and Tribal Governments: Local Examples
of Climate Actions
https://www.epa.gov/statelocalclimate/local-examples-climate-action

New Jersey Getting to Resilience: A Community Planning Evaluation Tool
http://www.prepareyourcommunitynj.org/
Collection of data across federal resources related to climate change
https://www.data.gov/climate/

Integrated Climate and Land Use Scenarios (ICLUS) project
This Geographic Information System (GIS) tool can be used to generate scenarios of housingdensity changes and calculate impervious surface cover for the conterminous United States.
https://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/global/recordisplay.cfm?deid=257306

ONLINE MAPPING TOOLS
ArcGIS Online
Has online map viewer with data from ESRI and organizations around the world. Search by interest
National Climate Change Viewer, USGS
https://www2.usgs.gov/climate_landuse/clu_rd/nccv.asp

Climate and Land Use Change, USGS
https://www.usgs.gov/science/mission-areas/climate-and-land-use-change
Google Earth
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Free user-friendly application that allows for user-friendly geographical exploration. Easily
accessible aerial imagery. Opens .kml and .kmx files from other sources.

UCONN MAGIC
Variety of files including topography, aerial imagery, hydrography. Open in GIS or Google Earth.
http://magic.lib.uconn.edu/

UCONN CLEAR
Interactive maps and/or downloadable data sets for LiDAR, land cover, impervious surfaces, etc.
http://www.clear.uconn.edu/data/index.htm
Connecticut Environmental Conditions Online
Downloadable data and online viewers for farmland soils, wetland soils, protected open space,
natural diversity data base areas, water quality classifications, coastal hazards etc.
http://www.cteco.uconn.edu/

COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES

Great American Adaptation Road Trip
Interesting stories about climate adaptation from around the United States.
https://adaptationstories.com/
Yale Program on Climate Change Communication
http://climatecommunication.yale.edu/

National Oceanic Service, NOAA Infographics
Focuses mostly on coastal issues but great examples of visual communication
http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/infographics/

Climate Change, Health, and Populations of Concern
Has posters and factsheets on impacts of climate change on children, older adults, people with
disabilities, people with existing health conditions, pregnant women, communities with
environmental justice concerns, indigenous peoples, and occupational groups.
https://www.epa.gov/climate-impacts/climate-change-health-and-populations-concern
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ADDENDA #3: List of Resources by Categories
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AGRICULTURE
Most of this list originated from Kolesinskas, 2017.

CLIMATE CHANGE INITIATIVES

Connecticut Adaptation Resource Toolkit: Climate Change Adaptation and Agriculture
http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=4423&q=531910&DEEPNav_GID=2121

Best Management Practices for On-Farm Climate Change Resilience in the Northeast: Social,
Ecological and Economic Implications. January 20, 2016 Webinar. Presenters/Authors: David
Conner, Associate Professor, Rachel Schattman, PhD Candidate, University of Vermont, Burlington,
VT http://www.climatewebinars.net/webinars/best-management-practices-for-on-farm-climatechange-resilience-in-the-northeast

USDA Northeast Climate Hub
www.climatehubs.oce.usda.gov/northeast
With fact sheets on cover-cropping, managing grazing to improve climate resilience, and
weather/climate considerations for dairy:
https://www.climatehubs.oce.usda.gov/northeast/educationalmaterials/adaptationfactsheets?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery

USDA Report on Climate Change and Food Security
http://www.usda.gov/oce/climate_change/FoodSecurity.htm
Cornell Climate Change
www.climatechange.cornell.edu

CT Department of Energy and Environmental Protection Office of Climate Change (Energy
Tab)
www.ct.gov/deep/cwp
UVM- Vermont Farm Resilience in a Changing Climate Initiative
http://www.uvm.edu/sustainableagriculture/ , (click on Farming & Climate Change)

USDA- Extension Centers
Education for Extension Professionals, crop advisors and foresters to increase climate literacy
www.Climatelearning.net

FUNDING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR ADAPTATION AND
MITIGATION

USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) - CT
www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/site/ct/name
USDA Farm Service Agency (FSA) – CT
www.fsa.usda.gov/ct

Connecticut Department of Agriculture
www.ct.gov/doag
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CT Farm Energy Program (offers info on a variety of State, Federal, Utilities programs)
www.ctfarmenergy.org
UConn Cooperative Extension
www.extension.uconn.edu

Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station
www.ct.gov/caes/site/default.asp

MODELS AND TOOLS

UConn, Cornell, UMass, and CT Ag Experiment Station crop, fruit, and IPM initiatives
www.ipm.uconn.edu
www.northeastipm.org
www.nysipm.cornell.edu
https://ag.umass.edu/integrated-pest-management
www.ct.gov/caes/site/default.asp

Soil/nutrient, manure, and livestock management
https://adapt-n.eas.cornell.edu
www.soiltest.uconn.edu
www.ct.gov/caes/site/default.asp
www.animalagclimate.org , now with videos!
www.manuremanagement.cornell.edu

USDA Climate Hubs Tool Shed
www.climatehubs.oce.usda.gov/content/tools-and-data

USDA NRCS Climate Mitigation Tools
www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/climatechange/resources/

UNDERSTANDING YOUR SOILS AND SOIL LANDSCAPES
USDA NRCS Web Soil Survey
http://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm

Soil Survey Apps (Soilweb Apps, free for iphone, androids, desktops, tablets)
http://casoilresource.lawr.ucdavis.edu/

WEATHER FORECASTS, DATA, AND UPDATES
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service National Water and Climate Center
www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov
Northeast Regional Climate Center
www.nrcc.cornell.edu

CT Agricultural Experiment Station (click on weather data)
www.ct.gov/caes/site/default.asp
USDA Plant Hardiness Zones Map
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http://planthardiness.ars.usda.gov/PHZMWeb/

RISK MANAGEMENT TOOLS
USDA Farm Service Agency- CT
www.fsa.usda.gov/ct

USDA Risk Management Agency Insurance Agent Locator www3.rma.usda.gov/apps/agents

UConn Farm Risk Management and Crop Insurance Program
www.ctfarmrisk.uconn.edu

EXTREME CLIMATE EVENT EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
C T Farm Bureau Emergency Preparedness for Farmers
www.cfba.org/emergency.htm

CT Department of Emergency Services and Public Protection
www.ct.gov/despp/site/default.asp
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PUBLIC HEALTH
CONNECTICUT SPECIFIC

Connecticut Adaptation Resource Toolkit: Public Health and Safety
http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=4423&q=532000&DEEPNav_GID=2121

Connecticut Coastal Hazards Management - Municipal Officials
This website has extensive coastal management information applicable for municipal officials. It
has information on a variety of topics from emergency preparedness to coastal permitting to debris
management.
http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=2705&q=475774&deepNav_GID=2022

TOOLS/REFERENCES

National Association of County & City Health Officials
This website has a number of resources for local health departments including stories and tools.
http://www.naccho.org/programs/environmental-health/hazards/climate-change

Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium
This organization serves tribal communities in Alaska with training, education, disease/injury
prevention, and rural water/sewer programs.
https://anthc.org/

Minnesota Department of Health – Extreme Heat Events
This website has a lot of good examples for regional and local health professionals to understand
potential impacts.
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/climatechange/extremeheat.html
Emergency Management in a Changing Climate, FEMA
Directed to emergency managers with tools and data on risks and adaptations
https://www.fema.gov/climate-change

COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES/AIDS

“Conveying the Human Implications of Climate Change: A Climate Change Communication
Primer for Public Health Professionals”
George Mason University Center for Climate Change Communication hosts the Program on Climate
& Health. This report talks about framing the message and getting the message out for maximum
effect.
http://www.climatechangecommunication.org/all/conveying-the-human-implications-of-climatechange/

Vermont Tick Tracker
Interesting example of crowd-sourced public health data; a website tracking types of ticks
throughout the state.
http://healthvermont.gov/tracking/tick-tracker
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INFRASTRUCTURE
TOOLS/REFERENCES

Connecticut Adaptation Resource Toolkit: Climate Adaptation and the Built Environment
and Infrastructure
http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=4423&q=531944&DEEPNav_GID=2121

2014 Integrated Resources Plan For Connecticut, Connecticut Department of Energy &
Environmental Protection. This report reviews electric needs, predicts future needs, and plans for
those changes. Appendix G discusses “Energy Security, Storm Resiliency, And New Technology”

TOOLS

Adaptation Assessment Guidebook: New York City Panel on Climate Change (2010) Annex A
has several very useful questionnaires for reviewing vulnerabilities of communications, energy,
transportation, water and waste, and policy infrastructure.
Creating Resilient Water Utilities (CRWU), EPA
https://www.epa.gov/crwu

Climate Change Handbook for Regional Water Planning, California
http://www.water.ca.gov/climatechange/CCHandbook.cfm

Stormwater Calculator with Climate Assessment Tool, EPA
https://www.epa.gov/water-research/national-stormwater-calculator

Storm Water Management Model with Climate Adjustment Tool
https://www.epa.gov/water-research/storm-water-management-model-swmm

Water Erosion Prediction Project Climate Assessment Tool (WEPPCAT)
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/global/recordisplay.cfm?deid=153583

Flood Resilience Checklist
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-07/documents/flood-resilience-checklist.pdf

Impacts of Climate Variability and Change on Transportation Systems and Infrastructure —
Gulf Coast Study, U.S. Climate Change Science Program (2008)
http://www.climatescience.gov/Library/sap/sap4-7/final-report/

Partnership for Sustainable Communities, US HUD/DOT/EPA
http://www.sustainablecommunities.gov/
Sustainable Communities Indicator Catalog
http://www.sustainablecommunities.gov/indicators

Transportation and Climate Change Clearinghouse, US DOT
http://www.climate.dot.gov/

Climate Change Adaptation and Resilience Case Studies, FHWA
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/climate_change/adaptation/case_studies/
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Enhancing Sustainable Communities With Green Infrastructure: A Guide to Help
Communities Better Manage Stormwater While Achieving Other Environmental, Public
Health, Social, and Economic Benefits (2014), EPA
https://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/enhancing-sustainable-communities-green-infrastructure
Green Infrastructure Tools, NOAA
http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/news/sep15/green-infrastructure.html
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NATURAL RESOURCES
CONNECTICUT SPECIFIC

Connecticut Adaptation Resource Toolkit: Climate Adaptation and Natural Resources and
Ecological Habitats
http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=4423&q=531988&DEEPNav_GID=2121

TOOLS/REFERENCES

Conservation in a Changing Climate
A Land Trust Alliance project, this website offers reports and guides for land conservation
practitioners. http://climatechange.lta.org/

USA National Phenology Network
https://www.usanpn.org/

Climate Wizard, Nature Conservancy
http://www.climatewizard.org/

Climate-Smart Conservation: Putting adaptation principles into practice
http://www.nwf.org/What-We-Do/Energy-and-Climate/Climate-Smart-Conservation/Guide-toClimate-Smart-Conservation.aspx

Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment and Adaptation Plan (2014)
https://www.usda.gov/oce/climate_change/adaptation/adaptation_plan.htm
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service
Important programs: Regional Climate Change Hubs, National Drought Resilience
Partnership, Climate Preparedness Water Resources Workgroup
Other USDA data sources:
Ecological Site Inventory
Field Office Technical Guide (FOTG)
Landscape Conservation Initiatives
National Resources Inventory
PLANTS Database
Conservation Effects Assessment Project (CEAP)
Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO) and Gridded (gSSURGO)
Soil Climate Analysis Network (SCAN)
Snow Survey and Water Supply Forecasting (SS/WSF)

Climate Change Adaptation Manual (2014) by Natural England and RSPB
http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/5629923804839936
While the source is from England, the content is broken out by habitat areas, many shared with the
United States. It has very specific and descriptive adaptation strategies listed.
The Effects of Climate Change on Agriculture, Land Resources, Water Resources, and
Biodiversity in the United States, U.S. Climate Change Science Program (2008)
http://www.climatescience.gov/
Inventory & Monitoring, National Park Service
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https://science.nature.nps.gov/im/index.cfm
Northeast Temperate Network, Inventory & Monitoring, NPS
https://science.nature.nps.gov/im/units/netn/index.cfm

FOREST MANAGEMENT

Forest Adaptation Resources: climate change tools and approaches for land managers, 2nd
edition USDA: Forest Service
https://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/pubs/52760

Creating and Maintaining Resilient Forests in Vermont: Adapting Forests to Climate Change
http://fpr.vermont.gov/sites/fpr/files/Forest_and_Forestry/The_Forest_Ecosystem/Library/Clima
te%20change%20report_final_v6-18-15a.pdf

USDA Forest Service Climate Change Atlas
https://www.fs.fed.us/nrs/atlas/

Climate Change Response Framework, Northern Institute for Applied Climate Science
https://forestadaptation.org/new-england
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CULTURAL RESOURCES
TOOLS/REFERENCES

Connecticut Adaptation Resource Toolkit: Climate Adaptation and Education (no specific
cultural resources section)
http://www.ct.gov/deep/cwp/view.asp?a=4423&q=531984&DEEPNav_GID=2121

Identified Historical Sites, local commission training, state-own museums
http://www.cultureandtourism.org/cct/cwp/view.asp?a=3948&q=293806
Cultural Resources Climate Change Strategy (2016) National Park Services
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/climatechange/culturalresourcesstrategy.htm
Social Vulnerability Index
https://svi.cdc.gov/

Tourism/Recreation

Analyses of the Effects of Global Change On Human Health and Welfare And Human Systems,
U.S. Climate Change Science Program (2008)
http://www.climatescience.gov/Library/sap/sap4-6/finalreport/default.htm
Climate Change in Park City: An Assessment of Climate, Snowpack, and Economic Impacts,
Stratus Consulting Inc. (2009)
http://www.parkcitygreen.org/Documents/2009-Climate-Changein-Park-City-Report.aspx

Social Resilience

Strengthening Social Resilience to Climate Change, World Bank
http://projects.worldbank.org/P120170/strengthening-social-resilience-climate-change?lang=en

Building Social Resilience: Protecting And Empowering Those Most At Risk
https://www.gfdrr.org/building-social-resilience-protecting-and-empowering-those-most-risk

Climate Resilient Social Protection, United Nations Development Program
http://adaptation-undp.org/climate-resilient-social-protection

Community Resilience To Climate Change: An Evidence Review, Joseph Rowntree Foundation
https://www.jrf.org.uk/report/community-resilience-climate-change

Historical Preservation

Survey and Planning Grants, CT Dept. of Economic & Community Development, Offices of Culture
and Tourism
http://www.cultureandtourism.org/cct/cwp/view.asp?a=3933&q=414860
Policy Guide on Historic and Cultural Resources, American Planning Association
https://www.planning.org/policy/guides/adopted/historic.htm
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Preservation & Climate Change, National Trust for Historic Preservation
http://forum.savingplaces.org/learn/issues/sustainability/climate-change

America’s Eroding Edges (special program of the National Trust documenting climate change
challenges to historic preservation around the country)
https://savingplaces.org/americas-erodingedges?&_ga=1.266057359.1277654818.1488594814#.V7XilKKJ1tk
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
http://www.achp.gov/sustainabilitylinks.html

National Center for Preservation Technology and Training, NPS
https://www.ncptt.nps.gov/articles/climate-change/

Historic Preservation and Cultural Resources: Protecting Our Heritage, FEMA
https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/5714
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ADDENDA #4: Planning Worksheets

WORKSHEET #1 Building Your Adaptation Team
Consider using an existing inter-department team such as a Sustainability Committee or Energy Efficiency
Committee. If starting a new team, incorporate volunteers from town boards/commissions/departments
that can represent their groups. Choose people from municipal departments and a member of your
executive branch. Invite members from local interest groups as they are important resources. Balance
expertise, decision-making authority, interests, and representation. It will be helpful to have a good
committee chair, organized secretary, and member that can do some GIS mapping.
Representation
Name
Expertise
Contact Info
Mayor’s Office/Board of
Selectmen

Public Works Department
Engineering

Water Pollution Control
Authority

Conservation Commission
Inland Wetlands

Planning & Zoning

Emergency Services
Health Department
Historical Society

Recreation Groups

Local Environmental
Advocacy

Friends of (Important
feature in your town)

Regional environmental
advocacy
Local agriculture
Utility providers

Regional Emergency
Planning Task Force

Local economic
development corporation
or chamber of commerce
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WORKSHEET #2 Incorporating and Coordinating with Other Planning Documents
Instructions: This worksheet is intended to coordinate local adaptation efforts with other plans that govern your
activities. The three columns can be completed at different times. The first two columns should be completed at
the start of your adaptation journey so you can see what obligations, constraints, or opportunities you have. The
third column should be completed after you’ve chosen your adaptation strategies. If any are in conflict and simple
modifications won’t address the conflict, consider discussing the adaptation strategies with the plan producers.
There may be a way to address the conflict. Or, if the adaptation isn’t urgent, you can participate in the public
review process of the plan’s revision.
Is Climate Change
Are adaptation
Do the activities in the plans
Mentioned?
strategies included?
conflict with our chosen
adaptation strategies?
Local Documents
Plan of Conservation and
Development
Natural Resource Inventory
Inland Wetland Regulations
(some regulations may actually
need to be changed to bring into
compliance with adaptation
needs)
Local Hazard Mitigation Plan
Other municipal compliance? E.g.
Stormwater Pollution
Management, Erosion & Sediment
Control, Spill Prevent and
Pollution Control
Any state-mandate environmental
requirements? E.g. state rule the
municipal purchases must meet
certain energy savings?
Regional Documents
Plan of Conservation and
Development
River management plans
Multi-jurisdictional Hazard
mitigation Plan
State Documents
State Hazard Mitigation Plan
Coastal Management Plan
State Plan of Conservation and
Development
Federal
Coastal Zone Management Act
USDA Climate Adaptation Plan
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WORKSHEET #3 Implementation Tracking
Adaptation Strategy

Goal Completion
Date

Success Measurement
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Responsible Person

Key Resources (funding,
information)

Worksheet #4 Possible Outline of Annual Progress Report

Executive Summary
Description of goals

Successes (of Strategies, Outreach, Grants, Public Participation)
Challenges & Responses to the Challenges

Description of Public Participation Efforts
Update on Climate Science

Update on Changes to Adaptation Strategies
Update to Resources
Conclusion

Appendices:

Progress on Strategies
New Resources

New Contacts or Team Members
List of Public Outreach
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusion
“The connection between human communities and place is not unique to rural areas, but here
one can be certain that the land is not mere scenery and hiking trail, or resources in need of
extraction. Here the land becomes part of people’s lives, intermingled with buying and selling,
working and playing, living and dying. It is both history and future”(Vitek, 1996, p. 3).
This dissertation has been an exercise in place-based practice-oriented inter-disciplinary
research. The complexity of this work, using multiple disciplines and methods, mirrors the
complexity of rural communities. They do not exist as mere statistical accounts of acres and
agriculture but complex, relational, and emergent living communities. The place, people, and
resulting processes interact to create, shape, and re-make rural character’s elements,
dimensions, and tensions. The components of rural character exist within the context of the
socio-ecological system. Looking to the future, rural scholars and planners must embrace this
complexity, not as a hurdle to endure, but in service of the endurance of their community
character.
While the findings from each manuscript are presented within each chapter, I present the
following findings as a summary:
•

A wide variety of disciplines use similar terms and components to synthesize their
understanding in their particular arguments. These terms (people, place, and processes)
can promote interdisciplinary dialogue to solve the challenges from climate change.

•

Community character as a socio-ecological system can be defined as a nested interaction
of people, place, and processes that cooperate to generate and perpetuate a unique
emergent identity with generally identifiable boundaries.
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•

Rural character, with place-specific manifestations, can generally be defined within an
elements, tensions, and dimensions framework.

•

Most planners and their organizations in Connecticut have not conducted or have only
just started thinking about climate change planning.

•

Most of the planners and their organizations are interested in climate change planning
and their top three needs for such efforts are: local specific climate change information,
more employee time, and climate change expertise to start or continue their climate
change planning.
While the manuscripts herein introduced the inherent challenges that rural communities

will face in a changing global society, there are particular questions that should be considered in
future work, including:
•

Using the framework of people, place, and process to identify the limitations and
opportunities of applying socio-ecological concepts to rural character dimensions

•

Examining the role of time (past, present, future or permanence v. change) in the identity
and preservation of rural character, in particular the evolution of its identity

•

Exploring the connections between place attachment and climate change impacts on the
landscape

•

Applying the rural character framework to other geographies

•

Capitalizing on the unique rural character of a given place to address their climate change
vulnerabilities in order to create resilient communities.
Specifically, I implore planners and policy-makers to make institutional and paradigmatic

shifts to recognize, value, and prioritize the textural and experiential components of
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rural character. Some concrete actions could include:
•

Incorporate qualitative interpretations into grant-making rules either by amending the
qualifications to apply for rural programs or to expand rural programs to include projects
that enhance local character

•

Encourage partnerships and inclusion of rural communities, especially at discussions for
large-scale natural resource use and management (e.g. water usage or energy source
acquisition)

•

Educate and empower planning and zoning commission members (since most rural towns
cannot afford full-time planners) to cultivate and enhance community character to
supplement ruling by regulation
In conclusion, the use of multiple disciplines and methods is necessary in order to

recognize and honor the complexity of the rural experience and community character. It is vital,
as rural communities undergo profound and irreversible change, that scholars and practitioners
bring their skills and knowledge to bear such that rural character can endure and re-emerge in
resemblance of its most treasured components.
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Appendix A: Rural Character Photo Survey and Table of Example Coded Elements for Northwest
Connecticut
In this appendix, I present a series of photographs that, in their entirety, convey a sense of Connecticut’s
rural character. The reason for the photo survey, which is a common planning tool, is to enhance the
above discussion of rural character.
Inherently, there are limitations to using photographs to convey complex meanings. Just as individuals
may hold personal views, sentiments, and attachments, they may also construct different meanings and
interpretations of the photographs. Each photograph may be considered for potential representation;
however, the compendium of photos should be examined as the entire product.
Despite these limitations, the photo collection does contribute to this study. These photographs support
the more utilitarian figures included within the chapters. It allows readers, unfamiliar to the region,
some understanding of the landscape and elements of this particular rural character. The photographs
are taken from a human scale perspective, making it accessible and familiar to the viewer. While the
tensions and dimensions are harder to convey through images, I hope to convey some of those concepts
through the photo arrangement.
In an attempt to manage meaning, I intentionally arranged the photographs for particular messages. For
example, different scenes of agriculture are adjacent to each other to show both bucolic and working
landscapes, and the inherent tension therein. Similarly, the village scenes take place in the center of the
photo array and is “book-ended” by images of less-populated areas.
All photographs included here were taken by the author, Joanna Wozniak-Brown.
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Table of Example Coded Elements for Northwest Connecticut
Built Environment and Infrastructure

Land Use Activities

Natural Resources & Geography
People
Representations of the Elements

Bridges
Buildings
Drinking Water
Electricity
Entrance to Town
Railroad
Schools
Sewer
Telecommunications
Commercial Activity
Farming
Home Businesses
Industrial History
Manufacturing
Open Space
Recreation
Geography
Ridgelines
Waterbodies
Low population density
Multi-generational families
Respected community members
Barn
Covered bridge
Dark skies
Historical/cultural resources
Housing
Landscape influence
Open Space
Scenic Areas
Stonewall
Streetscape
Trail
Village Center
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Appendix B: Rural Character Survey Instrument (Online Version) with Reference Notes,
Convenience Sampling Survey Instrument, Example Participation Solicitation

Page 01

Welcome to the Rural Character Survey!
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this important survey looking at the concept of rural character.
Today, I will be asking about your thoughts and ideas to understand the unique characteristics of
northwest Connecticut and the attributes that make this place important to you. Your answers will be
used to create a definition of rural character for northwest Connecticut to inform planning research.
Completion of this survey signifies your consent to participate in the study. I will close the survey on
August 6, 2016. You must be a resident of northwest Connecticut and over 18 to participate.
This survey will not ask any identifying information such as your name, address, place of work, etc. Your
confidentiality will be kept as much as possible using the internet (online version). Participation presents
no greater risk than everyday use of the Internet (online version). I expect the survey to take about
15-20 minutes to complete.
If you have any questions about the study, you’d like to receive an abstract of the survey results, or you
are interested in participating in future research, please feel free to contact the researcher, Joanna
Wozniak-Brown at jwozniak@antioch.edu. If you have any questions about your rights as a research
participant, you may contact Kevin Lyness, Chair of the Antioch University New England IRB at
klyness@antioch.edu or 603-283-2149.
Thank you so very much for participating!
Yours truly,
Joanna Wozniak-Brown
PhD Candidate, Antioch University New England
jwozniak@antioch.edu
Please click "Next" to begin (on the electronic version).

Page 02
1. Are you living or working in northwest Connecticut?
Please select as many that apply.
Live
Work
Neither

2. What is your gender?
Female
Male
Prefer not to answer

3. How old are you?
younger than 18
18-29
30-39
40-49

50-59
60-69
70-79
80 or above

4. Which town do you currently live in?
Barkhamsted
Burlington
Canaan
Colebrook
Cornwall
Goshen
Hartland
Harwinton
Kent
Litchfield
Morris
New Hartford
Norfolk
North Canaan
Roxbury
Salisbury
Sharon
Torrington
Warren
Washington
Winchester
Other

Page 03
5. How many years have you lived (total) in northwest Connecticut?
Please provide the answer in numeric format (for example, 52 instead of fifty-two).

Kasarda, J., & Janowitz, M. (1974). Community Attachment in Mass Society. American Sociological Review, 39(3), 328-339. Retrieved from http://
www.jstor.org.antioch.idm.oclc.org/stable/2094293

6. Consider who in your immediate family (your spouse, sibling, parent or child) has lived for the
longest period of time in northwest Connecticut. How many years has he/she lived here?
He/she has lived here
for

years.

Brown, G., & Raymond, C. (2007). The relationship between place attachment and landscape values: Toward mapping place attachment. Applied
Geography, 27(2), 89–111. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apgeog.2006.11.002

7. What brought you to northwest Connecticut?
Select as many as apply.
Type of housing
Location (close to work)

Location (close to family)
Community (town character, community feeling)
Amenities (recreation)
Family has always lived in the area
Rural character
Grew up here
Other

8. Why have you stayed in northwest Connecticut?
Choose as many that apply.
Housing type
Location (close to work)
Location (close to family)
Community (town character, community feeling)
Amenities (recreation)
Family has always lived in the area
Rural character
Financial constraints
Grew up here
Other

Page 04
9. How has northwest Connecticut changed since you’ve lived or worked here?

Please explain

10. Future Climate
In the next 30-50 years, even under the most optimistic climate change projections, Connecticut
summer days could increase in heat by up to 5°F, feeling much like Maryland. Would this affect your
decision to work or live in the area? Please explain your answer.
Yes

No

Not sure

11. Can you name a place in northwest Connecticut that, if something happened to it, you would
feel a sense of loss?
Please name this place and explain why it is important to you.

Page 05
12. Most municipalities in northwest Connecticut use the term “rural character” in their Plans of
Conservation and Development. What does “rural character” mean to you?

.

13. Identification
Of these, which do you identify with most closely?
Country Person

Small Town
Person

Suburbanite

City Person

Cross, J. (2005). Community Life: Native Interview Schedule. Unpublished survey instrument.

14. Presence of rural character
Compared to other towns in northwest Connecticut, how would you rate your town’s rural character?
None at all

A little

Average

High

Very high

Ryan, R. L. (2002). Preserving rural character in New England: local residents’ perceptions of alternative residential development. Landscape and Urban
Planning, 61(1), 19–35. https://doi.org/10.1016/S0169-2046(02)00066-X

15. Level of importance
How important is it to you that where you live has rural character?
Not important
Of little
at all
importance

Average
Importance

Very
Important

Essential

Rural character is

Page 06

16. Elements and qualities of rural character
Please indicate how much each of the following contributes to the rural quality of your town.
Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Recreation opportunities
Presence of amenities
(grocery stores,
restaurants, etc.)
Town green
Old cemetaries
Town fairgrounds

Community center
Farms
Low population
Low population density
Work in town or at home

Farm equipment
Work out of town
Village center
Covered bridge
Commercial development

Away from highways and
metropolitan areas
On-site water wells and
septic systems
Sewer systems
Little traffic
Appropriate
telecommunication siting

Public transportation
Town dump
Mixed housing types
Historical buildings
Ridgelines

Natural/undeveloped areas
Woods/forests
Wildlife
Large mature trees
Rock outcrops

Rolling hills with fields and
forest
Dark night sky
Lakes, wetlands, and
streams
Large parcels of land
Unpaved or narrow roads

Stonewalls
Open fields
Scenic roads
Open space
Developed from my document review and Ryan (2002)

Page 07
17. Social and cultural characteristics of rural character
Please indicate how much each of these social and cultural elements contribute to your town’s rural
character.
Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Not at all

A little

Somewhat Quite a bit Very much Don’t know

Faith-based organizations
Security
Strong work ethic
Independence
Neighborliness

Traditional
Privacy
Bartering
New community members
Isolation

Local socializing
Volunteer opportunities
Town Meetings
Self-determination
Arts/culture opportunities

Knowing community
members
Self-reliance
Multi-generational families
Entrepreneurship
Agricultural Feel
Developed from my document review and Ryan (2002)

18. Dimensions of rural character
Do you associate these with rural character?
Neither

Relaxation

Stress

Tradition

Modernity

Healthy

Unhealthy

Safety

Danger

Natural

Man-made

Community

Loneliness

Simplicity
High status

Sophistication
Low status

Page 08
19. Relationship to place
When you read these statements, think about northwest Connecticut and your relationship to the area.
Please select if you agree or disagree with each statement.
Agree

Disagree

I do not think of myself as being from this place.
I have negative feelings for this place.
I have no particular feeling for this place.
What happens in this place is important to me.
I have an emotional attachment to this place – it has meaning to me.
I am willing to invest my talent or time to make this an even better place.
I am willing to make financial sacrifices for the sake of this place.
I am willing to sacrifice some convenience for me if it offered security for
the next generation.
Williams, D. R. (2000). Notes on measuring recreational place attachment. Unpublished Report Supplied by Dr. Dan Williams, Rocky Mountain Research
Station, 93407–0259.

20. How attached do you feel to northwest Connecticut?
Neither
Strongly
Agree or
Disagree Disagree Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I feel northwest Connecticut is a part of me.
Northwest Connecticut is very special to me.
I identify strongly with northwest Connecticut.
I am very attached to northwest Connecticut.
Living in northwest Connecticut says a lot about
who I am.
Northwest Connecticut means a lot to me.
Northwest Connecticut is the best place for what I
like to do.
No other place can compare to northwest
Connecticut.
I get more satisfaction out of visiting northwest
Connecticut than any other place.
Doing what I do in northwest Connecticut is more
important to me than doing it in any other place.
I would not substitute any other area for doing the
types of things I do in northwest Connecticut.
Williams, D. R. (2000).

21. Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each statement below by
selecting one circle in each row.
Neither
Strongly
Agree or
Disagree Disagree Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Tradition is important to me.
I am willling to try new things.
The environmental issues we are facing have
been exaggerated.
I want to preserve the beauty of the countryside.
We should all share in the costs of maintaining the
environment.
Raymond, C.M. 2009, Engaging the NRM Community in the Management of Water, Land and Coasts, Report 1: Assessment of Rural Landholder and
NRM Staff Attitudes, Goals and Place Values in the Eyre Peninsula Region, South Australia. Enviroconnect Pty Ltd, Adelaide, Australia.
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22. How would you rate your knowledge of places in northwest Connecticut?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Brown, G., & Raymond, C. (2007). The relationship between place attachment and landscape values: Toward mapping place attachment. Applied
Geography, 27(2), 89–111. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apgeog.2006.11.002

23. Do you consider yourself an advocate for the environment?
Yes
No
Somewhat
Brown, G., & Raymond, C. (2007). The relationship between place attachment and landscape values: Toward mapping place attachment. Applied
Geography, 27(2), 89–111. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apgeog.2006.11.002

24. What are some potential threats facing rural character in northwest Connecticut in the next
10-30 years?
Any comments or thoughts, no matter how “small”, are appreciated.

Raymond, C. M. (2012). The influence of human values, place attachment, beliefs and norms on the planting of native vegetation in rural South
Australia. University of South Australia.

25. What are some potential opportunities for rural character in northwest Connecticut in the
next 10-30 years?
Any comments or thoughts, no matter how “small”, are appreciated.

Raymond, C. M. (2012). The influence of human values, place attachment, beliefs and norms on the planting of native vegetation in rural South
Australia. University of South Australia.

Page 10
26. If you’d like to receive an abstract of the survey results or you are interested in participating
in future research, please select one of the options listed below and provide your email address.
Your email address, if provided, will not be associated with any of your answers to the survey. You are
not, at any point, required to provide any contact information.
I am interested in the results of this study. Please send me an abstract by e-mail.
I am interested in participating in other surveys and/or interviews about rural character.
I am interested in participating in other surveys and/or interviews about climate change.

27. Would you like to comment on this questionnaire or add information for us to better
understand your answers?
Please offer any thoughts you might have for survey improvement or the topic of rural character.

Last Page
Thank you so much for participating! If you have any questions or comments about the study, please
feel free to contact the researcher, Joanna Wozniak-Brown at jwozniak@antioch.edu. If you have any
questions about your rights as a research participant, you may contact Kevin Lyness, Chair of the
Antioch University New England IRB at klyness@antioch.edu or 603-283-2149.

Joanna Wozniak-Brown, Dept. of Environmental Studies,
Antioch University New England

Convenience Sampling Survey
What town do you live in?

How long have you lived in northwest Connecticut?

What’s your favorite thing about northwest Connecticut?

What’s your favorite place and why?

What does “rural character” mean to you?

Living in Salisbury

Town Offices

Meetings

Agendas

Transfer Station

Recreation

Town Documents

Merchants
Affordable
Housing
Home

Town Hall, P.O. Box 548, 27 Main Street, Salisbury, CT 06068
Search this site:

MAIL-A-MAP

Having Trouble Viewing Web
Content? Try Using Firefox or
Safari

Rural Character Survey

Town Directory

Press release – Survey of Northwest Connecticut’s “Rural Character”

Click Here for Town Directory

What really is “rural character”? Joanna Wozniak-Brown, a land use planner and a
doctoral candidate at Antioch University New England, is asking Northwest
Connecticut residents this question.

MESSAGES

Most of the towns in northwest Connecticut use the term “rural character” in their
comprehensive plan, which then shapes the town’s decisions. So, for her doctoral
research, she is asking residents of northwest Connecticut to share what “rural
character” means to them by filling out a survey at https://www.soscisurvey.de
/ctruralcharacter/

Forest Fire Danger Level
(Daily)
Messages from Our
Resident Trooper
Rent Relief

The survey should take about 20 minutes and will be open until August 6, 2016. If
you’d prefer a paper copy, you can visit the Kent, Washington, Canaan, and Cornwall
libraries and the Washington, Torrington, and Canaan Senior Centers to complete a
paper version.

Tax Collector Notice

Your participation is vital to develop a Northwest Connecticut definition of “rural
character” that represents your region. Your anonymous answers will help create a
planning guidebook, specifically designed to help towns protect the rural character in
their communities.
If you have any questions, please email Joanna at jwozniak@antioch.edu.

«

October

»

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
1
2
3 4
5
6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31

Upcoming Events
5:30pm Salisbury Affordable
Housing Commission
10/20/2016 - 5:30pm
5:30pm Salisbury Central
School Board of Education
10/24/2016 - 5:30pm
6:30pm Planning & Zoning
Commission
10/24/2016 - 6:30pm
6pm Economic Development
Committee
10/25/2016 - 6:00pm
6:30pm Conservation
Commission Public Hearing &
Special Meeting (Keenan)
10/26/2016 - 6:30pm
more

Take a Survey
Resident Input Survey
Rural Character Survey
Train Station Survey
In the foothills of the beautiful Berkshire Mountains

Appendix C: Semi-structured Interview Protocol

Semi-Structured Interview Guide
Name
Age
Town live in

How long lived in that town?

How did you come to live there?

Is this region important to you? How so?

Has it changed while you’ve been here?

Do you consider yourself a Country Person, Small Town Person, Suburbanite, or City Person (Cross
2015)?

Towns use the term “rural character”. What does that mean to you?

Is the rural character of northwest Connecticut different than other rural areas?

If you had to choose three most important things about rural character, what would they be?

Is there a place that, if something happened to it, you would feel a sense of loss?

Is your organization concerned about climate change? What is it doing?
What do you think the region should focus on to deal with the changing climate?

Appendix D: Planning Survey Instrument

Questionnaire

https://www.soscisurvey.de/ctruralcharacter/?q=CTPLANNER

Welcome to the Rural
Character Survey!
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this
survey! It is integral to my dissertation
research.
Today, I will be asking about your thoughts
and ideas about climate change planning in
Connecticut. Your answers will be used to
inform climate change adaptation planning
for municipalities. The survey takes about
5-10 minutes to complete.
Completion of this survey signifies your
consent to participate in the study. I will
close the survey on February 3, 2017. You
must be over 18 to participate.
This survey will not ask any identifying
information such as your name, address,
place of work, etc. Your confidentiality will
be kept as much as possible using the
internet. Participation presents no greater
risk than everyday use of the Internet.
If you have any questions about the study,
you’d like to receive an abstract of the
survey results, or you are interested in
participating in future research, please feel
free to contact the researcher, Joanna
Wozniak-Brown at jwozniak@antioch.edu.
If you have any questions about your rights
as a research participant, you may contact
Kevin Lyness, Chair of the Antioch
University New England IRB at
klyness@antioch.edu or 603-283-2149.
Thank you so very much for participating!
Yours truly,
Joanna Wozniak-Brown
PhD Candidate, Antioch University New
England
jwozniak@antioch.edu

Joanna Wozniak-Brown, Dept. of
Environmental Studies, Antioch University
New England

4/9/2017 11:22 AM

Questionnaire

https://www.soscisurvey.de/ctruralcharacter/index.php?i=K9U8SQOH...

1. At what scale, do you conduct
planning?
Municipal
Regional
State
Federal
Not applicable
Other

2. Overall, how would you describe your
region?
Rural
Suburban
Urban

3. Do you serve any coastal
municipalities?
Yes
No

Joanna Wozniak-Brown, Dept. of
Environmental Studies, Antioch University
New England

4/9/2017 11:23 AM

Questionnaire

https://www.soscisurvey.de/ctruralcharacter/index.php?i=K9U8SQOH...

4. Has your jurisdiction conducted any
climate change planning?
No
Started talking and thinking about it
Actively conducting research,
outreach, and/or planning
Completed a plan and have begun
implementation

5. How would you describe interest in
climate change planning for you and
your organization? If you’re not sure,
please give a brief comment.
If you’re not sure, please give a brief
comment.
I’m not interested
I’m interested but my organization is
not
Both me and the organization are
interested
Neither me or the organization are
interested
I’m not sure because...

6. If funding and time were no object,
what resources would you still need to
start or continue climate change
planning?
Please select your top 3.
Climate Change Expertise
Local consensus & participation
State guidance
Federal guidance
Local-specific climate change
information
More employee time
Guidance on starting the process
GIS mapping
Other:

Joanna Wozniak-Brown, Dept. of
Environmental Studies, Antioch University
New England

4/9/2017 11:24 AM

Questionnaire

https://www.soscisurvey.de/ctruralcharacter/index.php?i=K9U8SQOH...

7. Do you have any specific locations in
your area that you think could be
impacted by climate change?

8. What is your biggest challenge to
climate change planning?

9. What are you most hopeful about with
respect to climate change planning?

Joanna Wozniak-Brown, Dept. of
Environmental Studies, Antioch University
New England

4/9/2017 11:24 AM

Questionnaire

https://www.soscisurvey.de/ctruralcharacter/index.php?i=K9U8SQOH...

Thank you for
completing this
questionnaire!
If you have any questions or would like
more information, please email Joanna
Wozniak-Brown at jwozniak@antioch.edu
Your answers were transmitted, you may
close the browser window or tab now.

Joanna Wozniak-Brown, Dept. of
Environmental Studies, Antioch University
New England

4/9/2017 11:24 AM

Appendix E: Informed Consent Agreement

Informed Consent for Rural Character Semi-structured Interview
I, a researcher at Antioch University New England, would like you to participate in a study about
northwest Connecticut. I chose you because you live or work in northwest Connecticut.
If you participate, I will ask you questions about northwest Connecticut and the meaning of rural
character. It should take about an hour to 1.5 hours. There is no benefit to you directly to take part but
your answers may help local and state planners create better plans for rural towns.
I will record the interviews unless you prefer otherwise. Any identifying information will be kept
confidential. It may be possible for someone to identify you by your quotes even if your name and
organization are not mentioned. I do not anticipate any other risks to you from participating in this
study other than those encountered in day-to-day life. You may refuse to answer any question or stop
the interview at anytime. I expect to only conduct one interview with you but may follow up with a call
or email for clarification.
Your participation is voluntary. You can withdraw your consent and stop at any time.
If you have any questions about the study, please feel free to contact the researcher, Joanna WozniakBrown at jwozniak@antioch.edu. If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant,
you may contact Kevin Lyness, Chair of the Antioch University New England IRB [at
klyness@antioch.edu or 603-283-2149] or Melinda Treadwell, Vice President of Academic Affairs at
mtreadwell@antioch.edu or 603-283-2444].
You can have a copy of this form to keep.
Your signature indicates that you understand this information and that you participate willingly.
Signature________________________________________________________
Date________________________

Appendix F: Permissions

Antioch.edu Mail - Images from Climate Explorer - Citations

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1/?ui=2&ik=fcdc6545b4&view=pt&sear...

Joanna Wozniak <jwozniak@antioch.edu>

Images from Climate Explorer - Citations
2 messages

Joanna Wozniak <jwozniak@antioch.edu>
To: noaa.toolkit@noaa.gov

Wed, Mar 8, 2017 at 9:44 AM

Hi There,
I am creating a climate change adaptation toolkit for rural communities and would like to include the images for the climate data
for the geographic area I'm working in i.e. temperature, precipitation, and/or heating degree days.
I would like to include the images in my PhD dissertation as well as any subsequent separate reproductions of the toolkit.
https://toolkit.climate.gov/climate-explorer2/location.php?county=Litchfield+County&city=Goshen,%20CT&fips=09005&lat=
41.8411452&lon=-73.25294639999998#
The Climate Toolkit FAQs say to use this citation "U.S. Federal Government, 2014: U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit. [Online]
http://toolkit.climate.gov. Accessed [DATE]". But I didn't know if the data and the images on the Climate Explorer require a
different citation.
How do I cite the Climate Explorer? And may I use the images that are downloadable from the Explorer?
Yours truly,
Joanna Wozniak-Brown
--Doctoral Candidate, Department of Environmental Studies
Project Assistant, Translating Research to Inform Policy (TRIP)
Antioch University New England
Cell Phone: 845-380-7603
jwozniak@antioch.edu
Nina Hall <nhall@unca.edu>
To: Joanna Wozniak <jwozniak@antioch.edu>

Wed, Mar 8, 2017 at 10:17 AM

Hi Joanna,
Thanks very much for your interest in both the U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit and the Climate Explorer. All of the graphs,
maps, and text in the Climate Explorer are public information and may be reproduced and distributed at no cost. If you use
images and text, we ask that you cite the U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit Climate Explorer as the source.
You can find the recommended citation for content from the Climate Explorer on its Definitions page...scroll down to get to
the FAQs. That page recommends the following citation format:

U.S. Federal Government, 2016: U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit Climate Explorer. [Online]
http://toolkit.climate.gov/climate-explorer/ Accessed {DATE}.
Good luck with your dissertation and the toolkit!
Best,
Nina Hall, Co-Managing Editor
U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit
[Quoted text hidden]

-Nina Flagler Hall | Lead Science Editor/Research Scientist
UNC Asheville's National Environmental Modeling and Analysis Center (NEMAC)
UNC Asheville
Robinson 246, CPO #2345

1 of 2

3/10/2017 11:09 AM

Antioch.edu Mail - Images from Climate Explorer - Citations

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=fcdc6545b4&view=pt&q=c...

Joanna Wozniak <jwozniak@antioch.edu>

Images from Climate Explorer - Citations
2 messages
Joanna Wozniak <jwozniak@antioch.edu>
To: noaa.toolkit@noaa.gov

Wed, Mar 8, 2017 at 9:44 AM

Hi There,
I am creating a climate change adaptation toolkit for rural communities and would like to include the images for the climate data for the geographic area I'm working in i.e.
temperature, precipitation, and/or heating degree days.
I would like to include the images in my PhD dissertation as well as any subsequent separate reproductions of the toolkit.
https://toolkit.climate.gov/climate-explorer2/location.php?county=Litchfield+County&city=Goshen,%20CT&fips=09005&lat=41.8411452&lon=-73.25294639999998#
The Climate Toolkit FAQs say to use this citation "U.S. Federal Government, 2014: U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit. [Online] http://toolkit.climate.gov. Accessed [DATE]". But I
didn't know if the data and the images on the Climate Explorer require a different citation.
How do I cite the Climate Explorer? And may I use the images that are downloadable from the Explorer?
Yours truly,
Joanna Wozniak-Brown
--Doctoral Candidate, Department of Environmental Studies
Project Assistant, Translating Research to Inform Policy (TRIP)
Antioch University New England
Cell Phone: 845-380-7603
jwozniak@antioch.edu
Nina Hall <nhall@unca.edu>
To: Joanna Wozniak <jwozniak@antioch.edu>

Wed, Mar 8, 2017 at 10:17 AM

Hi Joanna,
Thanks very much for your interest in both the U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit and the Climate Explorer. All of the graphs, maps, and text in the Climate Explorer are public
information and may be reproduced and distributed at no cost. If you use images and text, we ask that you cite the U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit Climate Explorer as the
source.
You can find the recommended citation for content from the Climate Explorer on its Definitions page...scroll down to get to the FAQs. That page recommends the following
citation format:

U.S. Federal Government, 2016: U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit Climate Explorer. [Online] http://toolkit.climate.gov/climate-explorer/ Accessed
{DATE}.
Good luck with your dissertation and the toolkit!
Best,
Nina Hall, Co-Managing Editor
U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit
[Quoted text hidden]

-Nina Flagler Hall | Lead Science Editor/Research Scientist
UNC Asheville's National Environmental Modeling and Analysis Center (NEMAC)
UNC Asheville
Robinson 246, CPO #2345
One University Heights
Asheville, NC 28804-8511
NEMAC Engagement Site
The Collider, Suite 429
1 Haywood Street
Asheville, NC 28801
828.250.3890 – Campus
828.225.6575 – Engagement Site

nemac.unca.edu

4/14/2017 11:29 AM

Antioch.edu Mail - RE: Copyright Information or Permissions Form Request https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=fcdc6545b4&view=pt&q=p...

Joanna Wozniak <jwozniak@antioch.edu>

RE: Copyright Information or Permissions Form Request
1 message
Matthew Kleinhans <mkleinhans@esri.com>
To: "jwozniak@antioch.edu" <jwozniak@antioch.edu>

Wed, Apr 12, 2017 at 12:58 PM

Joanna,

Thank you for contac ng Esri. Since your use is academic in nature you do not need formal permission to use the image. Subject to the fair use rights enumerated in
sec ons 107 and 108 of the Copyright Act (Title 17 of the United States Code) you are granted right to use. Esri asks that all copies, whether in whole or in part, shall
include the appropriate Esri copyright no ce. You can present this email to the publisher if they need proof that you have the right to use it.

Thank you,

Matthew Kleinhans | Contracts Coordinator
Contracts and Legal Department
Esri | 380 New York Street | Redlands, CA 92373 | USA
Phone: 909.793.2853 ext. 2028| Email: mkleinhans@esri.com | esri.com

From: copyright@esri.com [mailto:copyright@esri.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 12, 2017 9:56 AM
To: Ma hew Kleinhans <mkleinhans@esri.com>
Subject: Copyright Informa on or Permissions Form Request

URL: http://www.esri.com/app/company/copyright
name: Joanna Wozniak-Brown
email: jwozniak@antioch.edu
request: My sincere apologies for the multiple submissions. If you hit 'enter' to move down a space, it submits the form. I'm completing my dissertation at Antioch University New
England. The final publication will be available in the following locations: a. Proquest Dissertations and Theses Database and that Proquest is a Print on Demand Publisher
http://www.proquest.com/products-services/pqdt.html b. Ohiolink Electronic Theses and Dissertations Center and that Ohiolink ETD Center is an open access archive
https://etd.ohiolink.edu/ c. AURA: Antioch University Repository and Archive and that AURA is an open access archive. http://aura.antioch.edu/ D. Print I'd like to use layers
"World Hillshade" last modified Feb 10, 2017 Sources: Esri, USGS, NGA, NASA, CGIAR, N Robinson, NCEAS, NLS, OS, NMA, Geodatastyrelsen, Rijkswaterstaat, GSA,
Geoland, FEMA, Intermap, and the GIS user community "2014 Population Density for the United States" Last Modified: December 5, 2016 Esri, U.S. Census Bureau
https://nhcog.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=29d59c8a3536471da8233471a92116ad (in layer properties the layer source name is "USA_Demographics_and_
Boundaries_2014". May I have permission to include these in my dissertation? Yours truly, Joanna Wozniak-Brown

4/14/2017 11:16 AM
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Permissions Helpdesk <permissionshelpdesk@elsevier.com>
To: "jwozniak@antioch.edu" <jwozniak@antioch.edu>

Mon, Apr 10, 2017 at 10:45 AM

Dear Joanna,
Permission to reuse material from Elsevier journals can be obtained directly via Rightslink on a per-article basis as outlined here: https://www.elsevier.com/
about/our-business/policies/copyright/permissions#SD.
Rightslink links are available on each article page by clicking on the title of the relevant article and following the “Get rights and content” link beneath the
authors’ names.
If I may be of further assistance, please let me know.
Laura Stingelin
Permissions Helpdesk Associate
ELSEVIER | Global E-Operations Books
+1 215-239-3867 office
l.stingelin@elsevier.com
Contact the Permissions Helpdesk
+1 800-523-4069 x3808 | permissionshelpdesk@elsevier.com

Customer By Web Form (Joanna Wozniak-Brown) - 09/04/2017 04.12 PM To Whom it may concern:
I'm seeking permission to adapt Figure 1 Tripartite Model of Place Attachment from Scannell, L., & Gifford, R. (2010). Defining place attachment: A tripartite
organizing framework. Journal of Environmental Psychology, 30(1), 1–10.
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Yours truly,
Joanna Wozniak-Brown

Joanna Wozniak <jwozniak@antioch.edu>
To: Permissions Helpdesk <permissionshelpdesk@elsevier.com>

Mon, Apr 10, 2017 at 10:54 AM

I have the permission to use it through RightsLink already. I would like permission to "adapt" it.
[Quoted text hidden]
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Dear Joanna,
You may adapt the Elsevier figure. When doing so, please be sure to credit the original Elsevier material in the following format:
“Adapted from author(s), article, journal, volume, page range, Elsevier, copyright year”.
Thank you,
Laura
From: Joanna Wozniak [mailto:jwozniak@antioch.edu]
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2017 10:54 AM
To: Permissions Helpdesk
Subject: RE: Query from Science Direct website

*** External email: use caution ***
I have the permission to use it through RightsLink already. I would like permission to "adapt" it.
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Hi Laura,
Thank you very much!
Best,
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